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A CALL FOR PROPOSALS
WHO IS SOLICITING PROPOSALS?
The African

Development Foundation,

an

Independent

agency

of the United States

government, is soliciting proposals under its Bä Applied Research Grant Program.
These research projects should entail use of participatory methodologies to work
with grassroots communities in solving concrete problems directly related to
sustainable

development.

ON WHAT TOPIC?
Under this

special initiative for Zimbabwe, the proposals must fall under the
following broadly defined topic:
“Management and Marketing Constraints to Generating Income through MicroEnterprise and Agro-Business”
WHO MAY APPLY?

Applicants must be citizens of Zimbabwe, who will be living and working in
Zimbabwe for the entire time the research is to be conducted. The minimum
educational requirement for the principal researcher is a bachelor’s degree or its

equivalent. Applicants must be affiliated with, and be formally endorsed by, an
organization which deals with development issues: research institutes, nongovernmental organizations, and technical schools, among others.
HOW DOES ONE APPLY?

To receive

an

application and supporting documentation, contact the ADF office in
Zimbabwe at the address below by no later than
December 16, 1994:

Country Liaison Officer
Development Foundation
Vasan Building
109 Chinhoyi Street

African

P.O. Box 5150

Harare, ZIMBABWE
WHAT IS THE DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION?

Completed applications and proposals must be received by the ADF office at the
address above by no later than
January 27, 1995.
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EDITORIAL

1995: WHAT HOPES FOR AFRICA?

SAFES TRUST

1994

must go

down in history

as

having been

one

of the most

tumultuous for the continent. It has been a year of historic achievement
for the African

liberatory

General Elections for
Nelson Mandela

as

a

namely the conclusion of the first
inauguration of
President of that nation-in-the-making.

process,

free South Africa and the

the first

more hopeful indicators for
included the end of the Banda dictatorship

Among the

the continent should be
in Malawi and the

peace

process in Mozambique.
But it has also been a year

during which Africa witnes.sed one of its
tragedies in modem history, namely, the genocidal massacres of
about half a million people in Rwanda and the displacement of another
one million or more. Apart from that, war continues unabated in
Angola, Liberia and Somalia. In Sudan, Zaire and Nigeria, to name
only three of our largest countries, the political process was virtually
at a standstill, the democratic forces apparently arrested or constrained
for the time being, by the weight of military-type regimes. In general,
Africa in 1994 conformed to the stereotype of a continent immersed in
economic and political crises, with only little hope that things will
improve in the foreseeable future.
So why should Africans have any more hope for 1995 than they had
for 1994? No more, perhaps, than they had in previous years. Yet, it is
a characteristic of human existence to expect so much from the New
Year, the hope that it will usher better prospects than the previous year.
1994 did witness the attempt by Africans themselves to attend to
their own problems, particularly in peace-keeping activities on the
part of such regional groupings as the Economic Community of West
worst

(ECOWAS) in Liberia and the Frontline/Southem
Development Community (SADC) states in Mozambique,
Lesotho and Angola. The aftermath of the Cold War has provided the
space within which African countries can begin to appreciate more
intimately the need for a common security, the indispensability of
good neighbourliness and peaceful co-existence. 1995 should see the
beginnings of a graduation from issues of common security and
international relations, to those that impinge directly on the economic,
the need to address the debt problem, and the unequal trade and
economic relations between Africa and the developed countries. For,

O ano de 1994 passard para os anais da histdria como tendo
dos mais tumultuosos para o continente. Foi um ano de

sido um
alcance

hiatöricpnoprocessodélibeita^äoalMcana.nomeadamenteaconclusäo
Africa do Sul e a
presidente daquela
naf;äo-em-construgå(K De entre os indicadores que mais esperan^a
inspiram inclui-se o fim da ditadura de Banda no Malawi e o pjtpeesso
de paz em Mozambique.
Mas foi também um ano durante o qual a Africa testemunhou uma
das piores tragédias da sua histdria modema. nomeadamente, o massacre
de cerca de meio milhäo de pessoas no Rwanda, obrigando a que outro
milhao ou mais ruandenses se refUgiassem nos parses vizinh#^; Para
além disso, a guerra continua em Angola, Libéria. e Somälia. No
Sudao, Zaire e Nigéria, para mencionar sdmente trés dos nossos
maiores parses, o processo politico encontra-se parade, as forzas
democr4tica.s aparentemente presas ou por enquanto impossibiljtadas,
devido ao peso do tipo de regimes militäres que vigoram naqueles
parses. Em geral, a Africa em 1994 conformou com o estereotipo de
um continente imerso numa crise econdmica e polftica, apenas com
uma pequena esperanza de que as coisas venham a melhorar num
das

primeiras elei58es gerais para uma nova
investidura de Nelson Mandela como primeiro

fiituro

nao tao

distante.

Porque é que os africanos devem guardar mais esperanzas para 1995
do que tiveram em 1994? Nada mais, tal vez, do que eles ti veram no ano
anterior. É uma caracteristica da existéncia humana esperar muito do
ano novo, a esperanza de que ele venha a abrir nqyas perspectivas do
que o ano anterior.
O ano de 1994foi testemunha da tentati va dos africanos de resol verem
os sens

problemas, particularmente nas actividades de manutenzSo da

paz por parte de tais grupos regionais como a Comunidade dos Bstados
da Africa Ocidental (CEAO) na LiNria, e os estados da Llisjra da

African States

Frente/Comunidade de Desenvolvimento da Africa Austral (SÄDC)

African

em

the economic field remains the fundamental basis of Africa's current

crisis, the very roots of the political and social malaise that afflicts our
societies. We must continue to examine how best the

African

Organisation of
Unity (OAU) itself, and all other Pan African organisations

and institutions, can

begin to devise a continental
towards the resolution of the African crisis.
In the meantime,
to

we

Plan of Action

peace

hope that peace will come
process will take root in such

countries as Somalia and Liberia, and that the continent as a whole will

enhanced a democratisation process

that will be escaped by neither
Zaire. Nigeria, Sudan, nor any other country in Africa that has so far
not conceded to the popular demands for a better economic and social
existence for the mass of its people. A better future, a better life for all
Africans.
With these few words of hope.

Africa, and

indispensibilidade da boa vizinhanza e da coexistincia pacffica. Ö ano
de 1995 deverä testemunhar o comezo de um processo de transizäo de

SAPEM wishes all its readers, all of
humanity in general, a better year: 1995.Q
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periodo

um

em que o pensamento

é dominado pelas questSes de

seguranya comum e relazoes intemacionais,para umque seja dominado

aquelas questoes que irapingem directamente na economia, na
necessidade de olhar para o problema da dlvida, e do cömércio
por

e das relazöes econömicas entre a Africa e os palses
desenvolvidos. Pois, o campo econdmico continua a ser a base
fundamental da actual crise africana, amesma base da crise

desigual

ppllticae

social que aflingeasnossassociedades.Devemos continuaraexammar

propria Orgwiizazao de Unidade Africana (OUA) e todas as
organizazöes pan africanas e instituizoes podem melhor comcyar a
esbozar um piano continental de aczäo com vista å resolugao da crise

como a

africana.
Ao

have to continue to

Angola in 1995. that the

see

Mozambique, Lesotho e Angola. O periodo pds-Guerra Fria deu o
espazo necessärio para que os parses africanos comecem a apreciar
mais intimaraente a necessidade de uma seguranpa cornum, a

a

mesmo

tempo devemos continuar a esperar que a paz regresse
de paz gadhe Impeto em parses

em 1995, que o processo
Somdlia e a Libéria, e que o

Angola

continente como um todo venha
consolidar o processo democratico do qua! nem o Zaire, a Nigéria,
e o Sudao nem qualquer outro pars africano que liad terrha ainda aceite
como a
a

as

exigéncias populäres para uma melhor existSncia econdmica e
poderao escapar-se. Um future melhor, uma vida melhor para

social

todos os africanos.
Com estas poucas
ano:

palavras de esperanza, a SAPEM deseja a todos
Africa, e ihumanidade em geral, um melhor

leitores, a toda a
1995. □

os seus

3

government, and no longer a guerrilla
movement. As a government, all the

LETTERS

rhetoric of

liberation movement

a

ceases

when the realities of state businesses knock

your door, The reality of the present
system of international relations is such that
the Kigali authorities can not afford to
jeopardise their relations with France or
on

NEED FOR MORE DIALOGUE
ON AID
;
'

Congratulations for being able to cut across
and present the issue of aid in its correct
perspective. It has been proven that aid
and workers in the Third World and Africa in

particular, do more harm than good.
Chairman Mao's saying that if a hungry
man approaches you and asks for a fish,
do not just give him the fish, but give him a
rope and a hook, and teach him how to
fish, needs to be taken seriously when

dealing with the issue of aid. Very often,
you will come across a 24-year old young

[ man/woman driving the latest and most

j

■

BLAME

—

European young man or
still smelling of the mother's milk

know about

our

communities in Africa?

from the World Bank and from

industrialised countries. But such aid,

as

human

More often than not. These donors want

capable of taking us out of that i to supervise the utilisation of their loans
poverty, but predominantly because of
and that is why they will send a few of their
thequalityofleadershipwehavein Africa,
functionaries. Most of these functionaries
Go to any African capital, and you will
aresoignorantandincompetentthattheir
see how these cities are replete with party j
presence even becomes detrimental to
headquarters which mean nothing to the j the development of our countries. It is time
now to enter into a high level dialogue
majority of people, inundated with the
latest models of Mercedes-Benz

to

transport "leaders" who do nothing more

|

between donors and recipients. Aid will be
necessary — as the reconstruction ofWestern

emptying the national coffers and i Europe after the

transfer the funds to Swiss banks.

can

criminalising the World Bank,

the west for

economic

ills

we

should first set up tribunals to try,
convict and sentence the big-bellied
men

in our

can

we

countries. Only then
together to face the
foreign enemies.
Jonathan

war can prove — but aid
also kill if it is done with arrogance and

prepotency

on

the part of those who give,

Monetary Fund and

our

dialogue

with its enemies who are outside the country

preparing to tame it, and try and bring
about the much needed reconciliation in
the country.

of

a

transitional

Moses

Shija

Dar-es-salaam
Tanzania

it is

resources

Instead of

of action

coming
the major

response

the International

a

a

to your cover issue: How
governed today, is detrimental to the
Aid Works, (SAPEM. Vol. 8, No. 2, i development goals of our countries; first,
November 1994). Your analysis of how aid i because of the conditionalities attached
has worked to further undermine the
to it, which include the surrendering of our
development of Africaisquiteinteresting.
sovereignty, and second, because of the
We are the poorest continent on earth,
high interest rates involved,

than

course

There is also the institutional aid

AID: ONLY OURSELVES TO

or

not, the best

enemies.

—

not because of lack of natural

or

community development projects".
woman

a

RPF likes it

that it needs to take is to initiate

telling you that what he/she is doing, is try
to get "community participation in
What does

This is

try those who can be considered to have
been responsible for the April massacres,
or insist on a death penalty, which in many
countries is falling into disuse. Whether the

This could lead to the formation
government which would
be responsible for preparing the country to
general elections. Peace is made between

j fashionable model of a four-wheel drive,
*

Belgium.
Certainly, the priority in Rwanda is not to

Charleston Mwale

Magadzire

Zambia

RWANDA SHOULD GET ITS

PRIORITIES RIGHT

Harare

The

Zimbabwe

appears

new

RPF

POLITICS
I read with

great interest Gideon Shoe's
magazine, "Nyerere: our
leadership, our destiny" (SAPEM, Vol. 8, No.
2, November 1994). It reveals a chronic
problem facing us, Africans. With all due
respect to former Tanzania president Julius
Nyerere, he should concentrate on other
issues of his private life and utilise his
article in your

intellectual abilities to reinforce the role of
civil society in Tanzania, while leaving those
elected by the people to run the affairs of

government. Nyerere was president for
almost 20 years, and he did his best to
make Tanzania the great nation that it is
today, while spearheading the campaign
to rid Southern Africa of the minority regimes
which littered the region. To engage in the
controversies of how best Tanzania should

Lusaka

own

stand

NYERERE SHOULD KEEP OFF

government in Rwanda

be governed, now that he voluntarily
stepped out of office, can only help diminish
the high esteem with which he is regarded
throughout the world.
Kenneth Mluwia
Nairobi

Kenya

not to have yet realised that it is a

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
name and address and may be edited for purposes of ciarity or space.

Letters must include the writer's fuii
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COVER STORY

SALIF KEITA: “I DO NOT TALK ABOUT
THE FUTURE”
During his recent tour of Southern Africa,
Malian musician Salif Keita, bumped into
SAPEM’s Thomas Deve, an encounter which
resulted in this interview. Excerpts:

DEVE:

Why did

you

choose to tour

Southern Africa now?
KEITA: It is

important for

me to

make

a

connection between West and Southern
Africa

music. Therefore, this
important. Politics has not

through

my

mission is very

been able to unite

us.

Africa needs culture

and its various expressions to start
process.

the unity

Culture passes through the heart of

humankind. Whenever we love the same art
of expression,

it will make

is what my group

us

equals. That

and 1 work for.

Is your vocal technique similar to that of
Griots, the messengers of traditional

politics in West Africa?
typically Griot. It is just Salif

Music is

an

international language, but

choose to sing in African languages.
communicate with your

It has been said that your
a son

social origin, as
of the noble class in the Mali society,

culture and

you

It is not

How do you

did not allow for your natural

audience?

in music. How has that influenced your

Keita’s because 1 did not

even

mastermind

and is still my natural
means of expression. That is the way I also
compose the songs. I am not a Griot.

1

Your music is understood to be

Are the

it very

much. It

was

basically

basically perform in Bambara and in
Mandingo. What the audience looks for is
the rhythm, and not so much the lyrics.

spiritual. Is it religious or merely

for

cultural?

These

It is

spiritual because I am a b)eliever. There

heard

is

Lord somewhere. I do not bother about

have

a

religion. It is true that I was brought up
as a Muslim, but in my spirituality, I do mix
up Islam and Christianity.

any

lyrics of

your

music important

you?
are

very

important. If you want to be

by your own people, you ought to
relevant things to tell them.

that

I

I

me

there is

French.

no

difference between Paris

am an

African who

Unfortunately the

can

.scene

speak

for the

cannot

elaborate

cultural

was

my reason to go

there.
Sapem December/January. 1994/95

am

a

They should

creative in the process

I went away but I will come home. It
happened that there was a stronger
around Paris. That

one.

other in their endeavour and be

This does not

for African music centred

on

would know each other better.
court each

showbusiness is in Paris.

movement

not

fact of life. It is not treason. It is rather

Is there

an

musician. I would love it if African cultures

and Africa. 1

am

African unity since you said it is
important item for you?

Africa and
To

the

only one who experienced that
problem. Every time that there have been
attempts from society to evolve, there have
been constraints. Social progress in my view
always involves the betrayal by younger
generations of values and traditions
established by oldergenerations. It is a normal
I

Can you shed more light on your thoughts

Are there any special reasons for avoiding

making Paris your base?

career?

traumatic way

on

of mixing cultures.
apply for Africa alone. It

stands for the whole world. Worldwide,

expressions have to mix for us to
The mixing of cultures is what I

progress.

have wanted to live

working for in

my

for, and what I

music.

am

involvement

a

for advancement in society.

a special message you have
brought for Southern Africa?
There must be understanding and
conviviality in our societies. The haves and
have-nots have to find a way towards the

creation of a better future for all, in the fields
of health,
You

food and security.

family man and always on the
road. Does that affect your family life?
It is a problem, but we cope with it.
are a

What are your future plans?
God knows the future. I am only a

human
being. I do not talk about the future.□
5

COVER STORY

ZAMBIA: “CULTURE” CONCEALS

TRIBALISTIC TENDENCIES
Cheushi Cheushi

w

HEN THE Movement for

artistic and cultural activities

Multi-Party

the country, while traditionalists hailed it as
an effort designed to encourage and promote

Democracy
(MMD) government assumed
political office nearly three years ago,
there was a marked euphoria among many
Zambian artists and cultural activists.
But soon the euphoria gave way to despair.
While the MMD manifesto somewhat talked
about the

government’s willingness to
promote Zambian art and culture (although
quite vaguely), the situation on the ground
was
something of a shattering
disillusionment for many artists and cultural
enthusiasts.

Reflecting the government’s attitude
towards culture and the arts, President

Chiluba chose

give the Ministry of
Community Development and Social
Services the responsibility to promote art
to

and culture.
Visual

artists, theatre enthusiasts,

musicians and other artists have

never

been

pleased with this arrangement. “The whole
arrangement is a marginalisation of artists
in the country” Mambwe Mulenga, one of
the most radical and outspoken playwrights
and actor said.
But

despite this alleged marginalisation
of artists by the MMD government, the
country’s third republic has witnessed
remarkable individual initiatives exhibited

by artists, a recommendable effort in a
country whose society is less formally
structured artistically. Pressurised to do

something to institutionalise art in the
country and recognise the efforts of artistes
of all shades, the government under an Act
of Parliament has established that National
Arts Council

associations.
move was

Art and culture

play an influential role in
traditional ceremonies and rituals in Zambia,
and traditionalists argue that the two have
meanings and functions which are part of
the cultural realities.
In the realm of visual art, such traditional

realities have

now

been and continue to be

explored by many artists who seek to give
identity to their positions in society.
A foreign art critic, recently made
pertinent observations about Zambian art
and culture, placing them in the framework
of political and economic life.
The critic observed that the Zambian

identity has no fixed point in time, and that
it shifts from the ethnic rural past to the
national present, with equilibrium.
“Even when society does not recognise

it,
paintings about rural life establish a
relationship between art and society and
comment on behalf of the people”, the critic
said, when referring to the common rural
life paintings displayed by local artists.
the

But the cultural variations in Zambia
seem to be determined by the
country’s ethnic composition, a situation

ultimately
that

can

at

times pose a

serious challenge to

country’s political stability.

With strong ethnic sentiments doing
rounds almost everywhere, Zambia

the
has
witnessed an upsurge in tribalistic
tendencies, with the emergence of groups
which though claiming to be cultural and
committed to promoting national
development, only seem to be interested in
dividing the country.
Under the disguise of culture. President
Chiluba’s cabinet has been accused of

representing only the Bemba-speaking
people, who include the president himself.
Ethnic groups who feel that they have been
marginalised are regrouping under the guise
of cultural associations, though it is well
known that their ultimate aim is to assert

their

political positions in society.
newly formed “Cultural”
associations have openly made it plain that
they would like to make a bid for the 1996
presidential and Parliamentary elections,
charging that it is time the country’s
presidency left the Bemba-speaking axis,
from which both former president Kaunda
Some

and his

successor

hail.

Culture, it is claimed, is being used for
political motives. The mushrooming of many
such “cultural” associations established by
a diversity of ethnic groups (many of them
are opposed to the present government)
seem to attest to many such claims.□

SOUTH AFRICA: THE FIGHT
OVER APARTHEID SYMBOLS
Edward Moloinyane

P

RESIDENT Nelson Mandela’s allout efforts to appease

the Whites

in South Africa for the sake of the

much talked about reconciliation has left

welcome

believe it will go a
6

preservation of Zambia’s authentic

traditions.

the

(NAC), to deal with the

problems faced by artists in Zambia.
The government has also been compelled,
by popular demand, to provide annual grants
for the promotion of voluntary arts and
support cultural organisations and
The

true

throughout

by artists who
long way to boosting

the millions of the victims of
rule angry

apartheid
and confused about their

country’s version of Uhuru.
Six months into the

new government of
unity, the president has become a
favourite among Whites, as he has always
sided with them, much to the chagrin of the

national

millions of B lacks who voted him into power.
Sapem December/January, 1994/95
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Although many South Africans did not
expect delivery in the foreseeable future,
tangible changes — however symbolic —
would have meant

a

lot

them.

to

Instead of shedding a tear for the

removal

of any

aprtheid symbol, be it a name or a

statue

associated with that abominable

actually
encourage their speedy demise. But Whites
system. South Africans would

would, of course, take the removal of such

symbols with

a

pinch of salt, and President

Mandela would be

than

more

happy to
like

comfort them. He believes things

symbols should be handled with the utmost
“sensitivity and restraint”, and should be
negotiated with those who may feel offended
by their unilateral removal from public
places.
The President, who spent 27 years in jail
for opposing apartheid, gave Orange Free
State Premier,

Patrick “Terror” Lekota, one

of the most

embarrassing public dressing
down for doing what most B lacks applauded
as one of the first sensible things by the new
government since the elections. Lekota,
him.self a former Robben Island prisoner
with impeccable struggle credentials, had
ordered for the removal from the centre of

Bloemfontein, the Provincial capital of the
Orange Free State, of the statue of Hendrick
Verwoerd.

Like

of them, Lekota

most

argued, the

sight in this year and age of the man reputed
be the architect of the apartheid system
relived unpleasant memories and therefore
deserved to be destroyed.
A crane was used and the apartheid
architect was chained and made to dangle
sheepishly from the air as he was being
removed from the predominantly Afrikaaner
capital.
being destroyed
going to be kept in a museum.

with the utmost

sensitivity and restraint.
Stretching from the Vaal River in the north
to the Orange River in the South, the province
got its name after the Boers usurped it from

we

the Basotho centuries ago.

he

sensitive and that the Lekotas

Its

capital was where the ruling African
National Congress was formed in 1912.
Although the province’s White population
is predominantly hardcore Afrikaaner, it
was one of the provinces where the ANC
won with resounding majority in the April
Meanwhile cracks and dissatisfaction in
the rank and file
have
over

come

the

membership of the ANC

the fore

to

as

the controversy

symbols and even languages rages.

Workers, traditionally supporters of the
ANC, are calling for more drastic change,
even

in the character of

parliament itself.

The National Education, Health and Allied

Workers Union said it had organised workers
in parliament and wanted to sign a
recognition agreement.
The union, a Congress of South African
Trade Unions

of its aims

(COSATU) affiliate said one
all

apartheid
symbols from the House of Parliament
“because they are not a pleasant memory for
was

to remove

“Parliament had been

a

symbol of

oppression to the majority of South Africans
the years, and it was about time that it
ceased to be an ivory tower and made a
meaningful contribution to the lives of the
community around it”, the union said in a

over

recently.
said the apartheid symbols would have

statement

It

be removed from the House,

was

Zimbabwe President Robert

to attract

the support

if Parliament

of the

masses.

Whites,

Mugabe, like
anyone having gripes against symbols,
certainly did not endear himself to Mandela

Mandela rushed to Bloemfontein, where he

when he addressed the 490-member House

addressed

of

was

incensed.

In his usual fashion to

a

press

reassure

conference which

was

beamed to millions of homes.
With Lekota
away,

standing barely five metres
Mandela made it clear that his

government would not tolerate anyone

tampering with the symbols of the past.
Sapem December/January, 1994/95

Assembly during a visit to South Africa
August.
Apparently stunned, Mugabe failed to
conceal his disbelief. Before delivering his
speech, he remarked after noticing the potrait
of Cecil John Rhodes among a cluster of
in

also know him

...

he lies buried in

Zimbabwe.”

Although the House applauded throughout
his speech, Mugabe was apparently unaware
was

treading

reconciliation

on sensitive toes as far as
in South Africa was

concerned.

Opposed
offensive

as he is to any acts that may be
other groups, Mandela seems

to

unable to stop calls
of

for change in other areas

society.
South

African

Broadcasting
Corporation, which is the only institution
the new government ean boast of having
effectively taken over, recently announced
that it was pruning the use of Afrikaans to a
minimum in its television broadcasts.
The

corporation said the language was
by a minority group and in its place
some of the indigenous languages would be
promoted.
In spite of vehement opposition against
the move by the Afrikaans speakers,
including the coloured people of the Western
Cape, the corporation seems to have won
the day and there has not been any significant

used

intervention from the office of the State
President.
His failure to intervene, however,

us".

to

in this august

The

1994 elections.

act, that the statue was not

But Mandela

the walls of the House:

of this world would do well to handle them

matters were

but that it

was

men on

“We have also noted madame

speaker, that
House you can still bear the
picture of that colonial figure, Rhodes. Yes,

He said such issues as symbols and related

to

However, Lekota said in defence of his

like-minded

apartheid statues included.

has not

affected his

standing in the White
community, where even newspapers keep
heaping him with lavish praise for his
leadership and foresight.
A White suburb in Pretoria, for years the
heart of Afrikaaner power, named one of its
streets “Nelson

Mandela Road”.

Although the interim constitution grants
equal status to all the 11 languages spoken
in the country, only English and Afrikaans
still dominate parliamentary debates.
Attempts by African MPs to effect the
changes by speaking indigenous languages
in the House have fizzled out, as they turned
the whole institution into a big joke.
Angered by the extent to which Mandela
is prepared to go with reconciliation, a greyhaired Langa, Cape Town activist who sp)ent
more than 30 years in exile, said: “Mandela
will not always be there”. □
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REDRESSING AFRICAN/WESTERN

CULTURAL IMBALANCES
Fred Zindi

EVERAL

s

says

that
had

came

revolutionary songs
out in the 1970s have

lyrical line which
“people without a culture are like a
a common

tree without roots, or a

bird without

wings.”
It

was

after the realisation that most of

African civilisation

being eroded or
being dominated by Western cultural values
that the above chant-line became important
to many Africans.
At any stage of civilisation, if a society
must have its own identity and pride, it must
have a system which encourages the
continuation and propagation of its own
excellence in arts, music, manners, scholarly
pursuits, language, food, beliefs, traditional
values and religion.
Today, while African cultural patterns
are still pervase in the life-styles of those
who have hardly had any contact with the
western society, especially those in the rural
areas,

urban

be bombarded by western media through
television, film, video and magazines.
to

There is

dominating African culture especially
region. Here are a
few examples:
(i) Even in a small country such as
in the Southern African

Swaziland, establishments such

was

There is

no

Kentucky
McDonald’s

as

well

as

Fried Chicken and
Hamburgers and chips

scoffed

at

played

on

radio; the clothes most urban Africans
wear; the language they speak; the
appreciation for the arts, pierceptions
on

how

women

men

should behave towards

and vice-versa; the books that

Africans read and, the

general beliefs

and values most urban Africans

now

hold.

certain African cultural values

less

fifty

years

were

ago.

Western

technology and western cultural
values have given many Africans a
conflicting vision of the world in which
they live. Two streams of cultural behaviour
are apparent among even the most educated
and the most sophisticated Africans who
when in urban areas prefer a western-type
of life but on visiting the rural areas find
themselves conforming to a different lifestyle. However, an increasing number of
Africans, especially those bom after the
1970s in urban areas, no longer have these
bipolarcultural experiences as they continue
8

If some aspects
good for all
Africans, then it must be those aspects which
of the

must

western

culture

are

be retained for the benefit of all

Africans:

men,

women

and children.

Similarly, if certain aspects of traditional
African culture are good, they must be
retained. However, the question is; which
aspects of these cultures must be retained
for the benefit of all? Also, should we let
one

culture dominate the other?

As more and more Africans aspire towards
western

values
areas

American film industry dominates the world,

but

surely there

stars

are several African film
who could have also got a mention, yet

mean

with reference to the people.

acceptable today than they

All the stars

is

Zimbabwe, Zambia and Namibia, has made

South Africa,

stars.

African film stars

This is not to say that all aspects of western
culture are bad, but culture must be discussed

as

favourite film

most

mentioned were American. It is true that the

identifying with them would implicitly

fluenced: the music that is

The recent social evolution of modem
African countries such

the situation.

as

(iii) Western films and television have in-

perceive traditional and cultural values.

reverse

recently held Miss Zimbabwe
Contest, one of the questions asked to the
beauty pageants was to name three of their
a

no

by other Africans if they order the
“nyama”, yet
they are viewed differently if they order fish and chips.

industrialisation have

At

into

traditional “sadza” and

doubt that

England or America), it might

be difficult to

have influenced traditional Africans

out to eat at restaurants are

brought about changes in the way Africans
now

as

thinking that American-type food
superior to their own.
(ii) In Zimbabwe, African couples who go

urbanisation, Christianity, missionary
education

doubt that western culture is

now

the same cannot be said about those in
areas.

no

clothes from

intellectual fashions and cultural

(and that includes even those in rural

who all

want

radios and televisions

with American programmes

and imported

lower-class

How then
the

or

were

acknowledged,

inferior values.

going to achieve
redressing of the imbalance between
are we ever

African and Western cultural values?

(i)

The Media

plays a crucial role here. If
Africans do not use their television and
radio programmes to their own

advanremain
where presenters will continue to show
American films and play western music only.
There may not be many African films
available, but instead of spending so
much foreign currency importing
programmes from the United States,
governments could divert this money
into the making of more African-oritage, then the status quo will

ented movies.
several

good films coming
as Xala (Senegal);
These Hands (Tanzania); Neria (Zimbabwe); Africa, I Will Fleece You
(Cameroon); Cry The Beloved Country (South Africa); Sidet: Forced Exile
(Sudan); Women ofNigerifiigcry, The
Message of the Baohah Tree (Mali)
and Mopiopio, The Breath of Angola
(Angola). These could be exchanged
through the URTNA programme and
only occasionally should western films
I have

out

seen

of Africa such

be shown.

(ii) Books should be written
that

are

more

on

matters

relevant to Africans.

People should be encouraged to read
and write about their

own

history.
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traditions and cultural values before

Africans under colonial domination

taking

which

an

societies. A constructive debate

on

tho.se aspects of their own culture
which they like or dislike should be

encouraged through television talk
shows, newspapercorrespondence and
(iii) Freedom of choice of religion should
be taken

as an

situations where

issue except

in

a member of a
certain denominational sect may in-

fringe

on
freedom.

(Egypt) why are we told that we live in
the “dark” continent? Why is it also

Black

necessary to follow

whites.

(v)

being

other people’s rights and

(iv) Our children should learn about the
great heroes of

Africa, such

as

Nkrumah, Mandela, etc and the great

“democracy”? Surely Africans can
with their own
knowledge and cultural values in order to come up with something more
relevant. After all, culture is dynamic.

While English has become an almost
universal language mainly due to colo-

can

blend these concepts

nization of others

by the English, use
languages should continue
to be encouraged in schools and all
places where Africans who share the
same language gather.
(vi) Looking down on non-Westem prac-

things they did for their countries,
before they learn about David
Livingstone or Cecil Rhodes. They
should also know why the slave trade
was one of the greatest evils perpetrated by the white society on Africans as well as the subjugation of

So, do
tell

we

need western societies to

how to dance,

sing, eat, pray,
speak or how to deal with members of

tices and beliefs

can only cause those
who believe in their individual capabilities to start developing a low self-

esteem

the British consti-

tution, Roman Dutch laws and Ameri-

of African

in schools.

never

led

people into
thinking that they are inferior to

interest in those of other

us

our own

families? We have

values which

we

our own

will continue

to

modify for the better at our own pace
and within our own stages of develop-

and to abandon these practices

which may be useful to society. There
should be a serious campaign to dis-

ment.

Until laws

are

made

by governments to

preserve some of the good aspects of African

this.
(vii) Instead of making Victorian chairs in
Woodwork classes, African sculpture
and stone-carvings should be encouraged.
(viii) If civilization really did start in Africa
courage

culture that

are

constantly being eroded by

western values, there will always be an

imbalance between African culture and
western

culture, with the latter dominating

the former.Q
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Selected Services
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Selective

or,

People.

If you're doing business in Harare, you can
choose from any number of luxury hotels to stay
at. But if you don't want to blow your budget
on

to

the frills of

fancy hotels you can only choose

stay at Cresta Lodge.

from the City Centre
Lodge is Harare's only selected services
hotel - meaning you only pay for the services

Situated five minutes away
Cresta

y;

^
nr

you use.

Although the services at your disposal

will take care of anything you may need;

Spacious rooms with en suite bathrooms and satellite T.V.

-

Chatters Restaurant for breakfast, lunch and dinner
Business and seaetarial services
Residents Cocktail Bar
Snack Bar

-

-

-

-

Boardroom

-

-

Swimming Pool

Tel: 787006-8
Fax; 787009
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For the more

discerning businessman.
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In its latest

156-page report, released in

November, the organisation also calls for
main

FOOD AID

while

SA SUPPLIES FOOD AID

hands of

TO WFP
HARARE
189 200

—

tonnes

World Food

rival, the conservative Democratic
(DTA) holds 21 seats,
the remaining nine seats are in the

Tumhalle Alliance

South Africa sold this year
of food commodities to the

Programme (WFP), for use

as

food aid.

collection of smaller

30 000 residents of the Walvis

The value of the food items

bought by

WFP in South Africa is calculated

will be their first taste of

Bay

area

it

valued at US$14.7 million.

MOZAMBIQUE

PARLIAMENT TAKES
OVER
MAPUTO

Mozambique’s first
multiparty parliament, which emerged from

supplies have been used to
starving populations in Angola,
Burundi, Liberia, Mozambique, Rwanda,
Sao Tomé and Principe, Sudan, Tanzania
and Zaire, countries which have registered
acute food deficits mainly because of internal

general elections, will be
sworn in on December 8,
opening a new era
in that country’s system of government.
The following day will be president-elect
Joaquim Chissano’s turn to take oath of
office, at a planned colourful ceremony to
be attended by regional and international

civil strives, but also due to adverse weather

leaders.

The food

conditions.

The 250-member

According to the WFP, the organisation
buying from South Africa following
the lifting of international trade sanctions
against that country, in November 1993.
started

NAMIBIA
NAMIBIAN ELECTIONS
WINDHOEK

The

people of Namibia
December 7,1994 for their
first presidential and parliamentary elections
since the country won its independence from
—

go to the polls on

South Africa, in 1989.
The results of the election

seem to

be

SWAPO holds 42 of the 72 present

parliamentary seats, a representation that
is likely to increase.
parliament, resultant of the
pre-independence elections, SWAPO’s
10

the ticket of the incumbent Frelimo party,

112 from Rename which

fought a 16-year
guerrilla war to oust Chissano’s government,
while the other nine seats will be occupied
by the Democratic Union, a coalition
representing the Liberal Party (Palmo), the
National Democratic Party (Panade), and
the Nationalist Party (Panamo).
Both the president and the parliament will
have a five-year term, which in the case of
the president is renewable only once.

failing to

has been critici.sed for

responsibility on Unita for
returning to war after refusing to accept the
put

one

war

way

certain sections of the

society have u.sed the tragedy of
Angola to divert attention away

in

from the fact that Unita launched the
after the elections,” said
“The government

war

one commentator.

purchased

more

than

US$3.5 billion worth of weapons in 1993
and 1994, making Angola the largest arms

purchaser in sub-Saharan Africa,”

says

the

report.

ZIMBABWE
1995: A YEAR OF

TOLERANCE
HARARE

—

Given the racial, ethnic,

religious, cultural and linguistic diversity
that prevails in the world community, there
has to be some orderly formula forenabling
peaceful co-existence of such diversity,
rather than each going their own way, and
worse still, .seeking the promotion of self
and the suppression of anything different,
argued Angeline S. Kamba, a Zimbabwean
public service commissioner during the
recently ended International Conference on
Democracy and Tolerance convened in
Seoul, South Korea.
The

meeting sought to promote 1995 as a
for tolerance as put forward in the
twenty-sixth session of the Unesco General
year

Conference (in 26C/Resolution 5.6) in

ANGOLA

consultation with the United Nations. The

CALL FOR AN ARMS

conference clarified the concepts of
tolerance and demonstrated how it is

a

foregone conclusion, with the incumbent
president, Sam Nujoma, expected to win.
His party, the Southwest Peoples
Organisation (SWAPO) which led the
liberation war against colonial occupation, is
expected to win the parliamentary elections.

observers agree
In the present

parliament, known in
Mozambique as the Assembly of the
Republic, will be composed of 129 deputies
on

“Angola: Arms Trade
of the Laws of War Since the

1992 Elections".

American

the October 27-29

alleviate

The report, entitled
and Violations

the

NEW

November 1994, 193 000 tonnes of food
worth US$27.6 million from Zimbabwe.

supplier is Uganda, which has

country.

election results in 1992.

democracy.

MOZAMBIQUE

organisation in Africa.
bought between January and

sold to the WFP 62 000 tonnes of food,

widespread deployment of United
rights monitors, and the
launching of a civilian-directed programme
of human rights education throughout the
Nations human

“It is

of food to the

The third

parties.

at

USS26.2 million, turning that newly
liberated country the second largest supplier
WFP

a

Nujoma’s main opponent is DTA leader
Mishake Muyongo.
Although for most of the 650 000 voters
this will be the second time they participate
in a truly free and fair election, for the

the

EMBARGO AGAINST
ANGOLA
NEW YORK

Human Rights Watch, an
organisation based in New York, has called
—

fora total and immediate international

arms

important for the consolidation of
democracy. In addition, participants
reflected on Unesco programmes in order to
enhance the humanitarian aspect

of the
organisations activities and to strengthen
the ethical

mission of UNESCO in

embargo

on both the Angolan government
and the rebels of the Union for the Total

promoting the ideals of peace, democracy,
human rights, mutual understanding and

Independence of Angola (Unita).

tolerance.
Sapem December/January, 1994/95
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

FORENSIC SERVICES IN SOUTH AFRICA
Wendy Watson

T

The

still

engineering of
apartheid, decried internationally
for almost half a century as a sin against
humanity. More than 16 million people
were criminalized by apartheid laws; at
least four million were forcibly removed
from their homes and land; 69 000 people
have died this century in mine accidents
because of inadequate occupational safety
measures and the neglect of value for
human life. Human Rights abuses
continue within state structures in the
new

South Africa.

South Africa is still
16 000

Inquest Act of 1959 is still in force, and
being used to deny people access to
information. This act was developed during

HE WORLD has celebrated the
end of the social

extremely violent people have been killed in political

violence alone in the past ten years,

a

time of

state

suppression, to cover evidence of

violence. Steve Biko was a well known

victim. Many thousands of unknown victims
are dying, their deaths
unpunished. Police and state officials have
often acted as though they are above the
law, and this attitude has continued in the

have died and

new

South Africa. And it works both ways

police kill and are killed — over 180
during the first nine months of 1994. The
lack of empathy between the police and
communities is being tackled, but there is an
the

-

Human

Rights should NOT cease to

majority of them in KwaZulu/Natal. The

exist after death

total number of social murders in the country

approaches almost ten times that number.
South Africa is

one

of the most violent

societies on earth, surpassed only by Colombia.
State collaboration of the

previous

dispensation in designing and perpetuating
low-intensity conflict is undoubted and has
been proved in courts, but even besides that,
the force that

used to subdue and

was

suppress the majority of the population over

has cau.sed a “culture of
The militarisation of
the police, its lack
of support within
communities, lack of confidence in the legal
system, security forces and government has
so

many years

violence” to develop.

led to a virtual breakdown of law and order.
As

a

result of the amnesties and indemnities

pas.sed during the early 1990s, many of
those responsible for the violence are again
on the streets. Many have never been brought
to justice and are still holding positions of
responsibility within state structures.
South

Africa

has

a

new

interim

constitution which states that “Every person

right of access to all
infonriation held by the state or any of its
organs at any level of government, in so far
as such information is required for the
shall have the

protection of any of his or her rights.”
South Africa also has a history of state
violence and the tools to cover the tracks of
such violence and prevent

its investigation.
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of work to be done.

enormous amount

the

In October 1994,

six months into the New

was shot
Durban suburb. He died

South Africa,

a

youth

by police in

early on a
Wednesday morning, and his post-mortem
had been completed by the time his father
found his body in the mortuary two days
a

later. His father is a poor man - impoverished

by the state, lack of education, forced
removals, group areas and other laws. He
had no confidence in the state investigation
of his son’s death, but was not

able to obtain

independent post-mortem observation
because of the hastily done autopsy. He
wonders how his son was shot, how long he
took to die, why he can not learn more about
how and why his child was killed.
an

Police should take reasonable steps to

identify bodies before post-mortems are
carried out,

especially in incidents where

are themselves involved. One of the
fundamental human rights according to the

police

United Nations Charter, is the

right to

a

little effort is made to
identify victims of violence. In some

name.

In many areas

mortuaries
unidentified

over
as

20 children

paupers every

are

buried,

month. Many

victims of

official post-mortem reports, and to have
their own medical representatives attend

autopsies. They should be encouraged
areas where injuries occur at
the hands of the police, prison or state
officials, independent medical examinations
should always be possible, so that thorough
investigation is ensured.
Police should be encouraged to act
responsibly with awaiting trial prisoners.
Many injuries and deaths occur in police
cells before sentencing, especially in remote
country areas where investigation is
difficult. Many injuries also occur when
police transport prisoners in vehicles, and
take insufficient steps in preventing their
attempts to escape. Two known murderers,
with previous criminal records, were
transported to the scene of a crime in the
Cape, at 5.00 a.m. The police had failed to

the
to

do this. In

ensure

that the men were unarmed, and one

attacked the driver with a knife. This resulted
in the death of the

prisoner, and the serious
injury of his accomplice.
The transparency and accountability of
forensic services in any country is an
important reflection on the human rights
culture of its government. In South Africa,
people should vigorously encourage the
democratic government to renew

new

medico-legal and forensic services, so that
they better reflect the new disfjensation.
The state needs to be

seen to

be accountable

people. One of the basic human rights
specified in the United Nations Charter still
to be made a reality in the New South Africa
is the basic human right to a name and
identity, even after death.
Many people think that custody of the
to the

dead should not rest in the hands of the

police. Doctors carry out post-mortems.
Forensic Services should be associated with

Ministry of Health, with an independent
civilian authority to guarantee transparency

the

and

accountability.
Independent Medico-Legal Unit

shootings die unidentified, their
assassins never brought to justice, their

intervenes in situations of state and political

of their deaths, no

violence, and will employ and pay formedical

families

unaware

investigations having been carried out.
Families should have the right to see the

The

specialists
investigate

or

forensic pathologists to
of state violence.□

cases
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

WHO IS IN CHARGE HERE?
Gift Siso

O

LD HABITS

does the

die hard, and so

brutality of the South

African Police, as evidenced

recently when officers of the force
manhandled

other than their

non

own

boss, Sydney Mufamadi, the Minister of
Safety and Security, and beat the daylight
out of him.

As if that

not

was

enough, two weeks

later, another Minister, this time in the

provincial government of the PWV, Dan
Mofokeng, was equally manhandled before
being beaten thoroughly as he left a concert
of popular Black American singer, Whitney
Houston.

For several years the South African Police
has been accused of ruthless brutality in its

dealing with anti-apartheid activists. That
brutality came to the fore and taught the two
Ministers a hard lesson, that despite the
changes at the top echelons of power in the
country, nothing had really changed in the

PtC: ELMONO nYANErOVNAUIC IMAGES

lower ranks.
Those that have been and

receiving end of the
in the

same

South Africa

are

still

on

Police

the

apartheid police
quick to add:

brutality against Blacks continues in South Africa

the senior echelons of the

heads examined,” commented

police force “to
impress upon people in government that the
African National Congress is in charge of
the country.”
The “crime” committed by Minister
Duarte was that she had allegedly obstructed
the course of justice by attempting to secure
the release of a bodyguard cum driver of

in

another Minister who had been arrested for

new

were

“They (the two ministers) deserved it. When
we tell them that
nothing has changed in the
country except that Mandela is now
President, they think that we are crazy and
we need our heads examined.
Maybe after
these incidents, they too need to have their
a passenger
Soweto bound taxi, as he read the story
about the ordeal of the second Minister.
a

These two incidents, coupled

including

with others,

in which another PWV

one

Minister Jessie Duarte had

a

brush with the

force, have prompted President Nelson
Mandela to cry foul.
“The beating of two
the decision to

of our Ministers, and
charge one other, is a

challenge

we cannot allow to remain
unanswered, esjjecially when murderers and

drug dealers are running free around the
country,” declared Mandela.
He added that it appeared the police had
declared

war on

choice but
12

to

the ANC and that he had no

call

a

top level meeting with

a

traffic offence.
The

police had announced soon after the
they were going to charge her
with attempting to obstruct the course of
justice.
This, coupled with the beating of the two
incident that

Ministers, infuriated President Mandela,
who accused the

police force of developing
into an opposition to the government.
Following a meeting with the police chiefs.
President Mandela emerged and told the
media that the government and the police
force

were now

than

before, and that this chapter of

“undeclared
closed.

much closer to

war

one

another
an

between us” had been

Minister Mufamadi
two

was manhandled
by
traffic officers in Pretoria, outside a

fried chicken outlet,

at the end of October.
The Minister said he had double-parked his

car

and left the

out to

buy

engine running and dashed

some fried

chicken.

On his return, he found two traffic officers

waiting for him and after a few exchanges
on why he had
double-parked,
the two officers manhandled and punched
him, “asking me who the hell do I thought
of words

I was”.
The Minister

shrugged off suggestions

that he had attempted to misuse

his position

and had tried to tell off the officers in his

capacity as Minister of Safety and Security.
The two traffic officers

are

said

to

be

adamant that the Minister had resisted

being issued with a ticket for doubleparking, and that it was him who had asked
the officers “who the hell” did they think
they were to issue him with a ticket.
Minister Mofekeng claims that he had
been attacked by more than four officers of
the police force as he left the Ellis Park
Sapem December/January, 1994/93
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Inkhata marchers in March this

for the

police to investigate the matter and

Stadium in Johannesburg soon after Whitney

fired

Houston’s concert. He claims he had done

year, killing 18 of them.
When the police attempted to enter Shell
House to find evidence in their investigations

for an attorney-general to decide on whether
the person concerned should be brought

they were denied
building by the ANC and non

orprovincial, is above the law in ademocratic
dispensation,” the paper said in its editorial.
But it forgot to add that every citizen,
minister or not, has a right to decent arrest as
part of his or her human rights provided for

wrong and that the officers
him for no apparent reason.

no

had attacked

The two ministers have since laid assault

charges and crimen injuria

against the

a

National Party

The Citizen, described

supporting tabloid.

President Mandela’s

on the police as “most unfortunate
and unwarranted”, and said instead of

attacks

bashing the police, the ANC should give it
support and the encouragement it needs as
the guardian of law and order in the country.
It cited the Shell House massacre in which
ANC

against the
access

to

the

massacre,

other than President Mandela himself, which

officers concerned.
But

on

guerillas of uMkhonto

we

Sizwe

the paper

described as a breach of every
organisation’s and every citizen’s duty to
assist the police in the execution of their

before

in

a

a

court or not. No

Minister, national

democratic constitution.

“If the

duties.
“The function of the

police is not to be for
or against the government of the day, but to
enforce the law impartially.
“If any Minister, nationally or
provincially, is suspected of an offence, it is

police force are still
continue to manhandle and beat
arrest, then

going to
people on

it is little wonder why they are

still the target for murder even in the new
South Africa,” commented the taxi

commuter.Q
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ZAMBIA: LAND REFORM CRISIS
Peter Sebele

CRISIS has

erupted in Zambia
following traditional rulers
rejection of a government
proposed land reform bill.
Signs of what might happen, should the
government go ahead with its plans have so
far been shown in several parts of the country,

A

which left lands minister Chuulu Kalima
shattered.

and

province, Kalima had his
entourage stoned by irate ethnic

Lozis, who

accuse

the government of

targeting “Barosteland” with the new law.
Kalima was on a countrywide tour to
“educate the public” on the proposed land
reform bill, when he met this Waterloo.
The Lozis believe that if the law is

approved, it would strip their Li tunga (King)
he has retained over
Western province.
“If they (government) have made up their
minds why are they wasting our time to
debate the bill at our chiefs palaces?” asked
Mwangelwa Mbikusita, secretary of the
of the little powers

Barotse Cultural Association.

Mbikusita, who is
force the bill

on

the bill is made

several parts
been

sure

government will

people, has warned that if

law, it will lead to clashes in

of the country, where it has

Lozis

also

contend

that

the

government is playing a very unfair game

by by-passing their demand for the
cancellation of the Barosteland Agreement,
which removed the powers of the Litunga
over tax, courts, environment and general
administration of Western province.
The lands minister also had misfortunes
in Eastern province, where Inkosiya makhosi

(paramount) chief Mpezeni, of the Ngoni
people, and other chiefs snubbed him.
Chief Mpezeni, in the company of several
other chiefs and Indunas

(chief advisers)

converged at Chipata Hall, where he gave a
less than five minute talk stating that his
people had read the bill, but had found
nothing wrong with the existing land law.
He then walked out followed by other
14

plantation labourers after sharing land
among themselves.
The religious leaders also believe the new
law will take away powers from chiefs over

subjects, leaving the

was

table the bill for debate. He later cried

land, and vest it in the president. Except in

foul, saying the chiefs had been influenced

Luapula province, the traditional home of

by the opposition members of parliament.

President Chiluba, the rest of the country
has virtually rejected the bill.

to

Eastern

region is the exceptional in
all its members of parliament
belong to the opposition United National
Independence Party (UNIP), hence the
accusation by Kalima that local MPs had
as

influenced traditional rulers to reject the

When it

was first presented in parliament
August, the House was clearly divided.
Many MPs appealed to the House to suspend

in

the debate

the

But

Dingiswayo Banda, who is leader of
opposition in parliament and is Lundazi
Member of Parliament for the Eastern region,
says the lands minister has missed the point
by trivialising the land issue.
the

Banda chronicles how land has been, and

still is, the centre of bloodshed

in some parts

so

that the bill could be taken to

public to get national

consensus.
land law seeks to merge reserve
land and trustland which will fall under
The

bill.

new

customary tenure. Lands minister argues
that the classification of land into
and trustlands
overtones

was

reserve

artificial, it has racial

and does not fit the

new

political

epoch.
The bill also seeks

recognition and

of the world and how others have rendered

continuation of the customary tenure system

their nationals landless, after

and the

blindly

Land Tribunal to
disputes.
But what chiefs do not accept is where the
setting

up

of

a

enacting laws that enabled foreigners coming
in the name of investors gobble up all prime

solve conflicts

land.

bill states that “all land in Zambia shall be

He cautions; “We feel

strongly about land
society

because the structure of Zambian
will
not

rejected.

The

accompanied by other
politicians, abandoned.
The minister was not even given chance

minister, who

Zambia

In the Western
car

chiefs and their

change for the worse. Government is
telling chiefs and their people the truth

about the bill.”
The

opposition leader is worried that the
value being attached to land in the bill will
make the rich buy it off, leaving chiefs and
their subjects as squatters.
“The

new

element which is

more

absolutely in the president and shall
by him in perpetuity for and on
behalf of the people of Zambia.”
be held

Anotherclause of the bill which has caused

displeasure, states: “All land shall be subject
to this act, be administered and controlled by
the president for the use, or common benefit,
direct or indirect, of the people of Zambia”,
and that the president may alienate land
vested in him, in

Banda.

offer it to

land law mood, and are

lobbying with
parliament to defeat the bill
when it comes up for debate. They insist
that they do not want a rural Zambia that
members of

consultation with chiefs in

falling under customary tenure.

dangerous is the value being attached to
land. The rich can buy all the land making
our chiefs squatters. And who would want
to be landless in his own country?” asks

new

land

vested

areas

Church leaders have sided with the anti-

over

Kalima says the new law aims at giving
more land to the people, contrary to the

widely held belief that government wants to

foreign investors.

Chiefs, however, contend that

some

including ministers,
advantage of the new law to grab
areas of the country in the name of

government officials,
will take
rich

investment.

will be turned into “serfdoms”, where the

And senior chief Mushili, of the Lamba

people to be

people, in the Copperbelt province, who has

wealthy will “pounce”

on
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also rejected the
on

bill, says “consulting chiefs

land alienation is not the same as

their consent.” He further argues
law will make them

new

mere

seeking
that the

spectators

while land is

being given out.
forward by the
government to change the existing law is that
One of the arguments put

both the 1928 and 1975 laws
The 1928 law which

are

was not

outdated.

updated in

of its parts in 1975, recognised the
Reserve land which colonialists then said

most

was

destined for African

But because the

development.
population was growing

fast, there was need for more land for

Africans and this necessitated the creation
of trustlands in 1935.
The difference between Reserve and

In this manner,

unity

preserved in

was

society, they say. They are also worried that
the extended traditional family unit in which

was that in the former people
given land from their areas of origin,
while the latter called for Africans to acquire
land wherever they wanted.
But nothing was clearly stated in the law
on the role of chiefs. This implies, therefore,

people passed overland from one generation
to the next would be dismantled, thereby
creating confusion in the country.

land.
But chiefs say all along they have had
powers on land and were able to discipline
misbehaving subjects by threatening to
repossess land from them.

tittle deeds is introduced, chiefs

Trustlands
were

that chiefs have

no

legal powers

over

“Even the educated have to

come to

their

villages knowing their ancestors left them a

piece of land. Now if the issue of value and
will lose

powers over their subjects as it will mean
land becomes an individual’s property,
rather than a communal property,” says
James Banda, a Zambian

sociologist.^

OCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE ISLAMIC
REPUBLIC OF IRAN IN FIGURES PART
petroleum (21,2 %), trade, restaurant and hotel
(10,7 %), transport, storage and communication
(7,5 %), services, real estate and specialized and

MINING

Iran is very rich in mineral deposits. Various
kinds of metal and non-metal minerals are

being produced in Iran. Currently, about 60
million tons of minerals are being produced
annually. Mining sector with an employment
of over 46 000 accounts for only about 1%
of GDP. However, it has received high
priority in the development plans of the
country and it is expected that the mining
would turn into a thriving sector in the near
future. A large part of the domestic
production is being exported.

billion rials in 1982

(8,2 %).

prices.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSUMPTION

INDIRECT TAXES

Final private sector consumption at fixed

Total indirect taxes in 1990 amounted to 420,4

market

billion rials,

Household consumption
7 523,4

Urban

1982

prices in 1990 were as follows:

of which 155,1 billion rials was paid by

expenditure

billion rials

rials
394,5 billion rials

5 128,9 billion

areas

2

Rural areas

40,1 billion rials
rials

7 563,5 billion

STRUCTURE OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY

Break-down of household

Gross National Product

Food and tobacco

by 12,3 % in 1982
prices and amounted to 10 997,5 biliion
rials. In 1991, the growth rate of GNP was

Wearing apparel and footwear
Housing, fuel and lighting

equalled 9,9 %.
Agriculture is still the main source of GDP.
Share of agriculture in GDP in 1990 was
27,8 %, mines (0,6 %), industry (15,4 %),

w

professional services (12,1 %), and public services

Total

also considerable and

V

the government as transfer payments. So
total net indirect taxes in that year was 265,3

Non-profit private institutions

GNP in 1990 grew

-

consumption

Household furniture
Health and medical care

Transportation and communications
Education, culture and recreation
Others

3

463,3
666.4
1 924,4
334,0
460.4
319,2
74,1
278,7

billion
billion
billion
billion
billion
billion
billion
billion

rials
rials
rials
rials
rials
rials
rials
rials
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OPPOSITION IN BOTSWANA: WHAT A
BREAKTHROUGH!
Lee Cokorinos

H

ISTORY

was

made

recently in

Botswana, when the opposition
for the first time

seriously
challenged the ruling Democratic Party
(BDP) in a general election.
In the October 15 elections, the opposition
Botswana National Front

(BNF) scored the

best electoral result since its formation in

still not reached the stage where the declining

came

performance of the economy will translate
into a protest vote for the opposition, much
less a change of party allegiance. This also
tends to undermine the glib demographic
argument that Botswana’s high urbanisation
rate will automatically give the BNF victory

ranks. Should similar issues

in the next election.
In

1966. Its

parliamentary representation
jumped from only three out of 34, to 13 out
of 39 seats, in an election where four Cabinet

ministers

were

defeated. The BNF’s share

of the popular vote jumped from 26,7 percent
in 1989 to 37,1 percent,

with the BDP’s

declining from 65 to 54,4 percent.
The BNF also made impressive gains at
the local council level throughout the
country. This was the first election in which
the BNF fielded candidates in nearly all of
the national and local contests, and the

hard

work of its leaders, rank-and-file candidates
and
It

and

campaign workers paid off
gained control of seven mainly urban
peri-urban local councils (winning all

of the available

seats

in Selebi-Pikwe and

Jwaneng, the main diamond-mining town),
and gained 134 council seats against the
BDP’s 251

and the Botswana

People’s
Party’s (BPP) 26. In Gaborone the BNF
won 24 out of 25 council seats, and is poised
to reimpose solid control over that important
council after a year during which defections
and splits undermined its position and
tarnished its image.
Changing Voting Patterns
The national pattern of voting continued
to exhibit some socio-economic and regional
trends which have been evident for

some

time. The BNF did

especially well in urban
areas, capturing all four Gaborone
parliamentary seats; while the BDP retained
its dominance in the rural areas, especially
the central parts of the country, where the
traditional legacy of the country’s first

respects these past patterns seem

be

changing, however, since the BNF did
in the largely rural Okavango
parliamentary election (where the combined
opposition vote was 64,9 percent, a
particularly stinging blow to the BDP); and
scored 46,3 percent and 40,6 percent in
Ghanzi and Kgalagadi respectively. The
BNF made a major push in the latter two
races, among other things seeking to
capitalize on the rising discontent and
political consciousness among Botswana’s
oppressed indigenous minority groups, the
so-called “Basarwa” and Kgalagadi peoples.
to

well

For the BNF to
will have to
voters

gain national power, it
develop a strategy to win over

in the rural

areas.

This will be

exceptionally difficult in light of the party’s
severe lack of funds and organisational skills,
urban bias, and the BDP’s ability as the
party in power to benefit politically from
the distribution of drought relief funds.
Effect

on

The influx of

Government
new

BNF MPs into

parliament will certainly make that
heretofore bland and predictable institution
more lively. Though some BNF leaders, in
their headier moments after the results, are

reported to have claimed that the government
will be brought down in parliament after
two years, the solid 13-seat BDP majority
seems to make that unlikely. Should a
divisive issue come before parliament,
however, there is

a

real chance that the

government could be burned.
For instance, in a recent controversial

President, Seretse Khama, continues to exert

vote over the

strong influence. In these areas voters have

to

16

I

some

establishment of a Directorate

fight corruption, the government nearly

to

grief from defections from its own
arise, for

example abortion, or women’s rights to
pass on their citizenship to their children,
then a parliamentary crisis threatening to
the government could arise.
For the moment, however, such a

possibility seems remote, since most BDP
MPs are acutely aware that, in the current
political climate, any early election would
likely cost them their seats. The elections
have given the BNF a great deal of political
momentum.

Parliament has been
vis-a-vis

the

a

weak institution

executive

and

state

bureaucracy, and the BNF’s victory should
be

seen

in this context. Still, while the

capacity of the BNF to block executive or
bureaucratic decisions (forexample on fiscal
choices or economic policy) will be limited,
it will have an opportunity to define itself
on

the issues. The effectiveness of the

opposition in doing

will also depend on
positions being
communicated to the public by the media,
which has thus far proved very weak in the
areas or reporting complex economic issues,
framing policy debates, conducting longterm investigative reporting, and articulating
the regional or international dimensions of
policy choices.
Legal Challenge to the Results
One question mark hanging overthe result
is that the electoral process itself has been
challenged in court by the BNF, which
claimed that the manner in which registration
its

was

actions

so
and

carried out andelectoral roll established,

unconstitutional.

Though it lost the
right before the
elections were held, the BNF has lodged an
appeal. Should it win in court a new election
could, theoretically, be held, in which the
momentum established by the BNF could
propel it into a much more favourable
position, even, some of its supporters think,
was

first round in this

case

into power.
Sapem December/January, 1994/95
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unlikely,
however, since the Court of Appeal would
have to demonstrate a willingness that has
never been there in the past to make new
Such acourt ruling seems highly

basic constitutional law, and carve a very
un-British model activist role for itself. It

interesting to see if the model of the
South Africa constitutional court will

will be
new

impact on this decision, however,
of the judges hearing the
Botswana case may be from down south.
Why Did the BNF Do So Well?
Following the election, there has been
much commentary in Botswana on why the
results turned out as they did. Three schools
of thought seem to predominate. The first is
that the BNF did well because of its ability
have any

since

to

some

market itself to the electorate as a credible

alternative to BDP rule, and

particularly its
capacity to articulate the demands for the
continuation of state-funded social services,

jobs and better education.
A .second school of though is that the
BNF’s

success was

the result of

a

protest

against the BDP, which has suffered
numerous corruption scandals, seems to
have run out of ideas and energy for leading
Botswana into a more complicated future, is

vote

consumed with the internal

politics of

dividing the spils of state patronage among
its own elites, and is responsible for a failure
to translate Botswana’s mineral-generated
wealth into real economic

development.

adhering to this school of thought
tend to stress the anger and disgust of those
who voted, and the growing anti-political

Those

mood of those who didn’t. In this

view, the

had little to do with

anything
positive the BNF did. To the contrary,
partisans of this line of thinking tend to see
the BNF as succeeding almo.st in spite of
outcome

itself. Rather, the results had to do with a

widespread desire among voters for change
for its

own

sake.

A third .school of

thought is that secular
demographic trends, especially the
increasing urbanisation, have fundamentally
changed politics in Botswana. The resulting
increa.se in the number of working class
urban dwellers who are, so the argument
goes,

naturally inclined toward the social

democratic .solutions and rhetoric of the

BNF,

means

that time is

on

its side. As the

proportion of rural voters declines, in this
view, .so does the effectiveness of the BDP’s
Sapem December/January. 1994/95

rural patronage

system

for securing

permanent majorities in national and council
elections.

explanations other points can be
managed to overcome
damaging splits (if by semi-authoritarian
means) and a near-disastrous indulgence in
anachronistic election boycottism in the nick
of time to get its campaign into gear. It also
began to develop a party administrative
capacity which had been missing in previous
elections; articulated its position in a
manifesto; fielded candidates in nearly all
constituencies; made it stick as a campaign
message that the BDP as the party in power
was responsible for the economic downturn;
hammered away at the corruption scandals
which plagued the ruling party; and made a
case, especially among better educated urban
swing voters, that the BDP was without
ideas for addressing Botswana’s social ills
and pursuing a coherent system of
government planning. The BNF also was
able to carry its traditional supporters along
while trying to give itself a newer image.
To these

added. The BNF

A

Cautionary Note

understandable relief,
euphoria and even occasional triumphalism
among the BNF and its supporters, the results
need to be viewed cautiously. The most
obvious point is that while the BNF did very
well indeed, it still lost nationally, and the
BNF continues to gamer a majority of the
popular vote (34.4 percent to the BNF’s
37,1 percent). Three of the BNF’s new
parliamentary seats can be considered
marginal (Mogoditshane, Kanye, and
Ngwaketse South); and in Francistown West
it won a minority vote (39,4 percent) because
of the presence of a strong third party, the
regionally-based Botswana People’s Party.
Prior to the election, some key BNF leaders
had predicted they would win 15 seats,
though this overly optimistic prediction was
forgotten in the aftermath of the real gains
they made on October 15.
Secondly, although the results clearly
show that the ruling BDP is vulnerable,
vulnerability in and of itself does not mean
automatic success for an opposition in
electoral politics. The BNF will still have to
get out there and capitalize on the BDP’s
weaknesses by offering a solid programme
to create jobs, provide better housing, bring
coherence to economic strategy and
Still, despite the

planning, and improve Botswana’s
but woefully inadequate
educational system. This distinction
between achieving a good electoral result
and developing a solid programme to build
structural support among the electorate has
still not been grasped by some BNF
supporters. For models some of these
supporters tend to equate the BNF with the
extensive

South African ANC, whereas the MMD in
Zambia

might provide

and instructive model

avoid

a more appropriate
what mistakes to

on

they contemplate the prospect of
eventually assuming power.
as

Furthermore, while

a

section of the

Botswana’s ambivalent and somewhat

fence-sitting progressive intelligentsia
.seems to be eager to cooperate with the
BNF in developing its legislative
programme (and giving it the image of a
govemment-in-waiting rather than a loose
coalition), it will take

more

than this to

build long-term grassroots electoral support.

Although the BNF campaign was better
organi.sed this time than at any point in its
history, it .still got under way far too late,
was

under-resourced, and rather chaotically

scheduled.
Its process for selecting candidates also
a lot to be desired. For instance, while

left

observers argue

that its highlighting
rights issues gained the BNF
lots of votes, the Front did not have a single
woman candidate for any of the MP slots it
was contesting. Such an imbalance cannot
be a simple matter of oversight, but clearly
reflects deep-seated patriarchal attitudes and
decision-making processes within the BNF
itself. While the ruling BDP certainly
deserved the stick it got for such things as its
flouting a court decision on the right of
women to pass on their citizenship to their

most

of women’s

children, if the BNF wishes to establish its

political credentials

on these issues it will
need to make some basic changes in its own
house.
Its

leadership will also have to convince

voters

that, if elected,

a

BNF government

could

simultaneously maintain and extend
public services, raise incomes, and manage
the transition from a mineral-based economy
to one

based on manufacturing and services.

The BNF will also have to

overcome

its

“high negatives’’ among voters, chiefly an
image as a party with a tendency toward
17
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self-division, sloganeering, and remoteness
from rural life. In a still
and

largely conservative
patriarchal society like Botswana, the

BDP continues to benefit from the vague
but widespread impression that national

political instability would follow from a
BNF assumption of power.
Thus, a recurrence of the types of divisive
congresses, splits, confused strategy, and
back-biting that have characterised BNF
politics in the past would seriously handicap
the party’s ability to build on its gains.
Despite its official social democratic
ideological stance, Botswana’s main
opposition party also still has to demonstrate
to the country’s increasingly sophisticated
voters that it has mastered the “politics of

the

belly” - the ability to represent poor
people’s (i.e., most people’s) basic economic
demands. Whether it

can

master

these

politics without losing its popular democratic
soul also remains to be seen. This challenge
is not unique to the BNF, and is faced by
left-of-centre parties everywhere in the era
of post-1988 capitalist triumphalism. But it
remains a real factor. During the campaign
President Masire regularly hammered the
BNF for being a party tied to what he
claimed is an historically superseded
ideology. The only way the BNF can
effectively counter such tactics is to respond
to

the

real

interest

of

heterogeneous electorate
themselves

see

Botswana’s
as

the latter

them.G

than 20 000

people have been killed.
Algeria was first led by Ahmed Ben Bella
who implemented an anti-capitalist
programme. But in 1965, the armed forces
under Colonel Flouari Bourmedienne took

apparently in a coup engineered
by Washington and Moscow, to prevent
Algeria from hosting an Afro-Asia forum
which was to prepare the ground for a new
Third World movement to challenge the
overpower,

United Nations in 1965.

Algeria,

a country

that

is rich in oil,

natural gas and agricultural land is sadly an
unstable country today. School leavers have
no jobs, and have become
easy targets for
recruitment into (FIS) and its more radical

rival, (GIA). Since October, the GIA has

destroyed about 600 schools and almost
500 000 students

ALGERIA: ISLAMIC

T

ALGERIAN

Front

to

question of agriculture in the
country. Instead, he concentrated on petrochemical industries, arguing that with petrol,
Algeria could import all its food
requirements. But with the fall in oil prices
and a huge standing army, Algeria can no
longer afford to import food.
Chadli Bendjedid, who took over from
Bourmedionne and resigned in 1992
following the military take-over, did nothing

Napoleon Abdulai

HE

without .schools.

tackle the

FUNDAMENTALISTS TO
TAKE POWER?

National

are

Bourmedinne, who died in 1978, failed

for

to reverse

Liberation

(FNL)
adopted Abdelhamid Ben Basis’
words. “Algeria my country, Arabic my

The

the situation.

muslim

fundamentalists

now

to 1962. More than 40 years later, another
armed movement the Islamic Salvation

marauding Algeria were trained in
Afghanistan by the CIA and provided with
funds by the Saudi Arabian government
during the struggle against the Soviet
occupation of Afghanistan. With the

Front (FIS) has

withdrawal of the Soviet forces from

language, Islam my religion”, as its slogan
during the independence war from 1953

adopted the religious
their slogan in the
ongoing bitter war for state power and
the campaign to portray Algeria as an
leaders’ words

Afghanistan, many of the Islamists left for
their respective homes in the Arab world,
where corruption and mismanagement of
the economies provided them with a base to
wage the “Holy war”.

as

Arab country.

Algeria’s original inhabitants are Berbers,
numbering about seven million, speak
Kabyle and have a distinct culture. History
as once noted by Karl Marx in the 18th
Brummaire ofLouis Bonaparte repeats itself,
first as farce and secondly as a tragedy. This
is true of Algeria today; the huge North
African

state

is in its most serious crisis

since independence,

with Muslim guerrillas
fighting for state power which they were
denied by the

Algeria,
18

a

military in 1992.
French colony for

more

than

Whilst in power,

the FNL banned the

Communist

PICiZIANA

Bendjedid: resigned in 1992
130 years, won its
armed struggle

independence through an

in which one million
Algerians died. Since the FIS and the Armed
Islamic Group (GIA) took up arms in
response to the cancellation of the second
round of the 1992 general elections, more

Party of Algeria (which at one
time had 8 000 registered members) and the
Algerian Socialist Party. Despite
contradictions within the FNL, it provided
training for the national liberation
movements in Mozambique,
Western
Sahara and many more.
The Mujahadeens (Holy

warriors) who

returned from Afghanistan provided military

training to the various islamic groups in the
Sapem December/January, 1994/95
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Arab world. In

Egypt for example, where

the main income forthe state is from tourism,

targeted tourists and the
Egyptian economy has lost almost US$4
billion and 500 people as a result of these
the Islamists have

attacks within the last two years.
In

Algeria, foreigners have become the

main targets. 70 have been killed since
1992. The French gas company, Gaz de

forced to withdraw its 200
early November, after the killing
of two technicians from Italy and France on

France,

was

workers in

November 3.

Many diplomatic missions have been
only essential staff, and thus
indicating the unstable nature of Algeria. In

reduced to

addition to the innocent women and children,

top army

officers including Colonel Cheriff

Djelloul the military commander of the
Algiers region, have been killed by FIS and
the GIA.

clearly on its way to victory
when the military cancelled the elections in
The FIS

was

1992, which led to the present civil war.

FIS

they were going to establish an Islamic
state, something closer to Iran under the
mullahs. The fundamentalists are opposed
to the teaching of French in schools. To
them, Arabic should be the official language.
said

Muslim fundamentalists, who are
Arabic as Usui, negate the

known in

Berber nationality

language — Kabyle. The failure by the
and make the Berber and
Arabic languages official, has complicated
the struggle for democracy in Algeria. After
neglecting the Berber people since
independence, the Algerian government is
today trying to woo the Berber people in the
fight against the fundamentalists.
In September, a prominent Berber singer,
Matoub Lounes, was kidnapped for two
weeks by arnied men suspected to be Musi im
guerrillas. He was only released after a
Berber group known as Berber Cultural
Movement threatened to wage a war against
the Islamic groups. Since then, Berber
villagers have begun military training to
protect their villages and towns against the

and

FNL to accept

Usui. The FNL’s forced Arabisation of the

1970s

played into the hands of the

fundamentalists.
There

are

.serious differences within the

various Islamic groups

in North Africa. The
story of how the leader of the Tunisian

Sapem December/January, 1994/95
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Libya’s Gaddafy: lack of corruption and his anti-Western rherotic have spared him
from the fundamentalists
fundamentalist group
was

Rashed Ghannouchi

refused preaching at a mosque in Algiers

Friday, because “he is not a serious
Islamist”, emphasised the differences. The
Tunisian islamists are said to be more liberal,
on a

whilst .some sections ofthe Algerian Muslim

fighters such as members of the GIA are
nothing but fundamentalists like the Mullahs
in the holy city of Qom. in Iran. The same
applies to the Egyptians, who are bent on
removing President Mubarak from power.
The weakest link is in Gaddafy’s Libya.
The lack of corruption within the Libyan
leadership and the anti-imperialist policies
of Colonel Gaddafy partly explain the

lost the battle against the

have partly

FIS, whose leader,

Abassi Madani, holds a doctorate

in

education from the Institute of Education
in London.

war.

from the talks and

will tolerate

no

interference in its internal

affairs”.
As the civil

in

Algeria gets bloody,
politicians in Southern Europe are getting
war

worried. Their shores could see thousands

of

weakness of the Islamists there.
The armed forces of Algeria

The government

broke away
promised Presidential
elections next year. This was rejected by
the two fundamentalist groups. Algeria’s
deep crisis could be aggravated by a split in
the armed forces. A government spokesman
stated recently in a reaction to the Catholic
group’s attempt to organi.se talks that: “The
Algerian government has never solicited
foreign mediation, in the same way as it
civil

Many of the leaders of the

Islamists groups are well educated men
who want to end the secular states in their
countries.

Recently, the Algerian government
rejected an offer from the Roman Catholic
group Santo Egi'dio Community to resume
talks with the Islamists under their offices

in Rome. For several months, the Algerian

government talked with IFS leaders,
including Madani, to negotiate an end to the

Algerians trying to avoid the war in
Algeria. In France, the children ofAlgerians
who fought alongside the French in its
fight against the FNL’s war of
independence, and known as Harks, are
daily battling to be accepted as French
citizens without any success. The French
used them and are dumping them now. The
Harks, numbering about 460 000, could be
welcoming thousands of other Algerians
fleeing the civil war. Whatever regime the
fundamentalists will establish when they
eventually take over power, it will definitely
have an impact on the rest of the North
Africa and

some

sub-Saharan African

countries.□
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ANGOLAN PEACE: WHEN THE STAR

MISSES THE SHOW
Fernando Goncalves

T

HE ABSENCE of Jonas Savimbi

moment,

at the

signing ceremony of the
Angola peace accord on

at

November 20 in Lusaka, has

the Lusaka ceremony sounded very flimsy,
and have only helped to reinforce suspicions

raised

interesting questions regarding the
physical well being of the man who for
almost 20 years has been regarded as the
main obstacle to a lasting peace in that
war-torn Central African nation.

It also raises

some

signal the end of

a war

questions as to
itself will finally
which resumed in

October 1992, when Savimbi refused

to

accept the electoral results.
“It
are

was

like

sold out,

a

Unita's

one commentator.

excuses

for Savimbi's absence

that something serious could have
to

at

happened

the rebel leader.
One of the

reasons

given by Unita

that Savimbi could not travel

further

whether the agreement

that the star performer is not coming

all,” said

to

was
Lusaka

because of the

government's offensive
against Huambo. his stronghold in the central
highlands. The offensive culminated with
the fall of the city into government hands on
November 9.

show in which the tickets

only to be told, at the last

The offensive

was

observer countries

—

highly criticized by
Portugal. Russia and

the United States — under the pretext that it
would jeopardise the successful conclusion

of the Lusaka agreement.
But the government insisted that the ceasefire had not yet

been signed, and that its
only to gain control of the
city, in order to prevent Unita from building
up arms caches in anticipation of the
agreement, just as it had done when the first
peace agreement was signed in May 1991.
The government said also that the offensive
had began six months earlier.
Unita’s claims were .seen as part of
delaying tactics to allow for time and certain
developments within the organisation to
unfold. Aid workers who left the city after
intention

was

PAZ ANGOLANA: QUANDO O ACTOR

FALTA AO

ESPECTÄCULO

Fernando GONg:ALVES

AUSÉNC1A

A

na

de Jonas Savimbi

cerimonia da assinatura do

acordo de paz angolano no dia 20
de Novembro em Lusaka, levanta

interessantes quanto å
integridadefisica do homem que durante
quase 20 anos foi visto como o principal
obstaculo para uma paz duradoura
naquelana^aoda Africa central eaustral.
questoes

Levanta também outras questoes sobre se

refor9ar suspeitas de

que algo de grave
podera ter acontecido ao Ifder rebelde.
Uma dessas razöes foi de que Savimbi
nao podia viajar até Lusaka por causa da
ofensiva governmental contra a cidade do

Huambo,

quartel general

planalto
queda
da
cidade nas maos das formas
govemamentais no dia 9 de Novembro.
A ofensiva govemamental foi altamente
O seu

central. A ofensiva culminou

no

com a

armazenas.se

armas

em

anticipa^ao do

acordo de paz, tal como o fizera antes da
assinatura do primeiro acordo em Maio de

1991. O govemo disse também que a
ofensiva havia come^ado seis meses antes.
Os pretextos da Unita foram vistos como
parte de manobras dilatorias destinadas a
ganhar tempo e permitir que certos
desenvolvimentos tomassem o seu curso no
seio da

proprio acordo irä finalmente p6r fim a
uma guerra reiniciada em 1992, quando
Savimbi rejeitou os resultados eleitorais.
“Era como urn espectåculo em que a

pelos patses observadores no
processo angolano — E.stados Unidos,
Portugal e Russia — sob o pretexto de que
ela punhaem peri go a satisfatoria conclusao

organizagao. Funcionarios de
organizagoes de assistencia humanitaria que
deixaram o Huambo aquando da suatomada
pelas formas govemamentais dis.seram que
Savimbi jå nao era visto na cidade hä

bilheteira esgota-se, mas o actor

do acordo de Lusaka.

muitos

o

principal

comparece,” disse um comentador.
As desculpas apresentadaspeia Unita para

nao

a

ausencia de Savimbi foram pouco

convincentes, tendo ajudado apenas a
20

criticada

Mas

o

govemo insistiu que o cessar-fogo
aindtt assinado, e que a sua

nao estava

inten^ao era apenas de ganhar maior controlo
da cidade, de modo a impedir que a Unita

meses, e

hä especula^ao de que

e.steja mono.
Aigumas fontes dizem
tern

que Savimbi, que
60 anos de idade, sofreu uma trombo.se

depois de ter sido submetido

a uma

Sapem December/January. 1994/95
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its fall into

disappeared from the scene just afew months

they triumphantly marched towards its

had not

before the peace agreement was

signed.
injured in the
factional fighting that ensued when Savimbi
became incapacitated to lead the
organisation, and was apparently found
languishing in Huambo when government
forces entered the city, and is said to be
recovering at the military hospital in Luanda.

centre.

government hands said Savimbi
been .seen in Huambo for months,

and there is

speculation that he could be

dead.
Some

sources

say

Savimbi, who is 60,

suffered a stroke while undergoing a surgical

operation in Morocco, where he was taken
to after sustaining injuries during an attack
by government forces. The same sources
maintain that Savimbi could be recovering

was one

of the most

outspoken members of the

organisation,

Lusaka peace
began in November 1994, but

led the Unita delegation to the

intervengao cirurgica em Marrocos, para
onde fei levado depois de ter sofrido
ferimentos durante

um

ataque

pelas for9as

governamentais. As mesmas femes indicam
que Savimbi podera estar a recuperar na
capital Zairense, Kinshasa, numacadeirade
rodas.

desaparecimento de Savimbi da cena
politica terä provocado uma luta pelo
ptxler no seio da Unita entre uma fac9äo
O

moderada

favorävel

ao

fim

das

chefiada pelo seeretariogeral Eugénio Manuvakola, que assinou o
acordo de paz de Lusaka, e um grupo de
linha dura, chefiado pelo seeretario da
infomtacäo Jorge valentim.
Valentim, um dos hornens mais fortes da
hostilidades,

e

organiza9äo, liderou por muito tempo a
delegaoäo da Unita ås conversa9öes de
Lusaka desde

o

Novembro de 1993, mas

desapareceu da cena publica apenas alguns
meses antes da assinatura do acordo de paz.

infenna9öes de que ele terå sido ferido
noscombatesfaccionais que se .seguiram ao
Hå

anuncio de que
de

liderar

Savimbi estava incapacitado
organiza9äo, e terä

a

aparentemente sidoencontrado pelas for9as

governamentai.s quando da tomada do
Sapem December/January.

gained the

Manuvakola, Gen. Paulo Lukamba“Gato'’,

Valentim.

talks which

changes within Unita was the composition
of their delegation to the joint commission
set up to implement the peace agreement. It
is highly symptomatic that such a militarist
organisation would send its London

from the

pol itical scene has reportedly cau.sed a power
struggle within Unita between a moderate
faction more favourable to the end of
hostilities, headed by secretary general
Eugénio Manuvakola, who signed the
Lusaka peace accord, and a group of hardliners, led by information secretary Jorge
Valentim, who

The moderates seem to have

1994/95

and Joao Vaiheken is now

running Unita’s

affairs.

Unconfirmed reports indicate that the
radical and militarist faction includes two
Generals, Arlindo Chenda Pena “Ben-Ben”,

nephew of Savimbi, and Antonio Dembo.
The apparent rift within Unita .seems to be
confirmed by the operation that led to the
fall of Huambo. According to witness
accounts, the city fell without any resistance.
Government forces assembled some 20
kilometres outside the city three days before
a

levado para o hospital

Huambo, que o terao
militar

em

encontra a

Luanda, onde aparentemente se
receber tratamento.

Os moderados parecem agora estarem na
de cima, naquilo que parece ter sido um

mo

golpe palaciano. Um triunvirato composto
por M anu vakola, o General Pau lo Lukamba
“Gato”, e Joao Vaiheken parece estar agora
ä frente dos destinos da Unita.

Segundo informa^öes näo confirmadas, a
generals,

ala radical e militarista inclui dois

Arlindo Chenda Pena “Ben-Ben”, que

é

.sobrinho de Savimbi, e Antonio Dembo.
A

aparente

cisao

na

Unita parece ser

representative, Isai'as Samakova, to
represent it in a commission whose job is to
deal with the practical aspects of the
agreement, including
disarmament,
integration offerees and demobilisation.
It

was

controlled

militarista

como a

Unita tenha enviado o

some

75

percent of the

rebuilt its forces, while other army

officers

representante em Londres, Isafas
Samakova, para a representar numa
comissao cujo trabalho é iidar com os
seu

aspectos praticos

do acordo, incluindo o

desarmamento, a

integragäo das fer9as e

desmobiliza^ao.
Parece ter sido inevitävel que uma

tal
podesse acontecer nas hotites dos
rebeldes, uma veZ que uma ofensiva do
govemo em larga escala conduziu-os para
fora das principals cidades que haviam
ocupado aquando da retomada do conflito
armado. A certo ponto, a Unita parecia e.star

cisao

a tomar a

iniciativa quando o movtmento

chegou a controlar cerca de 75
territorto nacional, para alem
cidades do Cuito, Ndalatando, Ufge,

das

das mudan^as na
liderangada Unita fei ont'vel decomposigao
da sua delega^ao na comissao conjunta
criada para implementar o acordo de paz. E
altamente sintomaticoque uma organiza^ao

rift could

staff Gen. Joao de Matos, the government

testemunhas, a cidade cam ,sem qualquer
resistencia. As feryas governamentais

cidade.

a

countryside, in addition to the cities ofCuito,
Ndalatando, Ufge, Soyo, and Huambo. But
under the auspices of 38-year old chief of

confirmada pela natureza da opera§ao que
levou ä queda do Huambo. De acordo com

agruparam-se a alguns 20 quilometros da
cidade durante tres dias, antes dasua marcha

inevitable that such

happen in the ranks of the rebels, as an all
out government offensive drove them out of
all major cities that they had occupied since
the war resumed. At some point, Unita
seemed to be taking the initiative when it

rebelde

triunfal para ocentro da
Uma outra indica^ao

leadership

Another indication of the

reports that he was

upper hand in what appears to have been a
palace coup. A triumvirate composed of

chair ridden.
Savimbi’s disappearance

are

wheel-

capital, Kinshasa,

in the Zairian

There

porcento do

Soyo e Huambo. Mas sob os auspfeios do
chefe do estado maiordas Formas Armadas
Angolanas (FA A), o General Joao de Matos,
de 38

anos

de idade, o govemo

conseguiu

reconstituir as suas formas armadas, enquanto
outros

oficiais ocupavam-se

da aquisi^ao
podessem

do melhor armamento que
encontrar.

So neste

ano, o

or^amento

angolano destinado ä aquisioäo de amias fei
para além de 1 000 milhöes de dolares.
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went

around shopping for the best weaponry

they could find. This year alone, Angola’s
arms budget exceeded US$1 billion,
making
it Africa’s largest arms market.
If it is confirmed that Savimbi has lost the

how

with

already made it clear that it will only

make such
there is

Savimbi, whom they have always regarded
as

end

a

commitment if it is certain that

desire within

a

to

the

war.

the main obstacle

Unita forces and

into the

the smooth

to peace.
number of questions as to

implementation of the Lusaka
if Unita militarists

peace accord, particularly
remain undisarmed and

are

determined

to

carry on fighting. Unita has acquired large
quantities of arms during these two years of
confrontation, and the radicals can always
rely on Zaire for new supplies, although
analysts have interpreted Mobutu Sese
Seko’s appearance at the signing ceremony
in Lusaka

as an

indication that his country

wou Id no

longer give patronage to Savimbi ’ s
militarist adventures.
The

of this latest attempt to

Angola itself to put

Unavem-IITs mandate includes disarming

But it raises

a

supervise their integration

Angolan anned forces (FAA) and
the police, as well as demobilisation of the
excedentary forces. It will also be responsible
for uncovering anns caches throughout the
country, and surrender them to the FAA.
The peace agreement calls for the
establishment of a joint monitoring
commission

to

be based in Luanda, and

chaired

by the UN special representative to
Angola, Alioune Blondin Beye, with
Portugal, Russia and the United States acting

as

observers.

by the ruling Popular Movement
Angola (MPLA), but
Unita being allocated four ministries

for the Liberation of

(Commerce, Health, Mines, and Tourism),

deputy ministerial portfolios, three
provincial governorships, six diplomatic
missions abroad, and several positions at
local government level.
But if guarantees are to be given that this
time round the peace will last, the Security
Council will have to move fast and adopt the
agreement, a condition without which its
implementation cannot begin.
Four Angolan partners in the 11-nation
Southern Africa Development Community
.seven

(SADC)

—

Botswana. South Africa,

Zambia, and Zimbabwe

It also offers the rebels what the ballot

to

But financial constrains in the United

Nations fund for

first multiparty elections

may

tomando Angola no maior mercado africano

a Unavem-IIL conduzir as suas actividades
de verifica9äo. O acordo de paz preve que as

de

armas.

Se seconfirmarque Savimbi tenhaperdido
lideran9a da Unita a favor da ala moderada,

a

sera o

culminar de um velho desejo por parte

in September 1992.

Nay'oes Unidas enviem para Angola
contingente de 7 000 capacetes azuis,
Conselho de

um
e o

(Comércio, Satide, Minas, e Turi.smo). sete

Seguran9a Ja tomou claro que

sd ira comprometer-se caso se verifique a
existencia de um empenho entre as partes

eles consideram como sendo o
principal obstaculo para a paz.
Mas levanta algumas questdes quanto ä
plena implementa^äo do acordo de paz de
Lusaka, particularmente se os militaristas da

envolvidas para o fim da guerra.
O mandate da Unavem-III inclui

quern

Unita se mantiverem armadose determinados
continuarem

Unita possui
grandes quantidades de armas adquiridas ao
longo destes ultimos dois anos de
confrontagao, e os radicais poderao sempre
contar com o Zaire para novos fomecimentos
a

a

guerra. A

de armas, muito emboraanalistas interpretem

apresen^ade Mobutu Se,se sekonacerimonia
da assinatura em Lusaka como uma indica^ao
de que o seu pais nao estara mais preparado
a
patrocinar as aventuras militaristas de
Savimbi.
O sucesso desta ultima tentativa de trazer

irä também depender em
larga escala de quao efectivamente ira a
a

paz para Angola

nova
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missäo das Na9öes Unidas em Angola.

o

desarmamento das

for9as da Unita e a
supervisao da sua integragao nas FAA e na
poh'cia, bem como a desmobiiiza9äo das
for9as excedentarias. Sera também
responsavel pelo desmantelamento dos
esconderijos de armas por todo o pafs, que
serSo depois entregues as FAA.
O acordo de paz preve também a cria9äo
de uma comissao conjunta com sede em
Luanda, e presidida pelo representante
especial do secretario-geral das Nacöes
Unidas, Alioune Blondin Beye. com os
Estados Unidos. Portugal e Russia a
actuarem como

Ele oferece
umas nao

vice-ministérios,

provinciais,
diplomäticas, e varias pastas
ao m'vel da
administra9äo local.
Mas se garantias tern que ser dadas de que
desta vez a paz irä prevalecer, o Conselho
de Segurdn9a terä de agir rapidamente e
aprovar o acordo, condigao sem a qual a sua

aos

rebeldes aquilo que as
nas

primeiras elei9öes

multipartidarias em Setembro de 1992.
Segundo o acordo, havera um govemo de
reconcilia9ao nacional dominado pelo

tres govemos

seis missöes

implementagao nao podera comegar.
Quatro parceiros de Angola

na

Comunidade de De.senvolvimento da Africa
Austral (SADC)— Africa do Sul. Botswana,

Zambia, e Zimbabwe —ja exprimiram a sua

prontidao

em

enviar contingentes

para a

operagao de manutengao de paz logo que o
Conselho de Seguranga dé a sua aprovagao e
aceite responsablizar-se pelos aspectos
financeiros e logi'sticos da sua implementagao.
Mas dificuldades fmanceiras que afectam

observadores.

Ihes deram

peace-keeping operations
make it difficult to implement the

partido no pder, o Movimento Popular para
a Libertagiio de Angola (MPLA), mas com
a Unita a ocupar quatro ministérios

do govemo do presidente José Eduardo dos
Santos de lidarcom uma Unita sem Savimbi,
a

—

send

box could not deliver to them in the country’s

peace

have

expres.sed
contingents for the peacekeeping operation once the Security Council
gives approval and agrees to shoulder its
financial and logistical aspects.
readiness

bring
to Angola will also largely depend on
success

a

keeping contingent, and the Security Council

an

Unita without

According to the agreement, there will be
dominated

dos Santos

a

UN mission,

activities. The peace accord calls for the
United Nations to send a 7 000-strong peace
has

deal with

new

government of national reconciliation

leadership of Unita to moderates, it would
be the culmination of a long-standing desire
by the government of president José Eduardo
to

effectively the

Unavem-llI, will conduct its verification

o

fundo das operagoes

de manutengao de

paz das Nacöes Unidas poderao toniar di f icil

implementagao imediata do acordo. O
secretario-geral dasNagoes Unidas, Boutros
a

Boutros Ghali, disse recentemente que o
Sapem December/January. 1994/95
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agreement. UN

%

secretary-general Boutros

recently that the
organisation’s peace-keeping fund is drying
up, mainly because member states had not
paid theircontributions. The two sides have
already accused each other of violating the
cease-fire and the situation may deteriorate
if no neutral mechanism to supervi,se the
agreement is set up quickly.
According to the cease-fire agreement,

SAFES BOOKS

Boutros Ghali said

the United Nations should send to

peace-keepers within tend days of it
entering into force, followed by an additional
350 troops, 126 police observers and 14
medical personnel within one month.
The bulk of the UN presence is only
expected to be deployed on the ground
between two to three months after the

agreement has been endorsed by the Security

Signs

are,

however, that that

process will take longer than expected.
Boutros Ghali has already once postponed a

session of the
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Africa: The Challenge of Change analyses the
problematic inheritance left by 48 years of unified white
supremacy. The cla.ssic results of settler colonialism —
dispossession from the land, malnutrition, racialism,
di.scriminatory access to schools, health and welfare —
$t4i»hiai
ehallenge the new government. It is a work of African
scholarship, bringing together the writings of the new
South Africa's researchers alongside the diaspora of our academics who established
their reputation in exile, such as Sam Nolutshungu and Bernard Magubane.
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Security Council that would

have discussed the issue
and with the festive

on

December 5,

coming to a
close, it might be early January when the
season
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final decision will be taken.□

fundo da

organizagäo estava a esgotar-se,
principalmente devido ä incapacidade dos

EDUCATION SERIES
COLONIALISM AND EDUCATION IN

estados membros de pagarem as suas

contribuig^öes. Enquanto isso no terreno, as
duas partes continuam a acu.sarem-se
mutuamente de viola?ao do cessar-fogo, e a
situagao podea vir a deteriorar ainda mats se
nenhum

mecanismo

neutral para a

supervisäo do acordo för jå estabelecido.
O acordo de cessar-fogo preve que as
Na?öes Unidas enviem para Angola 100
capacetes

aztiis dentro de dez dias da sua

entrada eni vigor, seguidos, um més depois,
de 350 observadores militäres, 126 da poKcia
e

uma

equipa médica composta de 14

elementos.

so

O grosso da presengadas Nagoes Unidas
devera estar no terreno dois a trés meses

depois da aprova^Io do acordo pelo
Conselho de Seguran^a. Contudo, sinais
indicam que o processo ird levar mais tempo
a implementar do que se possa desejar.
Boutros Ghali jä adiou por uma vez uma
ses.sao do Conselho de Seguran^a que teria
discutido a questao angolana no dia 5 de
Dezembro, e com a quadra festiva a
aproximar-se, possi'velmente s<S em Janeiro
é que uma decisao final serd tomada.Q
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Rungano J. Zvohgo
on education in Zimbabwe today
largely around the fundamental question:
I l)t < VI ION
“Where are we heading to?” Educationists, economists
and even politicians admit that as things stand, the future
is difficult to predict. Education reform programmes
implemented since independence have not resolved the
problems of youth unemployment, poor economic
performance and public disillusionment with .social and
economic policies. This book argues that perhaps the question people ought to be
debating is: “Where have we come from in our quest to get somewhere?” Dr.
Rungano Zvobgo argues that planning education for tomorrow requires a thorough
understanding of the forces that, in the first instance, established the system under
refomi. Only then can the errors of the past be avoided in building the future. It is
within this context that the analysis of the development of education during the
colonial history of Zimbabwe is an integral aspect of the debate on how to establish
an education system which can be an instrument for socio-economic engineering.

The current debate

revolves

First

Price:
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Local:
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Order your copies from SAFES Books,
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SADC TREATY: TOO

GENERAL,
INCOMPLETE, AT TIMES AMBIGUOUS
O ONE is quite sure what was
signed for in 1992 when the
Southern African Development
Community (SADC) Treaty was adopted
and a year later entered into force. Too
many things are yet to be clarified and be
considered. The SADC Treaty has too
many provisions that are too general or
too ambiguous, which in addition do not
recognize the existence of the Southern
African Customs Union (SACU).
In terms of Article 8 of the SADC Treaty,
membership is not subject to derogations
nor reservations. Unless there is an existing
arrangement outside the ambit of the SADC
Treaty, a member of SACU cannot at the

the Secretariat reports to a Standing
Committee of Officials made of Permanent

N

same

time be

a

Secretaries which in

cannot

However,
11 to 15

as

the

provisions of the SACU Treaty cannot be
said to be compatible with the objectives of
SADC especially in the area of tariffs and
monetary cooperation.
Although the SADC Treaty is a
Community Treaty, it does not (Article 9)
provide for a regional parliament which is
one of the ways by which the people of the
sub-region can participate in shaping the
direction and programmes of the

Community.
The other way

by which the people can
participate in the integration programme is
through the Tribunal if its jurisdiction is
wide enough to cover, inter alia, references
to it by natural or legal persons. The Treaty
(Article 16) only provides for the functions
of the Tribunal, but does not provide for
who may submit a reference to the Tribunal,
nor the composition of the Tribunal. These

Yet, the Standing Committee of Officials
also is

While the

24

one

will

Standing Committee of

Officials is made up of Chief Executives of
ministries and is multisectoral, the
Commissions
have to wait for
the Summit

Commissions

a

or
or

Protocol to be

adopted by
by the Council, the

Secretariat if in terms of

the

provisions of Article 10 (3) the Summit
deems it appropriate to delegate its power to
adopt the Protocol to any one of its
subordinate organs. It is two years since the
SADC Treaty was signed and no Protocol
has been considered.

It is

usually the practice that the Treaty
gives a full picture of the institutions or
organs of the organisation being established
and the only area where the issue may not be
conclusive is in the

area

of technical

committees. In accordance with Article 9 of
the SADC

include

Treaty, institutions of SADC

Summit, the Council,
Commissions, Standing Committee of
Officials, the Secretariat and the Tribunal.
the

Additional institutions may

From Article

Commissions

9, it should be expected that

are
are

sectoral and if the

higher in the decision-

making hierarchy, then they will be
composed of ministers. The link between
the Commissions, the Standing Committee
of Officials, the Committees of Counci 1 and
then Council is not there and thus, there are

three

institutions that should report

independently directly to Council, namely,
the

involved.

questions,

empowered to report directly to

Council.

between the Tribunal and the national
court.s? For all these

revealsadifferentpicture. In Article

these issues should be the Commissions.

specific and clear provisions in the Treaty.
This position leaves a lot of questions
unanswered. What is the composition of the
Tribunal? What will be the relationship

crucial issues that should have merited

Authority.

closer examination of Articles

expected to advise Council on technical
matters, but the organ to advise Council on

be established.
Thus, it is not possible to have a
comprehensive picture of the institutions
and Policy Organs of SADC. Invariably, it
is not possible to have a comprehensive
view of the scope of cooperation, areas of
cooperation nor the total estimated costs

are

a

11, the Council is empowered to create its
own committees. These committees will be

member of SADC without

accommodate SACU

should advi.se the

Council which advises the

to

violating article 6 and other provisions of
the SADC Treaty relating to tariffs. Article
24

turn

Commissions for onward recommendation

Committees

of

Council,

the

Commissions (whose composition, powers,

procedures and functions have to await a
Protocol), and the Standing Committee of
Officials. Quite confusing I should think.
In Article 10, the impression is given that
a Summit is only constituted where all the
Heads of State or Government attend. Only
later in Article 18 is the quorum for all
institutions of SADC set

at a

two-thirds

majority. Given the current number of
Member States, the quorum requires at least
seven

Heads of State

or

Government

attending. This may not be a prudent level in
long run.
When you come to areas of cooperation.
Article 21 does not help much either. It is,
like most of the provisions, too general. It
sets out, broadly, areas of cooperation in
paragraph 3(a) — (g). Do not worry if no
the

Sapem December/January. 1994/95
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SADC leaders

mention is made of the most

important

aspects of regional integration, namely, the
free movement of the factors of production
—free movement of people,

labour, capital,

elsewhere in the world may be admitted | bind? Is it on the dates the decisions are
by the existing Member States and be made or on some other specified dates? Are
allowed to accede to the SADC Treaty! So
the decisions of the Summit binding on the
even the geographical scope of membership
Tribunal within its jurisdiction? These issues

or

are not specified in the Treaty and could
Africa, but lead to different interpretations,
marching towards Abuja—the continental
Article 12 is a very good example of
Community! Where is the legal link and provisions that are too general and
recognition that eventually SADC will be ambiguous. It merits quotation:
Article 12
an organic entity of the African Economic
i
Commissions
Community. There are no provisions now.
One of the greatest weaknesses of the ! 1. Commissionsshallbeconstitutedtoguide
SADC Treaty is the provision that the i
and coordinate cooperation and integration policies and programmes in desiginstitutions of SADC whether decisionnated sectoral areas.
making institutions or advisory have to
decide by consensus. What this means is | 2. The composition, powers, functions, pro-

services and of establishment and residence.

of SADC is not determined! Yes, but you

paragraph (h) of
Article 21, namely that additional areas of
cooperation may be decided upon by the
Council. Another general provision. How is

see,

This

can

be related to

that to be carried out? Do not worry.

The

Council will decide. Later!
Did you read
shall

in Article 10 that the Summit

adopt legal instruments for the

implementation of the provisions of the
Treaty but that the Summit may delegate

the Council or the
the Standing Committee
of Officials or the Secretariat, or the Tribunal
that

power

Commissions,

to

or

the Treaty had to be adopted and
signed for by the Heads of State or

and yet

SADC is only for Southern

that each Member State has

Technically,

even

veto power.

agreed

upon at

if only one

member

a matter not

Committee level

a

objects should not be forwarded to higher

Government? Plea.se read Article 22 for

authorities. The matter should end at

clarification. Protocols have to be

Committee level! Very

adopted

by the Summit. So what are these legal
Instruments for the better implementation
of the Treaty! Aren’t the Protocols intended
to do just that? No. Yes. May be. In Article
10, it is legal instruments other than
Protocols!
Then read Article 8

members.

on

Technically

admission of new

any

State in Africa

Sapem December/January, 1994/95

impractical if this

^
i

cedures and other matters related to each

Commission shall be

prescribed by

an

appropriate Protocol approved by the
Summit.

! 3. TheCommissionsshallworkclo.sely with
the Secretariat.

provision was to be adhered to. It is unusual ' 4. Commissions shall be responsible and
foradvisory institutionssuchastheStanding |
report to Council
CommitteeofOfficialsortheCommissions
This is, apart from the Tribunal which
to have to decided by consensus!
presumably shall be independent of the
It is not clear to whom the decisions of the

Summit shall be
to

binding. Are they binding

all the subordinate institutions and to

Member States? When should the decisions

Council and the Summit in matters within

its jurisdiction, the only important policy
whose composition, powers and
functions are not defined even vaguely .□
organ
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HARD TIMES FOR THE MALAWIAN

ECONOMY
ANGELS MTUKULO

M

ARGARET

Mtunduwatha,
her right hand,

money coins in
descends steps

of

ancient-

an

looking building. Her face is sombre.
“This is daylight robbery, it was only
yesterday 1 sent my boy to buy a packet of
salt and yet today they tell me the price
has gone up,” she mumbles to herself as
she picks her way back home, looking
greatly disappointed.
Ever since the United Democratic Front

(UDF) of President Bakili Muluzi

came

into power in May this year, things
been the same any more. The

have not
Kwacha
(Malawi’s currency) has continuously
nosedived, resulting in hyperinflation and
sky-rocketting prices of basic commodities.
The price of bread has gone up three times
in three months, and those of soap, cooking
oil and soft drinks twice within the

Agriculture, and particularly tobacco, is the mainstay for the Malawi

fjeriod.
“We

MINFOR. ZIMBABWE

same

concerned with the way
prices of commodities are going up... Why
should a bottle of beer be cheaper than a loaf
of bread?” asked Bishop Tarcicius Ziyaye,

has forced Malawi to

Chairman of the Public Affairs Committee

tonnes

(PAC), a religious organisation, during a
meeting with president Muluzi recently.

these massive

are

Economists link Malawi’s economic woes
to a number of natural and

man-made factors.

The country has been hit
consecutive droughts since 1992,

by two
seriously

affecting agricultural production, the
country’s economic mainstay. It has been
projected that the economy will drop by 9.2
percent in 1994, as compared to a growth
rate of 10.8 ptercent in 1993, with
the
agriculture sector alone facing a 29.3 percent
decline.
Malawi derives 34 percent

of her Gross

Domestic Product (GDP) from agriculture
which also contributes 90 percent to the

country’s export revenue and offers
employment to 85 percent of the country’s
labour force.
26

economy

very

The shortfall in

to

agricultural production
import about 300 0(X)

of maize, and in order to allow for

imports, the government had
budget, approved in
1994, by former president Kamuzu

amend the 1994/95

March

Banda’s government.
In his presentation of

the supplementary
budget statement, first vice-President and
Minister of Finance, Economic Planning
and Development, Aleke Banda, said while
the previous government allocated 50
million kwacha

(about US$2,9 million)

to

drought-related activities, the new government
had adjusted this to 782 million kwacha.
While smallholder agricultural production
grew by 51.3 percent in 1993 (largely due to
a bumper maize
yield of about 2.02 million
tonnes), other sectors experienced serious
hiccups.
Manufacturing, construction, retail and
wholesale
trading, transport and

communications fell because of the

scarcity
foreign exchange, following a decision
by donors in 1992 to suspend development
aid, pending improvements on the
government’s human rights record.
The suspension of aid deprived Malawi
of balance of payments support, forcing the
economy to decline by 7.9 percent in 1992,
as opposed to a growth rate of 7.8
percent in
the previous year.
Although the Political situation in Malawi
improved following a referendum in June
1993, and Presidential and Parliamentary
elections in May 1994, foreign currency
shortages continue because donors have not
been forthcoming in disbursing balance of
payments support pledges made at the donors
annual consultative meeting held in Paris,
of

in December 1993.
Malawi needed about US$312 million in
1994 but donors came up with only US$305
million. This has aggravated the already
Sapem December/January, 1994/95
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scarcity of foreign exchange, in a
country where annual per capita income

tobacco

stands at US$210.

sugar

This boost is

serious

Malawi’s economic

II

expected to

come

from

(46 percent), tea (51 percent) and

(84 percent).
Basing on the past experiences, Malawi’s
economy is far from recovering, let alone
growing. Since the country, rated as one of
the world’s fifteen poorest countries,
depends on agriculture, its economy remains

hardships have been

compounded by what Aleke Banda termed
as “deliberate economic sabotage” by the
prevoious government.
According to Banda, statutory limits of
government borrowing from the bank is 20
percent of estimated government revenue
for each fiscal year, estimated at US$ 124,6

delicate and volatile. Prices

on

the world

market

budget.
previous government has also been
criticised for floating the kwacha in Febmary

keep on fluctuating.
The only option for Malawi’s economic
survival, as Aleke Banda puts it, is to exploit
other means of generating income.
“Mining and tourism are two potential

the currency depreciating

considerations at the moment. Malawi is

million in the 1994/95
The

1994, which

saw

by more than 250 percent between February
and October that year. Likewise, inflation
rose from 22.8 percent by the end of 1993 to
32.3 percent in September 1994.
“The floatation of the kwacha was to give
the impression that we have money. It is like
someone going about shopping using a
cheque book but without a bank account. If
this had

come

in the 1970s when

Chihana: “The floatation

of the kwacha

give the impression that we have
money”
was

to

1994 exports will earn the
country more than US$200 million, an
increa.se of 134 percent over the 1993 exports
is expected that in

earnings.

already endowed with a variety of mineral
resources, some of which have high potential
for exploitation. The policy therefore will
be to intensify and accelerate the exploitation
and evaluation of the known mineral
resources

so

that

a

reliable data base is

established to

permit efficient decision
making,” he said.Q

our

have
scale
entrepreneurs,” said second vice-president
was strong, it would
benefited business, especially small

economy

Chafukwa Chihana.
An economist with the

commercial bank

—

Malawi —also criticised the
it

ZAMBIA: MARKET

country’s biggest

the National Bank of
move.

ECONOMY THREATENS

He said

miscaculation geared at

increasing
suffering of the average Malawian.
“Oureconomy is very young. The Malawi

was a

the

kwacha has been forced to stand

on

its

FOOD SECURITY

own

feet when it is not mature enough to compete
with other strong currencies.
a

person

sea

who is learning to swim go into the

alone,” he said.

Agriculture and Livestock Development
Minister,
Mapopa Chipeta, said the
liberali.sation would only allow ”corrupt
politicians to take money away to outside
countries...”
Malawi’s
fallen

to

Square Yalemana

It is like letting

foreign exchange reserves had

US$16 million this year.

“The

delay by donors in disbursing
balance of payments support has contributed
to the worsening of the situation both in the
reserve position and instability in the
exchange rate,” said Aleke Banda.
Malawi believes that one way of
improving her foreign reserves is by
strengthening and increasing her exports. It
Sapem December/January. 1994/95
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OOD security has been an

other factors that have contributed to the

Southern Africa. But while national

deterioration of food and nutritional security
in Zambia.

explicit
goal of agricultural policies in

security targets have in some years
been met, there have also been increasing

food

rates of malnutrition and food

insecurity

at the household level.

Zambia has

one

of the highest levels of

stunting (an indicator of long-term
deprivation) in Africa — about 54 percent
and it is estimated that 33 percent of the
population is vulnerable to food insecurity.
This represents 2,6 million people.

—

Like in all other Southern African states,
the

problem of food security in Zambia was
by the devastating drought of

exacerbated

1992. But there have been

a

number of

High levels of food insecurity and
are rampant in marginal rural
areas, some peri-urban localities and high
density locations in urban areas, and they
result from limited access to agricultural

malnutrition

services and resources and past government

policies which over-emphasized the
production of hybrid maize at the expense
of more traditional crops. In urban areas,
food insecurity and malnutrition are related
to deterioration of purchasing power as a
result of the economic stagnation, the
security of income-generating activities and
price inflation.
Inflation had achieved the highest level of
27
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300 percent in
kwacha value

1993 while the Zambian
depreciated to K800 per

United States dollar from K125 in 1992.
Household food

security has, therefore,
become very important at this time, not
because of the previous drought, but also
because of the Structural Adjustment
Programme (SAP) and agricultural
liberalisation policies currently underway.
The measures undertaken by the
Movement for Multiparty Democracy
(M M D) government when it assumed power
in

1991

included: removal of direct

subsidies

in

both

production and
marketing; removal of government price
controls; abolition of monopoly marketing
arrangements for both agricultural inputs
and products; and removal of trade
restrictions, i.e., in terms of imports and
exports of both agricultural commodities
and inputs.
However, speedy implementation of
liberalisation has received criticism from
all the

of

society, especially from
farming community because of the
profound implications on the agricultural
comers

the

sector, at least in the short-term.

Thus the

implications of agricultural
on food security were that
direct subsidies on inputs like

liberalisation
removal of

fertilizers resulted in

sharp increase in the
price of agricultural outputs.
Farmers have reacted to this by cutting
down on fertilizer use or attempted to
increase their borrowing from credit
a

institutions and commercial banks. But the
reduction in fertilizer

application has
yields, notably
maize, the staple crop, which uses 60-70
resulted in

a

fall in crop

percent of the nation’s fertilizer
requirements.
Exploitation of small farmers in far-flung
areas of the country has increased, following
the removal of price controls, especially on
maize while other food crops such as beans,
sunflower, soya beans have been relatively
attractive.

During 1992/93 season, the government
put a floor price for a 90-kilogramme bag of
maize at K5 000 (US$40 according to the
exchange rate at the time) but still, many
small-scale farmers were cheated by
unscrupulous buyers into selling their maize
for

as

low

as

US$2.9.

Although the abolition of monopoly
marketing agents such as the Zambia
28

Cooperation Federation (ZCF) and the coming
the market of the private sector could be

Already, over 200 farmers have
farming because of high interest
rates (which reached 150 percent in 1993)
and lack of ready market due to trade

Similarly, rural farmers are
responding to these problems by producing
only enough food stuffs for their households
and little surplus, thereby worsening urban
food security situation.
Market liberalisation has not only affected
maize but almost all crops, the worst hit
being wheat. The neglect of local grain in
preference for cheap and highly subsidised
imported one has left farmers stuck with

liberalisation.

700 000

onto

regarded as a welcome move, the lack of
guaranteed market formaize and higher inputs
costs have forced many farmers to diversify
into alternative food and cash crops.
abandoned

It is during this transition period of market
liberalisation that food

insecurity among
the poor households is likely to increase,
especially in remote areas where
infrastructure has not yet been developed to
attract private sector traders and investment.
The

of the

net

effect, therefore, of the abolition

monopoly

on
deterioration of food

food security is the
security at national,

regional and household levels which will
imports.
An agricultural analyst, Richard Suba,
said in Lusaka, that food security has
drastically been affected by adverse weather
conditions and macro-economic policies
such as the measures of achieving positive
rates of interest, inadequate marketing
arrangements, coupled with inadequate
financing which have discouraged farmers
from producing more food as well as cash
then necessitate

crops.

tonnes

of maize because of lack of

market.

One emergent wheat farmer. Roster
Chindindindi, is currently “self-imprisoned”
because the failure
him with

an

to sell his crop has left
accumulated debt of more than

US$530 (KK) due

to high interest rates.
Suba said trade liberalisation has resulted

in

unfair

competition against local
agricultural food products from cheap,
subsidised imports.
The effect of this is that while it enables
wide choice of food products
prices, it, however, adversely
affects local industries’ capacity to process
locally produced food crops.
The agricultural situation in Zambia
clearly indicates that not always does market
liberalisation bring about good results, and
the authorities may consider taking the
necessary corrective measures before the
situation gets out of hand.G
consumers a

and lower

COMMODITY PRICES RISE,
BUT FOR HOW LONG?
Richard Kamidza
OMMODITY

prices
have
during the third
quarter of 1994, bringing high
hopes and expectations to the economies
of Southern Africa, still recovering from
the 1992 drought and the global economic

compared to the previous quarter of 25.5 c/
kg while production and consumption for
1994/95 season is predicted to reach 110.3
and 114.6 million tonnes respectively. The
same positive trend is expected on tea,
vegetable oil, maize, rubber, diamonds and

recession.

beef.

c

continued to rise

Significant price gains were recorded on
coffee which quadrupled and aluminum,
nickel, copper, non-fuel products, cocoa
and petroleum which jumped by about 99,
95, 77, 17 12 and 7.8 percent respectively.
The International Sugar Organisation
expects raw sugar to rise to 27.8 c/kg

Some of the main exports

from Southern
coffee, tea,

Africa include nickel, copper,
sugar,

tobacco, and aluminum. The hike in
prices enabled Zimbabwe to earn

tobacco
over

Z$200 million (US$25 million) this

season

compared tojust Z$40 million (US$5

million) in the previous year. The surging
Sapem December/January. 1994/9,‘i
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of these commodity prices gives the
impression that more economic gains are
flowing to the region.
The current Structural Adjustment
Programmes (SAPs) that force economies
in the region to massively devalue their

up

currencies while in the short-run boost

production, in the end they result in
insignificant monetary gains. This affects
greatly the supply of these commodities,
that is, as a net-importer, the region cannot
afford

to

refurbish the industrial machinery

equipment that is necessary to improve
production and productivity so as to generate

and

more

exports.

While the overall export

frerformance in

the region has been affected by the continued

decline in the terms of trade, the

huge debt

servicing burden consumes a larger

proportion of receipts from exports. World
Bank statistics show that the total

debt

servicing for Zimbabwe, Zambia, Tanzania,
Malawi, Botswana, Lesotho and
Mozambique in 1992 was US$590, 358.0,
180.0, 105.0, 84.6, 34.3 and 34.0 million
respectively. Thus, it is quite clear that any
commodity price hike is unlikely to improve
the regional gross domestic product (GDP),
foreign currency reserves and employment
generation. For instance, while regional
unemployment rate is close to 40 percent of
the total population, GDP remained
unimpressive for the past decade. Foreign
currency also remained a major constraint
to economic growth and development.
While tobacco, diamonds, beefand copper

major foreign currency earners for
Malawi and Zimbabwe, Botswana and
are

respectively, their economic gains
trickling down to the general
populace. The diamond, oil and copperboom
in Botswana, Nigeria and Zambia, for
instance have not benefitted the entire

Zambia
are

not

population, the majority of which is still
living in poverty. In Zimbabwe, tobacco,
tea and coffee prices have only benefitted
the producers who grossly undervalue
human labour. The Head of Large-Scale
Commercial Coffee Growers, Robin Funnel,

recently that, “the shortage of seasonal
pick coffee has been exacerbated
by the returning of Mozambican refugees,”
as most Zimbabweans would not accept the

said

labour to

slave wages
farmers pay

that the predominantly White
their black workers.
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Tobacco

This

means

:

Zimbabwe's main foreign exchange earner

that whatever

policy is taken

revamp export-led strategies in the region
will continue to reinforce the dualistic

to

structures in

which the majority are exploited

by a small fraction of white farmers.
Already, there are reports that Western
Central Banks want to quickly put a lid to
this upward economic gains by raising
interest rates that would squeeze up any

developed countries have established a
network of tariff and non-tariff barriers that

importation of unprocessed
products from the region. Currently, the
donor community are financially supporting
studies aimed at establishing common
external tariffs which in the long-term will

ensures

constant

boost their exports

There is also

a

earnings.
need to set up

regional

credit lines available to their nationals. This

commodity councils whose economic

is intended to

dampen the current demand
products which are also facing stiff
competition from cheap substitutes being
produced in developed countries.
Consequently, the current commodity price
hike will collapse, hence, the vulnerability
of the region’s economies to external shocks.
It is quite clear that the international

mandate will be to facilitate future

for these

while

economic environment is not conducive
either to
increase

expansion in export volumes or
in primary commodity exports

prices while liberalisation of external
transactions have failed to revamp the
region’s economies.
The countries in the region need to foster
closer regional co-operation in terms of
re.source exploitation, marketing strategies
as well as setting up processing industries
for primary products. By adding value to
these products, the countries are assured of
a stable price mechanism. However,

planning

monitoring production levels, stocks,

storage facilities and transparency on
international trade.G

the

Exchange Rates
(Per US Dollar Unit, as end of

SADC Currencies

November 1994)
Rate

Country

Currency

Botswana

Pula

Lesotho

Maluti

Malawi

Kwacha

15.905283

Mozambique

Metical

6 484.4615

Namibia

Dollar

3.6919371

South Africa

Rand

3.5271129

Swaziland

3.5008928

Tanzania

Lilangeni
Shilling

Zambia

Kwacha

653.47286

Zimbabwe

Dollar

8.2840666

2.7359854
3.509492

520.35802
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PERSISTENT IMAGES OF WHITE
CONQUEST AND DOMINATION
IBBO MANDAZA
OR ME,

F

one

of the

most

poignant

reminders of White conquest and
domination in Southern Africa in

recent years was the attack, by a group of
Boers of the AWB, on the World Trade

Centre (venue of CODESA talks) in

Kempton Park in June, 1993. If you recall,
they broke into the conference hall with
their armoured-type vehicles, beat up any
African they were able to lay their hands on,
leaving the rest of the conference delegates
to flee to safety. It was not only a
challenge
to

the South African transition

also

itself, but

profound indignity on the Black
represented by those leaders of the
liberation movement that had to escape, in
that humiliating manner, the Boer offensive
on that day. It provoked
images of earlier
European conquests of Africa, of White
racial domination in general, and of all the
political, social and economic consequences
a

person,

that have been attendant

to

Africans and

people of African origin the world over,
ever since the era of “European expansion”
in Africa, particularly the European arrival
at the Cape in 1652.

I ncidentally, I took care to ensure that my
little

would not have

sight of the
television news report on the Kempton Park
son

incident. I did
what

was

not

no

wish my son to

doubt

one

witness

of the most

humiliating spectacles for any African, the
sight of adult Africans scuttling to safety, in
their own country,

for fear of a bunch of the
representatives of a group which has become
historically synonymous with all that has
been bad for Africa in general and South
Africa in particular.

But

African in this day and age
successfully hide from these and other
glaring images of White conquest and
30

can

any

domination?

They stalk us wherever we go
every turn, they pervade
our very existence as Africans in a White
world; we have become invariably part of
those very images, relegated by conquest
and domination to the bottom of the heap of
human garbage. And only the other day, I
was shocked again into this sad realisation
and stare at

us at

civilisation

—

including Greek civilisation

has strong African roots
calls the “Ancient Model”).

—

(what Bernal
(See also the

review of Bernal’s book; “How Africa

Developed Greece” by Dani Nabudere,
SAP EM, Vol. 4, No. 10, July, 1991). As
Walter Rodney, among many other writers,

many other African parents, it conjures those

highlights in his book. How Europe
Underdeveloped Africa, the combined
history of European slavery and colonialist
plunder and exploitation served to reinforce

images again:

insisted on seeing a
of Beauty and the Beast; he
had heard about it from his play group. So
there was Snow White Beauty and the Black

and feed modem White racism.

Beast!

largely successful so far, of trying to rewrite human history in the European and
Aryan image. A point made so strongly by
Amilcar Cabral, the African revolutionary,
when he states that the European imperialist

of our human condition as Africans. A trivial
matter, one

might conclude, but for me and
my son

video recording

More than any other African of his time,
it

was

Frantz Fanon,

The Wretched

especially through his
of the Earth and also Black

So,

the European legacy of conquest

and domination also included

an

attempt,

Skin, White Masks), who best understood

and colonialist intervention in Africa

the

constituted the end of African

impact that

would have

conquest and domination
the African.

Likewise, the
scholar, Winthrop D. Jordan, in his book.
White Over Black, sought to illustrate the
on

impact of five hundred years of "European
expansion” on Africa, particularly with
respect to the development of the negative
images and vocabulary that grew to be
associated with Black: blackmail, black

as

evil, the (black) devil, etc. Not surprisingly,
this is the kind of

vocabulary that, in due
course, inveighed the Christian Bible,
including the conception of “God” and
“Jesus” as European, Caucasian or Aryan in
identity. This is what Martin Bernal
describes in his book. Black Athena: The

Afroasiatic Roots of Classical Civilisation
(1987), as the “Extreme Aryan Model”
which flourished during the twin jreaks of
anti-semitism in the 1890s and again in the
1920s and 1930s. The Aryan Model also
constituted

the

denial

that

modern

the

moment

history:

imperialism arrived and

colonialism arrived, it made us leave our

history and enter another history.

That

is why, incidentally, even Basil
Davidson’s contention in The Black Mans

Burden (1992) almost turns out to be

a

White liberal’s lament about the very
conditions into which Africa was placed by

Europe. To expect, as Davidson implies in
his book, that Africa had a choice at

independence between re-generating a precolonial type

continuity

of Africa on the one hand, and
represented by the post-

as

colonial state

on

the

other, is romantic and

ahistorical. It is a vain attempt to place
the burden of responsibility more on those
who have been the objects of history than on
even

those who made the modem world, and

their

history, after their

own

image

as

conquerors and dominators of whole
civilisations that were Africa (and also Asia).
Sapem December/January. 1994/95
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T he

point here is that Africans

themselves appear not yet reconciled to the
facts of history, blinded partly by the burden

has been the post-colonial
existence, and partly by the psychological
of continuity that

of White
domination. The latter
are those to which Frantz

and socio-cultural consequences

conquest and

consequences
Fanon made reference in his book. Black
Skin, White Masks, and included such
the

in

features

subjugated African

personality as "Black self-hatred”, “Black
self-denial", “Black self-pity”, etc. Take
these excerps from Black Skin, White Masks:
The black
the result

Africans in theWhite world.

allegation by any Black person as downright
ingratitude — why their paternalism is

liberalism could not

another form of racism. Therefore, not

reflect

to

inherent weaknesses as

our

Clearly, White
have thrived in Africa

except for the legacy of White racial
domination, particularly in this part of the
continent that is Southern Africa. For, White

essentially the White
person’s guilt conscience for this humiliation
of Africa (and Africans); it constitutes not
only the White man's burden but also the
liberalism reflects

vain belief that such a show of
and
the

conscience

pity for the African will in itself remove
(White man’s) burden of that historical

responsibility, equalise the races, and
thereby usher in that era of non-racialism.

is a black man; that is, as

man

of a series of aberrations of

Equally

true, however,

completely liberated from the historical
legacy of White racism. White liberals
cannot understand why it is that it is
impossible for Blacks to be “reverse racists”.
For, racism is a peculiarly White
phenomenon; even the concepts of “White”
and “Black” are uniquely of a White world.

is that a truly

So,

in the Zimbabwean context, why

should African radicals be angry when Colin

Legum quite naturally suggests, in a letter to
one of the local newspapers, that White
liberals should qualify for the status of
“national hero”? For, only recently, another

affect, he is rooted at the core ofa uni verse
from which he must he e.xtricated. . .
Every colonized people— in other

liberated Black person is at once an enemy
of the White liberal; Black liberation

White liberal, Diana

Madimutsa’a

people in whose soul an

deprives the White liberal of the flesh upon
which to feed and thrive. Black liberation,

words, every

inferiority complex has been created by
the death and burial of its local cultural
originality—finds itselfface toface with
the language ofthe civilizing nation; that
is, with the culture ofthe mother country.

Black Consciousness or the

revolutionary national liberation struggle,

readers of the “contribution” of White

and indeed liberation

Black power.

as

conceived in either

would constitute the very
liberalism.

death of White

adoption ofthe
mother country's cultural standards. He
becomes whiter

as

blackness, his jungle

he

renounces

his

....

White civilisation and

European

forced an existential
deviation ofthe (Black)... what is often
culture have

called the black soul is

a

white man’s

artifact.

consequences of White conquest and
domination could be dissipated only through

liberals to “freedom”, and

So, the converse is also true. Until Africa
and Africans

are

liberated from the

of White conquest and
domination. White liberalism will remain a
consequences

characteristic of the African continent’s

backyard of the northern
hemisphere, continue to pervade the nature

existence

as a

of the relations between Whites and
of conquest,

even

Blacks,

highlight those images

domination and subordination.

Our very existence as Africans in the postcolonial situation is the raison-d’ étre of

and

generosity of spirit” to acknowledge

struggle for national independence.

So,

it is not,

suggests in the

liberalism can thrive. White liberalism does
a problem in Asia or Latin
precisely because of the
combination of CM/tM/’a/.vMn’fva/, especially
on the part of the Asians, and a level of
economic independence. The.se factors
constitute an important antidote to White
liberalism, because they indicate also the

constitute

of liberation is hardly
complete, with all the consequences some

society, annoint this or that African as “good”
and condemn others as “bad”, and forever
remind the founders of African nationalism

we

refer to in the following

discussion

on

the role of White liberals in

such

post-colonial societies as Zimbabwe.

that

the

they would not have done so without
midwifery of White liberals. White

liberalism cannot thrive without a cause;

The debate

on

the role of White liberals

is heating up in Zimbabwe and South
But

we

Africa.

need to contextuali.se the debate so

loudly— and
justifiably so against W/uYc//ftcra/s, also
acknowledge that in doing so, we are likely
that those of

us

who speak so

Sapem December/January. 1994/95

invariably, it creates or contrives such a
if it does not exist already. White
liberals are genuinely anti-racist, that is

cause

partly why they are called “liberals” in a

largely racial world. But they cannot
understand

—

and indeed

regard

any

such

dilemma. They

simply playing their historical role in a
— i.e. Zimbabwe or any other
Southern African country for that matter - in
which exist all the conditions wherein White

continent, particularly in this sub-region,
that White liberals can with impunity take

policepersons of an African

a

country

revolutionary struggle, producing a new
African in charge of his/her destiny, an
Africa back in its own history. Needless to

as

Malachia Madimutsa

are

America,

the lead

as

article just referred to, that

White liberals suffer from

not

of which

challenged two

Didymus Mutasa

the role of White liberals in the Zimbabwean

White liberalism. For it is only on the African

add, the process

—

and Moven Mahachi—to “have the courage

and therefore

Fanon, like many other African
revolutionaries, believed that these

her

prominent politicians

The colonized is elevated about his jungle
status in proportion to his

Mitchell, confidently

ground against Malachia
critique, “The Dilemma of
White liberals” (Sunday Mail, Harare, 27
Nov. 1994). In herretort (Financial Gazette,
1 Dec. 1994), Diana Mitchell reminded her

stood

extent to which

the societies concerned have

progressed towards the resolution of the
National Question. In other words, it is not
enough for African radicals to attack White
liberals; it is more important to challenge
the very foundations upon which White
liberalism thrives, including a self-critical
examination of your own states
social and political conduct.Q

and

our
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QUNTA: “WE WANT TO DISPOSSESS
THE WHITES”
It is easy to say

THE AZANIAN People’s Organisation (AZAPO),

AZAPO has done little

or

in South Atrica has restructured itself following

nothing because the media responsible for such
distortion is controlled by Whites. If you kill
Blacks, they rejoice.

its recent national congress and is positioning

Your

one

of the three major liberation movements

itself

as a

contender “for the

organisation forfeited its right to take
part in the Tirst post-apartheid elections in

peaceful take

of state power in 1999.”
Publicity Secretary Vuyisa Qunta said the
congress had decided, among other issues,
to reorganise the party to prepare it for the
over

April 1994. Are you contemplating
participating in the 1995 elections for local
governments?
Although AZAPO had hinted earlier in the year
that it would take part in the local government

1999 elections.
In an interview with Edward Moloinyane,
Qunta said one of the organisation’s

elections scheduled for late 1995, the recent
congress has decided against participation.
There is too much friction on the inconsistency

objectives would be to bring it more closer to
the Black community, which it claims to have
always fought to liberate. Excerpts:

of taking part in local government under a national
constitution that is
and therefore

lacking the necessary link with
the masses. How do you respond to that?
MOLOINYANE: Followingthedemiseofthe
Whites have got a tendency to undermine the
apartheid system and the decision to integrate organisation because they want to have monopoly
allforces,whatisthestateofyourcombatants ;
thinking. When we suggested a Patriotic
and where does your party go from here?
| Pfont of the oppressed during the constitutional
QUNTA: Although we have made it clear that | talks, the PAC and the ANC did not see
eye to eye
we are not fighting anybody
militarily, our i and it took AZAPO to bring them together. Zac
fighters are still being harassed even after the Debeer(thenleaderofWhite liberal Democratic
installation of the new government. We have
Party) did not like that, as he is an enemy of
some

of

Eastern

our

members detained, about 40 in ’ Black

Cape alone.

Unlike cadres of other liberation movements
who

having problems with attempts at being
integrated into the South African National
are

;

|

Defence Force, the Azanian National Liberation

Army (AZANLA) would be utilised in the
restructuring of the organisation.
Ourcadresaretrainedpolitically.economically
in handy in whatever activity the
organisation embarks on. We have in fact changed
the way AZAPO worked by establishing offices
throughout the country, and more importantly.
by having most of our leadership working fulltime for the organisation.
There is going to be a greater pool of people
working full-time forthe organisation, thus giving
it greater credibility in the Black community,
There seems to have been in the past a failure on
the part of AZAPO to realise the necessity of
possessing and operating offices, no matter how
modest they may be, as points of casual interaction
with the general public.
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predominantly

an

intellectual

one,

the

nobody says he is

:

But when

an

intellectual because it is

believed that it is natural for him to be

a

thinker,

Jimmy Yekiso (Western Cape-based

AZAPO chairman) does the same, the White
media complains that AZAPO is headed by

come

There have been claims that your organisation

was

||

and in various other fields and their skills will

has been

people... an embodiment of imperialism.
leadership of AZAPO that managed to
bring them together.
De Klerk (former President) is a lawyer and
^hen he appears on television to speak his mind

It

intellectuals,

i

In fact,

we

believe it is wrong not

be

an

intellectual when leading.

I from

the Black Consciousness Movement

| (BCM).
Another sign that the organisation was viewed
threat to White supremacy, was the fact that

as a

j(

|ost

more

members in the

position then all liberation
i together. AZAPO

was

leadership

movements put

the first to call for

entrenched clause in the constitution is five years.
It is both possible

a

patriotic organisation, self-help schemes in line
with its policy of self-reliance and it was also in
the forefront of the call for a cultural and sports
boycott against South Africa.

and astute for AZAPO to retain

its status as a liberation movement and to position

itself as

contender for the

peaceful takeover of
in 1999.
The image of the BCM and AZAPO as a
movement of doers of things has been
successfully hidden by detractors from the time
AZAPO was caught up in the twin grip of the
state of emergency and the feud with the UDF in
a

state power

the 1980s. With the revival
structures

or

initiation of

our

in each region, the founding of units of

formation must take the course of political
leadership, training, community
organisation and project implementation.
any

orientation,

In

a

nutshell, what does AZAPO want to

achieve?
The aim of AZAPO is to

bring about the return
people. And no matter
how powerful one may be, one cannot address
the exploitation of Blacks in the present
of the land

Interestingly, six of
the nine provincial premiers in the present
i coalition government got their political baptism
|

rejected through not taking

part in the 1994 general elections. The life of the

to the

Blacks

constitution. Whites have

even

become

more

obstinate because

they have been guaranteed in
the civil service. Big business claims it is not
“Father Christmas”, and therefore not bound by
anything to give away their wealth. When you
ask for anything, they tell you, ‘Go to Mandela’.
We want to dispossess the Whites of all our land
and

nationalise the banks, because the

privatisation they are busy with at the moment, is
aimed at empowering Whites, there is just no
way we are going to draw up a constitution that
favours everybody equally.□
Sapem December/January. 1994/95
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2),

we

now

turn to

the third

i.e. trade, which is
regulated by the General Agreement on Trade

dimension of the system,
and Tariffs

Abandoning Empires or

Refurbishing Them?

A

FTER covering monetary institutions
and capital markets {SAPEM, Vol. 8,

The

(GATT),

principles

which GATT is based are
and free trade: to promote
than bilateral) exchanges, to

on

those of openness
multilateral (rather

SOCIAL AND PUBLIC POLICY

forbid discrimination in favour of

DIALOGUE SERIES

producers while also forbidding aggressive
behaviour on the part of exporters (dumping), to
reduce tariffs and prohibit other forms of
quantitative restriction (overt forms such as
quotas, and unfair practices concealed by
unfounded health or administrative regulations).
Supporters of GATT base their arguments on
the simple, yet erroneous idea that free trade
favours the expansion and this expansion, in
turn, favours growth. History fails to demonstrate
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of

a

correlation

between free trade and commercial

there is

a

correlation,

expansion. If
it is between periods of

growth and commercial expansion (the latter
being a consequence of the former, and not the
reverse), and not between periods of growth and
protectionism or free trade on the part ofregimes.
This being said, it is true that growth encourages
free trade policies whereas protectionism is often
a

reaction to crisis.
Advocates of free trade buttress their case

by

the truth of these propositions.

appealing to the famous theorem of neo-liberal
economics according to which the losses incurred
by consumers as a result oftariffs are greater than
the sum of the gains reali.sed by protected
producers and by the state which collects the
duties. Quotas are supposed to be even worse,
since they deprive the state of import duties. This
“demonstration”, which of course implies an
unreal world of perfect competition, is based,
moreover, on a static analysis. History shows

trade

that the

The expansion of
-particularly during the post-war period has been a consequence, rather than a cause, of
the strong growth of the period (essentially
derived from the sub-systems of the three-part
system considered above). The expansion was
very rapid during the first five years of the postwar period, despite a high tariffs and other forms
of protection. The subsequent crisis ofthe system
led to a regression of world trade; the growth rate
of trade fell from seven percent throughout the
70s to four percent during the 80s, in spite of
lower tariffs and liberalisation measures.

Generally speaking, real history does not at all
Sapem December/January,

demonstrate the existence

gains brought about by increases in

productivity are greatly superior to those that can
be obtained through “competitive advantage” in
the best of cases. History also shows that relative
prices are not determined by the “market”, but by
the social conditions, beyond supply and demand,
in which production operates. It follows that
global polarisation necessarily lead to and
expresses itself through deterioration of the
double factorial terms of trade, to the

detriment

peripheries, in the sense that there is more
inequality in the distribution of labour

of the

remuneration than in the distribution of
33
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productivity. I would even argue that this
phenomenon, immanent to polarised global
capitali.st expansion, is characteristic not only of
past trade (exchange of manufactured products
from the centre for primary products from the
periphery), but also of future trade between
industrialised peripheries which export
manufactured goods, and centres exercising their
“five monopolies” (see The New Global
Polarisation).
Third World governments
basic

tend to defend the

principles of free trade. Their reasons

easily understood: for those countries that have

and vital (to pay

etc.);
that

as

possible (they are competitive)
for their imports of technology,

for the countries of the Fourth World
still

exporting primary products, they
have nothing to lose and may possibly gain. This
short-term vision characteristic of comprador
bourgeoisies of the periphery always overrides
long-temi considerations, which have never
found an echo anywhere in the radical wing of
are

national liberation movements (what is known
as the socialist
wing).
But although Third World governments defend

the

principle of liberalism, they do so because
they know that despite the rhetoric of GATT,
actual practice is not in line with these principles
-

far from it.
In

fact,

liberalism

a

on a

world scale

was

of authentic

embodied in the

forth by the Group of 77 and the
Non-Aligned Movement in 1975 under the name
of NIEO. This programme included the following
points;
Opening Northern markets on Southern industrial exports (the North relied by excluding textiles from the rules of GATT);
improving the terms of trade for tropical
agricultural products and mining products.
(This would be a good way to protect the
•

•

environment, but GATT has remained silent
the

topic);
providing better access to international financing (GATT replied to this liberalised
banking rules that made it easier to transfer
capital from the South to the North);
creating more normal conditions for technology transfers (GATT’s reply was to reinforce monopolies in the name of so-called
“intellectual” property).
As we know, the NIEO project was more or
less unanimously rejected by the North (see
Maldevelopment: Anatomy ofa Global Failure,
Chapter III).
•

•

Meanwhile,

we

have GATT. The first

negotiating sessions - the Kennedy Round, then
the

Tokyo round ending in 1979 - were devoted
exclusively to the progressive reduction

almost
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tain. Will the “trade secrets” that GATT
wants to

40 percent

back to the mercantilistic

During the Uruguay Round (which ended just
recently in December 1993), Western powers
pursued common objectives, while attempting at
the

same

time to reconcile

some

tices of three hundred

•

of their

throughout this affair, has been a marked hostility
towards the Third World. The true objective of
the Uruguay Round is to block the
competitiveness of the industrialised Third
World, even at the expense of the holy principles
of liberalism, and thus to reinforce the “five

monopolies” of the dominantcentres. In this area
as in every other area and at every other time, the
double standards prevails. 1 would offer as
evidence the following observations:
Trade regulated by GATT represents only
seven percent of world trade.
Significant
exclusions are textiles (this “temporary”
exclusion, under the Multifibre Agreement,
has now been in place for 25 years!), agricultural products (including tropical oils that
compete with the oils of temperate countries), mining products, etc. To offset this,
developing countries are allowed countries
reciprocally to grant each other certain preferences
a truly insignificant concession.
An attack is being carried out on the means
employed by Third World countries wanting
to compel transnationals
operating on their
territories to abide by the rules of competition and to sustain national development;
clauses requiring a minimal national content
in production, minimal exports, etc. When
transnationals are looking not for competition (through exports) but reinforcement of
their monopoly position in the local market,
suddenly GATT is there to help them out.
The logic of the famous TRIM inserted in the
Uruguay Round is precisely this.
-

•

With TRIP, an offensive has been launched
not to

reinforce

competition, but on the con-

trary, to strengthen the power of technological

inexpensive

pharmaceutical products, which are literally
of vital importance, in order to protect the
massive profits of monopolies in this sector.
While the dominant media are bu.sy denouncing corruption, GATT wants to prohibit Third World countries from

important to

say it clearly: the common
denominator for all of the Western powers,

•

bring us
monopoly pracyears ago? Even the

Third World manufacture of

differences.
It is

include under this category

language used to discuss the topic is not
neutral. We no longer speak of knowledge as
the common property ofhumanity, but rather
of “piracy” when someone tries to acquire it!
This policy sometimes verges on the ob.scene; GATT, for instance, wants to forbid

GDP-from 1953 to 1963.

•

true programme

programme put

on

beginning of the period (1945-

for the average European tariff(which
was fairly equally distributed) and about the
same for the American tariff (which
displayed a
jagged outline, because it was differentiated to
ensure quasi-absolute protection for threatened
sectors). As I have said, these “prohibitive”
tariffs did not seriously restrict the expansion of
trade, which was occurring at an average yearly
rate of 6,1 percent - as against 4,3 percent for the

are

entered into the industrial era, access to Northem
markets is both

of tariffs. At the

47) these were admittedly still almost prohibitive:

monopolies - at the expense, of course, of
developing countries for whom the possibility of acquiring the technology they need in
order to progress becomes even more uncer¬

employing
prices charged by
Western exporters -prices which provide an
ideal opportunity for corruption and tax evasion through illegal transfers of capital.
The offensive in favour of opening markets
inspectors

•

to the

to monitor the

activities of Western banks and insur-

companies is intended to accelerate the
from South to North. Asia
is oppo.sed to this. How long will it be able to
ance

transfer of capital
resist?

GATT’s claim to defend "fair competition”

is
justified. It is, in fact, an organisation
entirely subservient to the transnationals. As we
know, it is the most opaque institution imaginable,
meeting in secret in the shadow of the
far from

international Chamber of Commerce (the club of
the biggest transnationals).

Not surprisingly. then,

GATT is utterly oblivious to issues of “sustainable

development”, which

are confined to debates in
equally oblivious to the
environment, protesting, at the expense of the
future, against any regulation of the mining
industry. (Readers are referred to my article

other forums. It is

“Can Environment Problems Be

Subject to

Economic Calculations?” [1992]), in which I
argue that real capitalist calculations— i.e. those
of transnationals — neces.sarily exclude .serious
environmental

issues.) The deregulation
by GATT is simply intended to
benefit transnational monopolies by reducing
to zero the space in which states (and
particularly Third World states) can exercise
recommended

management.

Compared with GATT’s common front against
divergences between major
Western powers within GATT, when restored to
their true perspective, do not have the importance
attributed to them by the dominant media (which
have remained silent on all other issues). Many
of these conflicts, indeed, are settled by “amicable
arrangements” between competing monopolies
who practice market sharing or “voluntary
restrictions” of exports, in flat contradiction to
the Third World,
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However, otherconflicts
provided the United States with
opportunities to express its arrogance openly;
the dogma of liberali.sm.
have

The conflict between the United

•

States, the

Japan over agricultural subsidies
(covered by what is known as the Blair
House agreement) is the best known. It is a

EEC and

fact that the countries of the EEC are now

self-sufficient in food, and have

even

be-

by “delinking" their
prices from those of the world market - a
practice forbidden to Third World countries
by the EEC. It is equally true that Japan (and
Korea) would like to maintain their food
self-sufficiency by protecting their rice pro-

come
I

food exporters,

agriculture existed long before the Common
Agricultural Policy of the EEC.
Conflicts

over

what

are

referred to

“subsidised” sectors, such

as

on

overt

to.

area

of

do not oppose states as much as they appear

In most

cases,
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The globalisation of the capitalist sy.stem is
certainly nothing new, but it has undeniably
taken a qualitative step forward during the most
recent period. Moreover, this deepening
economic interdependence between nations

In addition to

occurs

at a

time when there is

a

crisis of

accumulation, and the post-war boom has given

stagnation. This new situation has been
a response shaped by the dominant
interests of capital. Will this response be
way to

met

victory of national liberation movements after
the Second World War and the support provided
to the “Bandung front” by the Eastern countries,
and not at all to the “logic of capitalist expansion”
modifying the terms of the international division
of labour, and eroding the “classic” forms of the
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•
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centre-periphery polarisation to begin replacing
these soon-to-be-obsolete forms with the “five

monopolies” mentioned above. On of all these
points, see Empire of Chaos. Chapter I),
Of course, by definition, the new globalisation
erodes the efficiency of economic management
by national states. However, it does not abolish
their existence. Thus, it produces a new
contradiction which, in my opinion, is
insurmountable under capitalism. The reason
for this is that capitalism is more than just an
economic system: its economy is inconceivable
without a social and political dimension, which
implies a state. Until recently, the expansion of
capitalism was founded on the coincidence
between the space in which the reproduction of
accumulation was determined and the space of
its political and social management: the space of
the central national state shaped the structure of
the international system. Now, however, we
have entered a new era characterised by a
separation between the globalisation space of
capitalism’s economic management and the
national spaces of its political and social
management.
Under these conditions, the

logic of the
interests of dominant capital would require that
priority be given to globalised economic
management, at the expense of the functions of
the national state. This logic is displayed in the
full-scale anti-state discourse of the dominant

media, calling for elimination of the state’s
interventions, massive privatisation, etc. These
fallacious arguments are easily refuted.
Privatisation of social .services is expensive and

inefficient: health

care

in the United States, for

example, costs twice as much as in Europe, and
is of inferior quality. However, it is highly
profitably (to American insurance companies).
Privatisation replaces public bureaucracies,
which might be subject to some form of
democratic control, with irresponsible and
opaque private bureaucracies. In most Third
World countries, the public sector has not only
carried out pioneering tasks which were beyond
the capacity of the local or foreign private sector,
but in some cases, through the substitution of
public monopolies for private ones, helped
finance

accumulation,

correct

income

distribution, etc. Of course, the social content of
nationalisation under the

Bandung bourgeois
project determined the limits of this
nationalisation. The income produced was
channelled in the first place towards the
expansion of the new middle classes rather than
the popular classes, and management was
sometimes deficient, eitherfor objective reasons
national

(lack of the

resources necessary

modernisation in

to carry out

time), political and social
reasons (the deficit of public sector financed the
36

expansion of a parasitical private sector), or
reasons of political management (extending to
corruption). But private capitalism is certainly
not any better, socially speaking, and is not even
assuredly more efficient. (Studies have shown
that public sector profitability in the major
industrialised countries of Asia and Latin America

Globalisation and

Stagnation
proceeds against a background
of stagnation. It is the cause of this stagnation? 1
would provide and answer formulated in
dialectical and in discriminating terms: stagnation
is not a direct product of globalisation, but
capitalist globalisation is responsible for the
erosion of the three sub-systems that formed the
basis of post-war growth (national welfare state
in the West, national bourgeois project of
Bandung in the Third World, Sovietism in the
East). Furthermore, stagnation is perpetuated
and aggravated by the policies employed by
dominant capital to manage the crisis.
Stagnation (which has now characterised the
.system for 25 years!) naturally gives rise to
surplus of available capital which finds no outlet
in productive investment. Underthese conditions,
the response of dominant capital to the situation
is perfectly logical; priority is given to the
management of this mass of floating capital.
This management requires:
Globalisation

higher, on the average, than the profitability
comparable private sectors in the West). In
fact, then, the attack against the state contradicts
the rhetoric being produced at the same time in
favour of democracy, transparency and efficiency.
Unfortunately, a great many NGOs have adopted
this position, contributing to the anti-state
discourse, without realising that the results of
capital’s offensive in this area are always
catastrophic for the popular classes.
It has rarely been noted that privatisation plays
an
interesting part in management of the crisis,
providing outlets for the excess capital
characteristic of the crisis. In my opinion, this is
one of the major reasons for the operation. But at
what price? Capital thus invested contributes
nothing to the development of the productive
system (and thus fails to reduce unemployment).
Returns obtained by capital under these conditions
aggravate inequality in the state's subsequent
capacity to intervene so as to palliate the negative
effects of globalisation.
The project of reducing management of the
system to regulation by the world market is,
therefore, truly utopian. As Kostas Vergopoulos
has pointed out. national coherence is regressing,
but it is not being replaced by worldwide

On

coherence, which remains elusive. This is

the

was

of

not

surprising, for such coherence would require a
world state, or. at least, a political system as
effective at the global level as the national state

•

maximum worldwide financial openness;
and

•

high interest rates. At the same time, the
system allows the United States to maintain its negative position as it finances its
deficit by draining the mass of floating
capital; this is the only way for it to maintain its hegemony (by imposing the dollar
as the international currency by default,
and by sustaining an extremely high level
of military spending).
the other hand, the system undoubtedly has
following flaws;
It fails to provide stable exchange rates,
even between the major currencies (dollar,
yen, mark, and as a secondary consideration, pound and franc), thus distorting the
rules of international competition;
It leads to a spiral of worldwide stagnation,
making unemployment a permanent fea-

•

has been at its level. International economic
institutions do not fill the void. As

they

we

have

seen,

merely the instruments of capital’s
management of the market. The UN. now
devalued, is not progressing towards the
construction of a world political system: on the
contrary, it is losing ground in this area.
Recognising this failure, Vergopoulos expresses
some justified reservations about the reality of
“globalisation”. He observes that despite the
globalisation of markets, national macroeconomic structures are still highly important
determinants. “Competition” between firms is in
fact competition between national units; he writes:
are

“Globalised firms do

not

exist, but national

economic systems are not globalised yet.”. Under
these conditions, globalisation increases

disparities and incoherences. Therefore, it remains
fragile. They system under these conditions may
be brought to a point where it explodes, or it may
evolve towards
we

will

.see

competitiveregionalisation,

below.

as

•

ture

of Western societies;

It blocks the

possibility of pursuing the
development of many peripheral regions.

•

As far as the first of these “flaws” is concerned,

the

major decisional centres (particularly the

G7) are looking for ways to correct it or adjust to
it. However, the

stagnation and devastation

caused by crisis management policies, embodied
in the other two

points, are not really an object of
capital. Unemployment is
aproblem for the jobless, not for capitalists. And
if unemployment is needed to maintain capital
profitability, then long live unemployment! Nor
is the development of the periphery a goal of
capital’s strategies. These strategies involve
adapting to - i.e. profiting by, in the most literal
sense
the growth of stagnation of peripheries.
concern

for dominant

-

And since there

are no

attractive investments in
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capital finds its profit in
managing the Third World debt. Finding a
“solution” to the problem is not on the agenda,
simply because this is not in capital’s interest.
Strategies before the Crisis
We may now return to the assessment of
strategies conducted before the crisis. Beginning
this situation, dominant

in 1945, the welfare state, which until then existed

only in embryonic fomi, was systematically
supported, not particularly by the Bretton Woods
institutions (their role here was less than modest),
but

by the states, that is, the political systems of

because the light
illuminated their
darkness? Was it because dominant capital had
final ly become capable of understanding its longterm interests and had converted to the utility of
the .social sphere? Not at all. It was because the
the Western powers. Was this
of Keynesianism had finally

“threat” of communism existed at this time.

Hegemonic political blocs in the West had to rise
challenge, and they did so. In the same way
“development” in the Third World was not
produced by the conversion of Western elites to
anti-colonialism; it was imposed by the success
to the

of national liberation movements, movements

of the Eastern
disintegration of Sovietism (the
of our three-part system) modified

which benefitted from the support

countries. The
last element

social relations, in the West and the Third World,

Capital swiftly
original nature, seizing the
opportunity to break the workers’ movement in
the West (though unemployment) and the national
liberation movement in the Third World (by
dismantling “development” and instituting
recompradorisation). The discourse of the
to

the benefit of dominant capital.

reverted to its

powerful bemoaning unemployment and
“poverty” - as if these phenomena were not the
result of their policies - is pure hypocrisy.

and the continuous growth of the mass of free
capital provided banks with the opportunity for
the fruitful participation in the financial
speculation required to manage the crisis. At the
same

time, the intemationali.sation of banks (and

insurance

companies) allowed the savings of the
by the North’s speculative
financial market. Of course, all of this may be
judged scandalous, and there is every reason to
assert and reassert that private capital cannot
replace central banks in their role, thus
annihilating that role, and that these functions
must be public. But however scandalous these
practices may be, they are not absurd.
We have been living with floating exchange
rates for over twenty years now. This experience
completely disproves the “theoretical” neoclassical discourse that was developed to
legitimise its establishment. Experience shows
that there is no “natural” equilibrium of exchange
South to be drained

rates,

but that rates determine structural

adjustments which are always, or nearly always,
asymmetrical, and which either work or fail to
work. Supposedly automatic capital flows which
offset balance of payment imbalances, and are
chiefly made up of major flows of productive
investment, exist only in the imagination of
university professors. On the contrary,
speculative flows - which constitute the majority
confer on exchange rates a volatility which robs
them of all rationality. Not only does this volatility
lead to grave macro-economic disorders
(destruction of the productive base in the case of
over-evaluation, parasitical development of
export activities that are unsustainable in the
long-tenn in the case of undervaluation) - it also
-

perpetuates micro-economic

inefficiencies.

When the value of the dollar in relation to other

currencies has doubled

or

halved, each time

within the space of a

direct,

few months, what economic
calculation -except the speculative type - can be

affairs.

made

International economic institutions do not bear

primary responsibility for this state of
They are merely instruments. Yesterday,
they were set to serve the post-war boom in
Europe and Japan (by guaranteeing exchange
rate stability while in depth actions were taken as
part

on

World

(by making it serve to the right, which led
quickly). Today,
they are ready to serve the system adopted to
manage the crisis.
The internationalisation of banks plays an
important part in the analysis of crisis
management that I am suggesting. This
internationalisation had already begun before
the crisis created new functions for it. It paralleled
it to become exhausted more

the internationalisation of transnationals, which

enlarging their autonomy at the expen.se of
through the expansion of their globalised
financial activities. But floating exchange rates
were

banks
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can

tariffs be effective

has been achieved

within the European
Community. The reason is that the EEC's internal

complementarities allow a certain
harmonisation of the remuneration of production

structural

factors, which is reinforced by flows of productive

(from the European centres to its
peripheries). The EEC also represents a zone of
political security and .solidarity, and as such, can
offer its members a certain monetary stability in
theirmutual relationships. However, this stability
is fragile, precisely because the same system
cannot be extended to Europe, the United States
and Japan as a whole. A conflict of mercantile
interests, which is not tempered at this level by
group solidarities, thus threatens the European
partners, but it threatens each of them to a specific
and different degree. Europe could only answer
this challenge by withdrawing more into itself
(“Fortress Europe”). Attitudes towards this option
diverge, since “strong” countries (Germany)
necessarily differ from the others in preferring
investments

Openness.
Under the system adopted to manage the crisis,
the United States is still allowed not to worry
about its deficit. The deficit is

when

facing the relative price variations
determined by such fluctuations in the exchange

absorb all of the

rate?

deficit
America’s False

of the Marshall Plan and European

construction), and development in the Third

this basis? How

high interest rates.
In this way, floating exchange rates also bear
part of the responsibility for persisting stagnation.
Concern for equilibrium of the balance of
payments, which is permanently threatened by
speculative capital movements, leads to the
ascendency of a logic that systematically gives
priority to anti-inflation policies and exports,
even if this obviously requires a contraction
of internal demand. Perverse competition and
a generalised deflationist spiral, are the
outcome. The G7 has repeatedly attempted to
put some order in the exchange rates of the
dollar, yen and mark. In view of currency
reality, we can only say that it has not been
very successful.
And yet. relative stability of exchange rates

Hegemony

Nevertheless, floating exchange rates permit
massive growth of the “need for liquidities”, thus

providing
the crisis.

outlet for idle capital generated by
According to the “theory”, floating

an

were supposed to release central
banks from the problem of having to manage

exchange rates
reserves

in whatever constituted the international

standard. The

theory forgot that insecurity,
provoked by the volatility of exchange rates,
would force all agents operating in external
markets to con.stitute significant private reserves
to deal with unpredictable fluctuations. As a
consequence, these reserve liquidities had to be
provided with earnings - hence the necessity for

large enough to
surpluses of the other developed

regions (for the 1980-1989 decade the American
was $931 billion, while surpluses stood at
$533 billion for Japan, $396 billion for Germany
and $103 billion for the other tigers of Eastern
Asia), and it has drained the international market
of capital that would otherwise have been
available for other regions of the world. Under
these conditions, the hegemony of the United
States may certainly be described as a “false
hegemony”. Great Britain, the hegemonic power
in the 19th century, had a structural surplus; 50
percent of its gross capital formation was invested
abroad between 1870 and 1914. thus providing
forthe structural adjustment of others. This is not
at all the case of the United States today; on the
contrary, the country’s deficit makes structural
adjustment impossible for it (Vergopoulos).
37
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Thus, the system is satisfied with unilateral
structural

adjustment on the part of the weakest
partners (the Third World), at the expense of
their development. At the same time, as part of
the array of measures implemented to this effect,
systematically undervalued exchange rates are
imposed on Third Worldcountries. Having finally
discovered this obvious fact, which
the rhetoric

on

the “tmth of

ensures

that

prices” supposedly

revealed by the market is completely meaningless,

the IMF has undertaken to revise the estimated
GDP of these countries

upward, recalculating it
exchange rates based on
equality of purchasing power. This measure is
purely symbolic and even demagogic, since
on

the basis of fictional

decisions

are not

made

on

the basis of these

fictional rates but on the basis of real rates, which
the IMF, of course, does not intend to revise. In
extreme cases

but these

-

more numerous

-

are becoming more and
the monetary aspect of the

imposed adjustment leads to “dollarisation”. Not
only as a reserve instrument but even as a unit of
measurement and exchange medium, the national
currency gives way to the dollar, of which imports
are financed by external
borrowing. The cycle is
now complete, the crisis
management system
having succeeded in providing a new outlet for
floating capital in search of investment (see
Pierre Salama, op. at.).
The G7

was

constituted to coordinate

management of the crisis at the level of the major

capitalist

We have already mentioned
with very limited success
in the area of exchange stabilisation. As manager
of the crisis, the G7 is “a world executive with no
overall project for the world”, as Gustave Massiah
powers.
the fact that is has

writes. It

met

the principles of
unilateral adjustment by the periphery in 1976,
to organise the recycling of oil dollars in 1980 to
the benefit of the speculative financial sphere
and then to encourage the fall in the prices of raw
materials (the major reason for the Gulf War), to
organise the rescheduling of the debt in 1982
was

content to set up

(but not to create the conditions that would solve
the

problem), and in 1992 to include Russia and
Europe in strategies of
unilateral adjustment.
So the strategy is truly intended to manage the
the countries of Eastern

crisis rather than look for ways to resolve it. In
this context, even the existence of the debt is

perfectly functional, and to solve this problem
would in fact be counterproductive from the
system’s point of view. This is why all of the
measures

taken

-

measures

which

are

sometimes

presented, demagogically, as “solutions” - have
merely made the situation worse. The debt grew
from $900 billion in 1982 to $1 500 billion in
1989. To service the debt,
South
which
return
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during this period, the
was compelled to pay $1 500 billion, of
half was expected on interest (quite a nice
on excess speculative capital!).

Fourth Worldisafion of Africa
Is this type of management strong enough to
last? In my opinion, this is the real question. The

argument that it cannot last because it does not

provide
not

a way out of the tunnel of stagnation is
valid, because the goal is not to get out of the

crisis, but

(Japan, Korea. China, South-East Asia) carry out
thirds of their trade through internal exchange
(but the United States are exerting very strong
pressure to break these complementaries; this is
the most important reason for the United States’
pursuit of growth in this part of the world, and the
project of an “Asia-Pacific Zone" evoked by
Clinton in Seattle is part of the same intention).
Thus, if the system adopted to manage the
crisis cannot survive in the long-term, this is due
not to the “absurdity” of its
underlying economic
and monetary policies, but to the aggravation of
social and political conflicts which it cannot
avoid. Here we return to the thesis 1 am defending:
the idea that management through the “market”
is utopian, that the real management ofcapitalism
requires “market plus state”, that the conflict
between globalised economic space and the
fragmentation of spaces for political and social
two

to manage it. If we confine ourselves
analysis of economic and financial
mechanisms, 1 would .say that this management
can
indeed be pursued "successfully”,
maintaining the world in a state of stagnation.
For countries at the periphery, this stagnation
leads to a grave regressive involution of which
the Fourth Worldisation of Africa is simply the
most extreme example. Crisis management seeks
to encourage exports from each country of the
centre (thus exacerbating trade conflicts between
these countries), to deprive Third World countries
of the same po.ssibility (by halting industrial
relocation in order to lessen the growth of
unemployment at the centre), and to oblige these

management is unbearable, and that it must lead
to a renewal of nationalisms and social
struggles

countries nonetheless to service their debt (but

which will

to

the

how?). Here again, one is reminded of the order
established at Versailles in 1919: make Germany
pay,

but do not let it export goods! In another

striking analogy documented in Waiter Russell
Mead's study, police forces are busy hunting
down new emigrants created by regression in the
Third World.

countries (not

only between the United States,
Japan and the EEC. but even within the EEC
itself, whose constitution is threatened), and that
leads developed countries to consider other means

(and war) in their relations with the

Third World. For this reason, American (military)

hegemony remains indispensable, obliging
European and Japanese partners to make the
concessions required by the United States, and
thus

turning their conflicts back into the EEC.
“regionalisations” brought about by the
dynamic of these conflicts, almost spontaneously
(but inasmuch as they are sustained by adequate
options), become the system’s natural "way out"
of an impossible globalisation? There are indeed
indicators pointing in this direction: the creation
of NAFTA in North America (but as I have
Will the

written elsewhere, NAFTA breaks Mexico in

by separating its “Texan” North from its
as the Chiapas revolt has
just confirmed, increasing the fragility of
Washington's project, which is supported by the
Mexican comprador bourgeoisie); the fact that
the EEC already carried out two thirds of its trade
through its internal exchanges, and that these
internal exchanges are increasing, while the
Community’s e.xports to the outside world have
been regressing since 1985 (but will this last?):
the fact that even without any fornial common
two

“Guatemalan” South,

-

institution

-

discussion of the alternatives to the current system
should focus

^

Finally, crisis management is a strategy that
will exacerbate conflicts between developed

than force

challenge the utopian globalisation
pursued during the crisis.
But will this challenge lead to an even more
marked general regression, or to a new general
period of economic growth? I believe that

but the countries of Eastern Asia

this question.
Reforming Bretton Woods

on

Towards

Institutions
It is not

possible to review all of the proposals
put forth in recent years for reform of the Bretton
Woods institutions. They are too numerous, and
moreover, they are derived from theoretical and
political perspectives that are extremely diverse.
1 will therefore confine myself to a small
sample
of proposals (see appended bibliography) made
from a resolutely progressive point of view - i.e.
they start from the objective of a renewed
development throughout the world, and especially
in the Third World; they give this development a
popular content (elimination of poverty,
expansion of social services, reduction of
inequalities); and they allow unity to be reestablished between the economic and the political
sphere (which means, among other things,
allowing democracy to take root among peoples).
I certainly have a great deal of sympathy for
the,se proposals -not only for the general spirit
animating the solutions advanced, but even, in
many ca.ses, for the detai I of the reforms suggested
at three levels of
necessary action, the local,
national and global levels. To support
transformation of attitudes and organisation of
responsibilities at the base, to enable people at
this level to become genuine agents of economic
initiative and thus to create

a

economic sphere and political,

link between the

social and cultural

life, to free them from the status which capitalism
confers
power

on them by reducing workers to labourand citizens to consumers - the.se are.
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without

a

doubt, essential conditions of a better

development. However, struggles carried on in

perspective must be supported by adequate
policies at the national, regional and world levels.
At the national level, which in my view remains
the crucial link simply because of the existence of
a political organisation that we
will be
experiencing for a long time yet, what 1 call
“delinking” -i.e. not autarky, but the subordination
of outside relations to the logic of internal
development and not the reverse - is unavoidable.
It remains necessary to define its exact contours,
and this can only be done on the concrete basis of
situations that vary greatly from one country to
another. It is therefore a matter of “forcing” the
world system to adapt: not only of imposing a
vision of “adjustment” within stagnation, but
also of replacing the concept of unilateral
adjustment (adjustment of the weakest to the
strongest) by the concept of mutual adjustment.
These national policies in turn would require, to
be sufficiently effective, not only the
reconstruction of solidarity and mutual support
between countries at the periphery (particularly
through the construction of regional unions), but
also, most probably, transformations in the
economic and political organisations ofthe world

this

system.

else would it

ducers) would be accepted, but it would be

The creation of

offset

happen?
a genuine international
trade organisation (ITO). In this area, in
general, the principle of free trade as advocated by GATT is not questioned. The ITO
might even be bolder than GATT, which is
always forced to manoeuvre in a context of
compromise, and might succeed in imposing out-and-out multilateralism. As acounterpart to the benefits that developing countries would receive from the genuine opening of Northern markets, they would be
asked to make concessions (of the

type) in the area of services. The
experience of the EEC, which has actually
and
in
succeeded
liberalising
multilateralising intra-European trade while
excluding unbridled competition (by imposing standards of respect for the environment, social protection, etc.), if often mentioned in this respect. It also argued that the
ITO would temper the negative aspects of

regional units (EEC,
preventing them from
becoming “fortresses", protected within
and aggressive without. The ITO would
have other objectives such as the
the creation of

NAFTA, etc.) by

stabilisation (or revalorisation)

there is

lack of ideas. The

TRIM

and TRIP

of raw

ma-

by “tax” paid by the country
benefitting from the protectionist measures
to the world community (Mead calls it “sin
tax”). The tax would be collected by a
world development fund which would be
the major lending institution for Third
World countries.

opinion, this is a very fine project for
reforni of the world economic and political
In my

system. It proceeds from a central idea that
strikes me as incontrovertible - the idea that
can only be reviewed
redistribution of income both at the global

by a
level
(in favour of peripheries) and at the social level
(within centres and peripheries, in favour of
workers and the popular clas.ses), and that world
trade and capital movements must be
subordinated to the logic of this “demand side
approach to trade”, as Walter Mead calls it.
Yet, it must be recognised that reforms of this
scope cla.sh with the interests of dominant capital,
because redistribution reduces profit margins in
the short-temi, even though, in the “long-term”,
it produces more than recovery - a genuine
period of new growth might open perspectives
for profitable productive investments. For
capitalism is a system based on giving priority to
development

terials.

short-term considerations, which dictate the

Consideration of environmental issues

decisions of capital, over long-tcnn requirements

which, in

World peoples and workers

might become an internalised feature of the
World Bank's loan system. One might take
this even further by setting up a world tax

world (a

on

In this last

area,

no

proposals call for a return to
Keynesianism, this time on a world scale - a

most

radical

redistribution of income to the benefit of Third

in every region ofthe
megaeconomic stimulation, as Walter
Mead says). According to their advocates, these
propo.sals imply major reforms affecting the
international economic institutions:
•

The transformation of the IMF into

able to the Bank (or the Fund that
take its

a

genu-

ine world central bank with the power

of

would

place), allowing it to subsidise

respect for environmental concents

in poor

peripheries that gave rise to the Keynesian pol icies
and development support policies of the postwar period.
The project is thus a kind of rediscovery of the
fact that

issuing a real currency (similar to the SRDs)
that would replace the dollar standard, ensure a certain stability of exchange rates,

Reform of the economic institutions would

call it

accompanied by a heightened political
role for the United Nations. Development

must be

provide developing countries with the
liquidities needed for “adju.stment within
growth" (these proposals resemble those
made by UNCED some twenty years ago to

having been revived by the means we have
described, the project of making it the basis
for the progress of political and social
democracy could become more than a pious wish. Development aid. multilateralised
within this framework, might not only be
conditional to respect for individual rights
and political democracy, but also support
progressive social policies (making sure
that wages increases parallel increases in
productivity, providing for a more equal

create a

“link” between emission of

international currency

an

and the needs of

developing countries).
The transfonnation of the World Bank into
a

fund that would collect

countries such

as

surpluses (from
Japan and Germany) and

lend them not to the United States, but to the
Third World. This

operation, intended to

trigger growth in developing countries,
would simultaneously force the United
States to reduce its deficit. It is hoped that
this reduction would not be obtained through
American neo-protectionism associated
with an aggressive exports policy. But how
Sapem December/January, 1994/95

be

a

different social order

-

socialism, to

by its name - is objectively necessary and
worldwide. It strikes

me as

evident that

deployment of this project demands deep
political changes in every part of the world, the
replacement of existing hegemonic social
alliances (based on the domination of comprador

the

capitalism in the peripheries of the South and
now

the East)

based

on

with different social alliances,

the hegemony of labourand the popular

Empire of Chaos). This is the only
in which it is possible to establish
requirements (the environment). At the same
time,f the project requires a different world
political order from the one that currently prevails,

classes (see
way

order based

distribution of income, etc.). In the same

an

the national political dimension of
globalised development, coordinated in this
way. would allow for the respect of legitimate interests. For example, food selfsufficiency (Walter Mead has studied the
case of Japan's protection of its rice pro-

societies

way,

of necessity, must be imposed by

of the national liberation movement of the

countries.

and

•

energy, non-renewable re.sources, etc.,
that would increase the resources avail-

ca.se

intervention. I have already .said that it was
the fear of “communism” and the radicalisation
state

and

on

the democratisation of all

the

articulation

of their

interdependence with mutual respect for
diversity.
Advances in these directions are necessary
and

possible. But I use the word advances
advisedly for realisation of the project as a whole
39
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is

long-term affair

- the secular "transition”
globalised capitalism to world socialism.
Along with the ideological combat that must be
fought over the vision of the “ultimate” objective
(as it is conceived, for example, in the project we
have described), strategies must also be defined
for each step of the way.
Returning to the project, therefore, I have it
the objective of a constructive critique which can
be summarised in the following points:
Many of the analyses underlying the reformist arguments are too much inclined to
mix value judgements (the current system
is “bad”) with explanations of the reasons
motivating the decisions of dominant powa

count, such as TRIP and TRIM

from

•

ers.

sions in the

I do not believe that

into

a

Bank into

The

Amin Samir, “Replacing

•

•

•

tion, L'Harmattan 1995,
Founou.

European left and the construction of Europe, enriched by a progressive social content representing an
advance, in this region, toward a ‘hegemony of labour”: integration of Eastern
Europe and the former USSR into this
project.
Review of the financial and commercial
United States in

nomic

lation of commercial and financial inter-

logic of dominant capi-

Because the status of globalisation has not
always been clearly defined — it is a determining objective force, or one tendency
among others, including some that contradiet it? -certain elements of the reform

project (as outlined above) strike me as
doubtful. For example. I do not believe in
the virtues of free trade (or in the conces-

sions

required of the periphery

on

its

ac¬

armament;

first towards the creation of

and natural resources, etc.

Reform of the IMF, conceived in the

spirit
of the articulation of these regional/world
inter-dependencies, and not implying the
immediate transformation of the institu-

tion into

a

world central bank.

In conclusion, I will say once

again that the
project is based on a conception
of history that doesnot accept the idea of historical
“laws” preceding history itself. What appears as
“objective forces” (such as globalisation) have
only the status of forms of logic specific to a
given system (in this case, capitalism), forms
which are contradicted by the social interests
engaged in the struggle against the objective
consequences of their realisation. The real result
of this conflict detennines a configuration of
sub-systems articulated in a certain manner,
depending on social relations of power and the
realism of this

crise”).

Amin Samir,/ri>i£’'ra/re//ire//« m<’/.L‘Hamnattan
1995.
Amin Samir,

L'Empire du chaos, la nouvelle
capitaliste, L’Harmattan
1991, Empire of Chaos, Monthly Review

mondialisation

Press, New York 1922.
Amin Samir. La

faillite du developpement en
Afrique etdans le tiers monde. L'Harmattan
1989, Maldevelopment ZED. London 1990.
Arruda Marcos. “Structural Adjustment: A Constructive Overview from the Perspective of
Civil

Society”. ICVA, Geneva 1995,

Ronéoté.

Galavielle Christine, Le/d/etfeswwi/ma/Mr/tfni
reconomic mondiale, L’Harmattan 1991.

ICDA

a

world taxation system organised around
objectives of protecting the environment

en

Subject to Economic Calculations”, World
Develpoment, Vol. 20 No. 4, 1992.

negotiations to organise the articu-

dependence between the major regions of
the world; opening of negotiations on dis-

submit to the

mondialisation

direction that would

Reconstruction of the UN system in order
to make it the locus of political and eco-

Chap III (B.
“Afrique Subsaharienne, la quart

Amin Samir, "Can Environmental Problems be

Europe, Japan and the
a

permit a relative stabilisation of exchange
rates, and force the United States to give up
its structural deficit; reorganisation of trade
relations in this perspective.

•

paraitre.
Amin Samir (ed.) MondiaUsation et Accumula-

Revival of the

relations between

•

AminSamir.Lo nouvellePolarisation Mondiale,
The New Global Polarisation, 199.5, d

polarisation.

faster is to imagine that the basic
political problem is solved - that the contradiction between economic globali.sation
and the fragmentation of political spaces
already surmounted. But his can only occur at the end of the
long transition; it
cannot be a condition for undertaking reforms. 1 am afraid that by setting the bar too
high, we are condemning ourselves to failure, and in so doing, there is a risk that we
will encourage despair and the spread of
the “TINA syndrome” (“There Is No AI-

tal).
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regions organised to face the “five monopolies” of
dominant capitalism, and therefore capable
of limiting their negative effects from the
point of view of ongoing global

the International Mon-

etary System”, Monthly Review. Vol. 45,
No. 5, Oct 199.5. New York.

Constructions of Third World

accumulation). To believe it is possible to

to

Déeouverte, Paris 1986.

directions:

et

ternative”—no alternative, of course, but

lead to evolution in the direction of this

objective.Q

project under consideration. I emphasize actions
be undertaken in the following major

to

go any

•

system defended by GATT).
priorities for action that I am suggesting are

thus a configuration which
permanently evolving itself. The strategy of
world socialism necessary to avoid barbarism
focuses on defining the paths most likely to
is
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AID AND DEPENDENCY
Guy C.Z, Mhone

I

F SUBSIDIZED finance

for parastatals

private sector is seen to be
di.stortionary. and therefore bad economics,
why is subsidized finance, in form of foreign aid
seen to be good for recipient countries?
Aid
constitutes subsidized finance in so far as the
and the

charged and/or the period of

interest rates

principal are concessionary
compared to the terms obtaining in the global
capital market. Why do the purveyors of the
market paradigm and private enterprise continue
to give aid directly to governments rather than to
the private sector directly? And why does aid
continue to be given when the indebtedness of
many of the developing countries is rising and
their capacity to .service and repay the loans is
declining. More directly, perhaps, should be
asked the question where all this aid has gone
given that overall growth has been static or
declining over the past decade in many of the

repayment of

countries of sub-Saharan Africa.

point of view of the developed
giving puts them on the side of the
angels, as they claim, variously, to be promoting
long temi economic development, smoothing
out temporary financial doldrums, and
contributing to the alleviation of poverty in
developing countries. Recipient countries, also
steeped in their own self-saving rhetoric, see aid
as a strategic resource for the same reasons and
perhaps more. Not only do some aid recipients
see aid as so strategic that any behaviour by a
civilian appearing to Jeopardize it by tarnishing
the image of the country abroad in the eyes of
prospective donors is perceived to be almost
From the

undertake more fundamental and
painful societal transformations, thereby not only
bailing them out. but extending the staying power
of unaccountable elites lacking a viable material
base, even if they may change superficially and
rotate through coup d’etats and the so called

the pressure to

democratic elections.
The foregoing assertions, especially with
regard to the donor countries, need to be

understood

reparations for past exploitation of
recipient countries during the colonial period.
necessary

Whatever the official

rationalisations for aid,

by donors and recipients alike, the most
incontrovertible feature of the aid phenomenon,
in Africa

especially, is that it has had a tenuous

relationship with growth, development and

alleviation. The truth of the matter is
play two fundamental
functions. For the donors, aid, while assuaging

poverty

that aid continues to

the consciences of the

well-to-do Northerners, is

a necessary lubricant for the
international economy, ensuring the reproduction

fundamentally
and efficient

functioning of the global division
hierarchy of international

both

the

aggregate

and

disaggregated levels, both nationally and
globally. Essentially, within developed countries,
the most important determinants of the manner
in which aid is given are the following:
(i) private corporations that wish to expand
their foreign markets by capturing markets
in developing countries as a preemptive
strategy in global competition;
(ii) private corporations that wish to dispose of
their

surpluses;
(iii) private corporations and military establishments interested in strategic raw materials;

countries, aid

seditious or treasonous, but others al.so see aid as

at

(iv) employee organisations and uncompetitive
private corporations afraid to be displaced
by emerging competitiveness in developing countries; and

products
prtxluced from raw materials imported from
developing countries.
The aid strategy of a given developed country
will, to one degree or another, reflect the relative
lobbying strengths of the foregoing interest
groups which the government has to mediate and
reflect in one way or another in its aid policy. Aid
giving should be seen to be complementary to.
facilitative of, or at least non-compromising of
the material interests of the foregoing parties.
Furthermore, within the developed countries,
the foregoing considerations at the disaggregated
level, mesh at the national level in the specific
hues that dominant political parties (e.g.
democrats versus republicans, labour parties
versus conservative parties, etc.) assume in
reflecting the dominant interests of their
constituencies from among the foregoing interest

(v)

consumers

interested in cheap

All will nonetheless rationalise the need
to give aid in evangelistic terms, stressing the
benefits accruing to the recipit.a countries; and
all will be intent on ensuring that the hierarchical

groups.

of labour and

of labour (or the

order in the international division

specialisation). And for recipient governments,
foreign aid has the function of relieving them of

specialisation remains intact, whereby
developing countries continue to produce and
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export semi-processed primary products that they
(developing countries) do not consume and
import and consume, manufactured goods

(capital, intermediate and Final) from the
developed countries that they do not
produce.
While the interests of the various parties within
and among

the developed countries may differ,

these differences are essentially non-antagonistic
and

contingent, since they all are nonetheless in

the desirability of the Northern
propelled capitalist order, both
nationally and globally, and are anxious to
safeguard it jealously. If .some in developing

consensus over

dominated and

countries have illusions about the nature

of the

order that emerges globally,
they need only examine the role and functions of
collective capitalist

the Paris Club, the

World Bank, the IMF and

procedures,
by creditors, on the basis of which
the latter (creditors) assess the credit-worthiness
of recipient debtor countries and reformulate the
terms for future lending, borrowing, and debt
servicing. Multi-lateral and bilateral donors

GATT. The Paris Club is a set of

subscribed to

assemble

once a

year to

essentially discipline

way-ward debtor nations on the basis of their
collective principles of ‘imminent default’,
‘burdem-sharing’ and ‘conditionality’.
The principle of ‘imminent default’ is the
basis on which concessionary lending and
repayment terms are granted to a debtor country,
not when the indebted country deems itself
insolvent

or

unable to pay or

service past loans,

but when the creditors (i.e.

the Paris Club

members) decide they are unwilling to
additional loans to

a

give

given country because they

deem it a credit risk. Once the new concessionary

of lending and repayment are agreed upon
by the creditors, it is expected that the resulting
terms

burden will be shared among

multilateral and

bilateral donors; that the World Bank and

IMF

stipulate and police the conditionalities to be
by the borrower, and that bilateral
donors, in their aid and lending strategies, will
take their cue from the decisions of the Paris
will

lived up to

generally reinforce the
the borrower.
Essentially, the conditionalities, in the final
analysis, entail the increasing integration of the
borrower into the global economy in a manner
that respects the hierarchical order as dominated
by the north in tenns of the global structure of
technological capacities, patterns of production

Club

and

will

conditionalities, imposed on
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and

trade,

differential

human

resource

endowments, and differential financial
mobilisation

resource

capabilities.

Aid is given to
reproduce this structure and not to facilitate the
borrower’s ability to challenge it. That this will
effectively be so is clearly ensured by the

‘imminent default’

‘burden sharing’ and
‘conditionality’, the debt problem will not
degenerate into a global crisis, even if it may
already appear so for individual countries that
are heavily indebted. More
importantly, the multilateral institutions (The World Bank and IMF)

nondemocratic nature of the Paris Club it.self,

have ensured that the collective debt is

the World Bank, the IMF and GATT which

as can

are

the

key institutions that ensure that aid, trade,
foreign investment flows directly reinforce
and reproduce the global hierarchical economic
and

order.

Now, debtor developing countries lack a
collective forum to air their interests and have to
confront the creditor nations, who work

together

in concert,

individually. In their dire need and
haste for a financial reprieve, the dependency
implications of aid receiving are ignored amidst
self saving rationalisations. Foreign aid and
loans are essentially seen as foreign exchange
bonanza’s in the short to medium term. They
allow recipient governments to import beyond
their present capacities as determined by their
export earnings. Foreign aid and loans are like
department store credit cards with the developed
world as the grand shopping mall. And as with
credit cards, the ensuing charged expenditures,
by allowing one to spend trivially or recklessly
(through consumer imports, excess international
travel etc) or to rehabilitate traditional export

activities, primarily go to enrich the sellers while

concealing the crisis the country may be in, or
post-poning some painful policy decisions.
The implications of aid for donors and
recipients are best appreciated when viewed in
light of what is known as the ‘transfer problem’.
Essentially if the role of aid in developing
countries were to live up to the idealistic selfsaving rationalisations used to justify it, then
during the early stages of development, borrowing
countries should be net importers of capital,
goods and services which are then used to develop
these countries’ economies to a higher level in a
subsequent stage, at which point they should
become net exporters of capital, goods and
services having improved their capacity to
produce exports and thus repay earlier debt. In
this respect, net transfers to developing countries
at their early stages of development would
eventually be negated and reversed, thereby
making debt self-liquidating in the long term.
But, alas, the reality has been that debtor nations,
especially in Africa, have become perpetual net
importers of capital, goods and services, hence
the intractable debt burden.

Since the Latin American debt crisis of the

early 1980s, the Paris Club and its associated
multi-lateral agencies, have been determined
that, through the application of the principles of
42

be

sen

iced,

from the

increasing proportion of
debtor country exports devoted to debt servicing,
in spite of declining terms of trade and stagnant
growth in gross domestic product in these
indebted countries. And as a matter of principle,
seen

multilateral creditors, as the ultimate custodians
of the

global economy, are unwilling to set a
precedent that could easily snowball by
degenerating into a global insolvency spiral or
domino effect, by having put their foot down
against cancellation of the debts owed to them,
even if individual creditor nations may
forgive
debt owed to them by their beleaguered favourite
developing countries.
Implicit in the resolution of the transferproblem
is the assumption that in the long term, developing
countries should be able to develop a capacity to
export, and to penetrate developed country
markets, and by the same token, that developed
countries will eventually expand their imports
from developing countries. In this respect, the
dynamic aspects of trade relate not so much to
goods and services based on traditional
comparative advantage, as in primary products,
but to technology intensive manufactured
primary, secondary and tertiary goods and
services based on dynamic competitive
advantage. In order for a developing country to
evolve the production and export capacity for the
latter type of goods and services it will have to
come up with a strategy to move up the scale in
the international division of labour hierarchy —
and no government on earth will give aid to
another to facilitate this move, unless of

technology and human
structures;

and

that

resource

endowment

internal

economic

transformations within

developing countries
should be compatible with this hierarchy. It is
for this reason that while the larger and core
proportion of aid plays the foregoing role,
marginal amounts of aid on the peripheries of the
aid basket

are

earmarked for ameliorative, ‘do-

good’ poverty alleviation and other seemingly
philanthropic causes. Again, the custodians of
the global hierarchy have enough sanctions within
their own nations in the developing world and
globally, to deter any would-be do-gooders from
giving aid to assist a developing country to
challenge its inherited status in the global
economic order without the sanction of the

captains of this order. Thus aid for perpetual
dependency. YES; for challenging this
dependency. No.
The essence of the debt trap is that the more
indebted developing countries become, the more
inextricably integrated into the global economic
hierarchy they become as dependent peripheries
with or without economic growth as defined by
the custodians of the global order. This can only
suggest either that those who receive such aid on
behalf of their citizens benefit economically and
politically from it, or that the imagination and
capacity to formulate credible autocentric
development strategies is totally lacking. This
much, it is clear, is apparent to the World Bank
as well, hence their quick and
cynical dismissal
of the ability of African countries to emulate the
le.s.sons of the newly indu.strialising countries,
including those of China which among
developing countries, have successfully
challenged their historically inherited status in
the global order by moving up the hierarchy in
the international division of labour. According
to

the World Bank African governments are too

weak and too

point of view of the North,
aid leads to growth, and
development with equity in developing countries,
is secondary to the requirement that it should
facilitate the smooth functioning of the

corruption — prone to embark on
managed strategies to alter their
inherited peripheral states in the global economic
order by consciously embarking on acquiring
technological capacities necessary for
competitive, rather than comparative advantage;
and by embarking on serious agrarian and
industrial transfonnation strategies as a basis for
kick-starting internal resource mobilisation and
cumulative backward and forward linkages. It is
incumbent upon African countries to prove them
wrong and
to avoid mortgaging future
generations of our people and their resources to
the captains and custodians of the global
economic order, by seriusly considering lessons
to be learnt from elsewhere in the
developing
world where pro-active government stances have
not only transformed inherited socio-economic
strucutres, but also guided the course the market

international division of labour and

should take and the desired outcome of the

course

this move is driven by multinational corporations

by exports of capital goods and services
originating from the aid-giving country. The
or

roles of the Paris Club. World Bank, and the IMF
in holding firm to stabilization and structural
adju.stment conditionalities should be .seen in
this light.
The recently concluded Uruguay
Round GATT Agreement should also be viewed
as another formalised
attempt to rigidify the
international division of labour or specialisation
hierarchy, and to ensure that movement up this
hierarchy will only occur on the terms of those up
on

the scale.
Thus from the

whether

or

not

its

corresponding hierarchy in production.

interventionist

reforms and transformation.□
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BLACK MEN WHITE WOMEN: THE

POLITICS OF RACE AND PRIVILEGE
Patricia McFadden

L

AST MONTH I watched a

performance

by Zimbabwe’s Tumbuka Ballet
Company, and realised that what I might

thought was something just in
head, an expression of personal subjective
feelings, is in fact a burning social issue. The
performance began with a competition among
.seven very beautiful young Black men, all of
whom were fabulous dancers who have clearly

have sometimes
my

put thousands of hours of practice and dedication
into their work, for a young White woman, who
in her own right is an exquisite dancer. I was
surprised by the composition of the troupe, not
only because I had not expected so many Black
men only on stage, but mainly because of the
glaring absense of any Black female dancers.
Some might say, why not question the absence
of White male dancers, and 1 have no doubt that
when certain circles critique the Tumbuka Ballet
for being racially unbalanced, they will probably
be intimating to the absence of White male
dancers, among other gripes that they might

hardly if ever goes towards
the defence of an over-privileged group like
adult White males in the world ttxlay, particularly
in a post-colonial settler state like Zimbabwe.
Therefore, that question does not arise for me. I
have had enough of the Nureyevs and Valentinos
of Westerns ballet that not seeing a White man on
the stage provides me with a breathing space I
gladly accept.

Pat McFadden

have. But my energy

What convinced me, however, that

of Black

men

the issue

and White women is more than just

the ways in
which the perfomiance had been choreographed
to place the White woman at the centre of the
performance - particularly during the first part. It
was angering and frustrating to have to sit quietly
while, played out before me, was a scene 1

a

matter of personal

encounter more
streets

annoyance, was

and

of Harare

—

these days on the
Black men privileging

more

through and being privileged by
Becau.se at the heart of such
liasons, I am convinced, is the privileging of

themselves
White

Black

women.

men

by White women.

‘fought’ over the
White woman, and alternately ‘abusing’ her. —
and all the time. I could see exactly that happening
al I around me offstage. Y oung B lack men chasing
young White women at the chic cafes in the city
centre and in predominantly White suburbs like
Avondale: dreaded young Black men pursuing
The Black male dancers
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(centre) “The views / have expressed are not about any particular person or couple"

‘exotic’ White women from predominantly

USA

who have flooded Zimbabwe as part of exchange

programmes between Universities and colleges
in both countries: young Black males who openly

superior to other Black people around
them as they prance through the crowd with a
White female on their ami. You only have to
actually look at such Black men. instead of
looking away when you encounter such a couple
behave

to see

as

what 1

mean.

At the end of the scene,

towards her.

as

they all came running

she strutted around the stage

in

a

frilly black outfit, and stood with their amis
lifted in front of their faces, hands drooping in a
‘sorry dog’ imitation stance. The audience by
the way, which was made up largely of White,
middle-class, supposedly liberal elements,
several Black men who were accompanied by
White women, and a rare splattering of Black
women like myself roared with laughter. The
male dancers ended the scene by flopping down
on their hands and knees ( like dogs) and the
White princess rode off stage on the back of one
of them. The audience gave a rousing applause.
It was disgusting.
At intermission, a young Black woman friend
came over and we only had to look at each other
to know what was on both our minds. We had not
little

only been invisible in the drama that had just
been played out before us. we had also been
insulted. So what is new? When our societies
become racially comfortable,

it is usually because

getting a piece of the cake. When
Black men begin to rise on the social, economic
and political ladder, then we hear about racial
equality and things changing. When Black men
can sleep with White women, and actually make
them their wives, and not get lynched, then we
have supposedly arrived at racial harmony. ‘We’
being exclusive of Black women of course.
But Black women know better, and this
voicelessness about Black women and race is
Black

men are

something 1 want to explore in this article. After
last night I decided that 1 have had enough of the
lie that there is nothing wrong about Black
men being with White women. 1 have had
enough of being intimidated into a position of
silence and powerless through being made to
feel guilty about questioning the .so-called free
choice of Black

men.

After all the rhetoric about

people having the right to choose
Black

woman,

—

that statement means

nothing to me except on
achieved for myself

and

as a
literally

the basis of what 1 have
— race and sexual

partnership are very real implications for me and
millions of other Black women in

this country
43
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and

globally, and 1 refuse to be intimidated any
longer into remaining silent about it.
I am going to write response-ably about
something which affects Black women and the
Black community in ways which are denied.
This is

an

issue about which both Black and

White

people usually feel very constrained to
speak about, especial ly publicly, and one usually
notices that Black people exchange a certain
type of look between them when they see such
couples, and Whites generally look away.
Intere.stingly, when a White man is seen publicly
with a Black Woman, the reaction is usually
different.
The man is usually old and
automatically elicits the sympathy of the
onlooker. The woman who generally is much
younger than he is, invariably declared a whore.
They do not repre.sent a threat and are easily
dismissed. Infact, is it not in the colonial tradition
that White

especially older White men,
could access young Black women as part of the
booty of conquership. So who is to raise an eyebrow about such a couple, even in the postcolonial Zimbabwe, where, by the way, couples
made up of White males and Black females are
a

men,

rarity.
Some of
But when

women, now

My Best Friends are Black

we come to

Black

men

and White

that is adifferent matter all together.

That is the

nightmare which haunts every liberal
couple who have a daughter the type who
say ‘some of my best friends are Blacks’ (and
don’t say, ‘but keep their sons from my
daughters’). There is literally no fear with regard
to young Black women and White men because
basically White men in this region do not see
Black women, as women. They might remember
them as nannies, as playmates, but almost never
do they identify Black women as possible sexual
and life partners. The colonial imperative is no
longer as strong 1 suppose.
1 am going to try and come to the issue as
calmly as possible, even though I can feel the
anger in the pit of my stomach beginning to rise.
Last month I was angry — angry that I had paid
White

Z$50 to be insulted for almost three hours; angry
that

have

kept silent about this issue for so
the complicity of Black men
in a racist system and ideology which, 1 maintain,
privileges them viz Black women in all our
we

long, and

angry at

societies.
woman friend tried to provide a
explanation for the scene 1 described
above, by saying that she thought the producer/
director was trying to rile the Whites in this
society by confronting them with their racism.
Now he might actually have set out to do that,
which 1 guess is one way of dealing with racism
from a liberal standpoint, but what he also
succeeded in doing is to further marginalise

An older

different
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women, and to insult us in the process. To
White women as the forbidden fruit is a
fundamentally racist representation of what
womanhood is, which is run through with serious
sexism and gender bias. We are confronted daily
with representations of White women as the
essence
of womanhood in magazines,
advertisements, fashion, etc. Everywhere. Black
women are measured against the White female

Black

pose

standard

—

the texture of

our

hair, cosmetics,

body shape and even body weight, success,
motherhood, the entire gamut ofcriteria which are
used to judge Black women, derive from the racist
premise that White women are superior to us.
So, to posit the White female at the centre of
a performance which 1 suspect was meant as a
critical statement of race in this society, only
serves to entrench existing racist and patriarchal
ideological constructions of womanhood in
general and fundamentally of Black women in
particular. Black men were lynched in the US
(and who knows probably in this society as well)
not so long ago for looking at a White woman,
and Doris Lessing’s. The grass is singing is a
perfect example of that narrative in this region.
How can anyone who professes to be racially
conscious not see that a performance which
omits the participation of Black female dancers
is fundamentally flawed, and more critically,
that such a performance only marginalises Black
further in social and sexual terms?

women even

But it is
because

happening all around

no one

men/White
women, a

us. and this is
wants to touch the issue of Black

women

and Black womenAVhite

screaming silence.

First of all, 1 think that the issue of what it
for Black

prefer White women
over Black women as sexual partners has been
over-laid by numerous layers of anger, fear,
emotion and power/powerlessness. For years,
everytime I saw a Black manAVhite woman
couple, I would get this rush of anger, resentment
and pain — I still do, and on expressing my
feelings to other Black women, they would
usually say ‘Oh Pat, that is a no no. You are not
supposed to feel that way. That is not PC. It's
means

love, and Black

men to

men

their sexual partners

should be free to choose

after all isn’t that what
fighting for, etc’. And 1 could not really
counter such arguments because they sounded
so true, so politically correct, but I knew then and
I know even better now. that 1 am certainly not
fighting for my Black brothers to privilege
themselves through White women at my expense.
That is certainly not what I am spending my life
fighting for.
However, the conventional argument that
Black men who sleep with White women love
—

we are

them bothers

what

me.

because if that

were

the

case,

happens to racism then. Why is it that the

who is at the forefront against racism
imperialist colonial ideology, who published
extensively about the racist policies of the fonner
Smith and De Klerk regimes, who marched
against racism — has slept with/lived with/been
married to White women during that very time
he
was
making all those political
pronouncements. How come such men think/
write and speak Black but sleep White as one
friend put it? What happens to race and racism,
very man
as an

the fact that these

to

Whiteness which

women

White

are

-

a

used to murder countless

was

Black men all over the world, and still is perceived
as a

valid

in the US south. Where does it

reason

go when Black men get between the sheets with
White women? Can someone explain this to me,
because I know that ‘love’ is not

a

sufficient

explanation?
1 also know that Black
when

they

men

still feel

an

intense

White man with a
Black woman, and even if they do not articulate
such resentment (it is not PC), they feel that the
White man is emasculating them by sleeping
with a Black woman
he is suggesting that
Black men are nothing. He is using the Black
woman to ‘dis’ them (as Black brothers put it in
the US). The sexual experience between a White
resentment

see a

—

man

as

and

the

Black

a

woman

in such

‘rape’ of the Black

cases

man.

is defined

via the Black

female. She, of course, is ostracised and named
a

traitor to the Black

race

by the most extreme

elements of this very generalised Black sexist
attitude. Black women belong to Black men,
and in the

competition over women's bodies.
Black women’s bodies in this instance, between
Black and White

men.

bodies into all those

Black

men

extend

has stolen from them. And

so

rage on.
From

Perspective

a

our

‘things’ that the White man

Black Feminist

the male

In my opinion, coming to this issue
Black feminist perspective, the only way

wars

from a
1 could

explain my ‘ reaction ’ to B lack men/White women
couples was by stepping back from the subjective
aspect of my anger, and putting this issue into a
political framework which uses the concept of
patriarchy as a central heuristic tool of analysis.
Once one does that, then certain things begin to
fall into place.
First of all. through institutionalised racism as
a global mechani.sm through which human
beings
are hierarchically placed in the social system, it
is a generally accepted fact that at the top of the
social hierarchy is the White male, regardless of
how rich or poor he may be, nor where he is on
this planet. Note the arrogance of the poor Rhodie
alcoholic, leaning dizzily against the wall of the
local TM Supermarket, as he glares with disgu.st
at a

well-heeled Black

him with a trolley

woman

who strides past

load of grocery, headed towards
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her latest model

car.

The fact that he stinks with

human filth, is dirt poor

and probably homeless,
fades in significance next to his White maleness,
and he dredges that up. to fling it relentlessly at
any and every Black woman who comes within
his drunken gaze. He is a White man — the
ultimate privilege in human society today.
Zimbabwe, male Whiteness is still

In

considered the

undisputed premi.se for being in
charge—to have the most money, to be the most
socially successful, to have the biggest home, to
be the richest, to have the most .sought after
of course) — to be the

woinan

(a White

essence

of maleness. White men are the dominant

woman

is

an

ideological construct, which still lies at the

centre

where

of our societies, and which still detemiines
in

gendered and class tenns —
this and stop being afraid of
using our analytical skills in making a more
honest social analysis; once we refuse to be
until

we are

we

at

forbidden to think about/discour.se on racism,

privilege,

power and
variables intersect and

gender, and how these
impact on Black women;
once we move from the invisibility of Blackness
which has been imposed upon us by Whiteness
then we can see that sleeping with a White
woman, regardless of whether she is a feminist
or an undeclared racist, is a political statement

—

about what Black

whether Zimbabweans like it

And it is not the

women are.

And

sleeping with a White woman as a
to ring a bell somewhere.
So when 1 hear Black men complain of how
they (as Black men) are treated shabbily by
Black waiters or filling-station attendants, while
White men (and by inclusion White women) are
bowed and scraped to — which is absolutely
true, I smile, becau.se that is exactly what it is
about. White men still hegemonise the meaning
of male identity, and Black men are going to have
to get serious about this matter (not via women).
Next on the racial hierarchy is the White
female
granted this status by virtue of being
White. Even though she is exploited and
oppressed through class and sexism as are Black
women, her Whiteness privileges her above the
B lack male, and most definitely above the Black
woman. And Black men know this, just as well

or

not.

Black

man seems

—

as

Black

women

do. Have

we

not

witnessed

a

rape of Black women by White
supremacists to ‘put the Black male in his
place’ via the violation of Black female sexuality?
Isn’t it obvious that Black women are paid the
lowest wages, allocated the most menial tasks in
our societies globally, and considered the lowest
of the low (even below the Black male tramp) ?
And all this happens while White women have
often cheered their raci.st men on during their
attacks on Black people and Black women in
particular; while White women have openly
colluded with White men to give Black men the

long story of

men

think of Black

thing

women.

when Black
women sleep with White men. It could never be
the same thing as long as patriarchy and racism
construct men as being superior to women, and
racism privileges White people through
same

as

Whiteness.

And. because it cannot

simply be dismissed as
take ownership of
what this thing has meant and still means for us
across the class spectrum. When a Black man
brings a White woman into his home (they might
actually own the property together—that is one
of the amazing things that happens to Black men
when they sleep with White women. Not only do
they become race-blind, they even become
■feminist' about property, something they are
rabidly against when they are married to Black
women), he reproduces a triad which is as old as
‘love’. Black

women must

the enslavement of Black

women on

and off this

continent. The White mistress and the Black
female servant —

one

of the most controversial.

examples of the ways in which
privileges White women, but

Whiteness not only

how it also divides Black and White

women.

Objectification of White Women

recognise

representation of maleness in this society .just as
White

hut also most real

The sy.stem

positions Black men below White
(whetherthey like it ornot and regardless
of their patriarchally derived gendered
privileges), sleeping with a White woman
becomes the means to a higher social elevation
for the Black male. Strip all the talk about loving
her. and underneath you. will invariably find the
real motive
getting equal with the White male
in the battle over patriarchal power between men
as gendered beings. Just as White men raped
Black women to denigrade Black men (within
patriarchy that is actually possible since women
are the property of men. and women's bodies are
the fields on which male wars are fought), so too
women

—

the Black male

u.ses

the White female to get

I

stopped at the local pizza place recently
and was chatting with a young man there, who.
when he heard that I was writing a piece on Black

even.

men

and White

women

brother, it’s all about
But

one

meets

consider this

said ‘take it from a Black

revenge".

White

women

who refuse to

possibility. He could not
possibly do what he does to Black women i.e. use
her/oppress and exploit her. After all. she is a

even

as a

White woman, and he is
when 1 first

came

a

Black man. 1 remember

to Zimbabwe

in the

early

1980s, meeting one of the saddest White women
I have

come across.

She

was

married to

well-known African writer who

a

rather

abusing
her. And she seemed not to understand why
(which is not peculiar to her as a White woman).
However, 1 think one can safely extend the
was

male

-

Black women deliberately
(prompting Sojourner Truth to ask ‘And Ain't
1 a Woman’ to the White American suffragettes
of the last century); while Black men have fled
in fear of being ema.sculated by Black Feminists
who have stood up and demanded the dignity of
Black women back from the filthy hands of
colonial oppressors both male and female — all
this, and Black men tell us that loving a White
woman has nothing to do with race and the
dignity of Black women.
Whiteness is a Privileging Ideology
Once we begin to understand how Whiteness

vote and excluded
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argument that because one is privileged by
Whiteness,
would

understanding abuse by a Black man
much

be

more

difficult

in

the

circumstances.

However, it
of Black

the other way too. 1 know
abused by the White
they live. In fact, one of my

can go

who

Blacks who

male and not

accompanied
by White women, sat tightly in their seat, suffering
through the pain of it all.
1 can remember feeling most insulted by the
were not

in which the White actress had assumed

manner

that she could

the
1

ones to

tell

what

us

remember

can

our

meeting

a

feminism should be.

White

was Just a copy of Western
only was she arrogant, she was
racist, exhibiting the very attitudes 1 have

Feminism. Not

friends often asks — what is it about these Black

White

described above, where White

who get trapped in unhappy relationships
with White women? 1 suspect that racial

which

women

with whom

are

men

manipulation is very much a part of their seeming
inability to free themselves from such situations.
On the one hand, he has status from being
associated with a White woman (regardless of
what she looks like, by the way. Although the
White body is portrayed as the ultimate
representation of beauty and femininity in the
media, often a perfect body is not part of the
package in such liasons). Any Black man who
thinks that because a White woman sleeps with
him and actually marries him, she has suddenly
shed all that racist socialisation that was ingrained
into her by White society, then he is a dangerous
dreamer.
A friend

recounting how two Black
Zimbabwean men met aftera long absence. They
had been very competitive from school days,
even though they were good friends. So when
they met after all those years, the one man was
showing his friend how successful he had become
property, a wife and children, e.t.c, and his
friend who had not accumulated as much, simply
said ‘meet my White wife’ — and that was the
end of the competition. His friend might have
more property (including a Black wife) but what
was more than having a muzungu wife. As she
told the story, which thoroughly upset all the
Black women present, 1 remembered a play by
Stephen Chifunyiseentitled‘Culturally Correct’.
It was featured earlier this year, and once again
was

—

—

no

Black

the

women

—

and the White

epitome of womaness of course.

the feminism

also

deal with Black

to

woman,

and therefore 1 exist in

relationship with Black
treated like

men.

a

different

and refuse to be

chattle.

a

women

world that

men

stop, and White women who are feminist

activists and

facing

living with Black men are often the

resistant to

discourse about what their

a

relationships with Black

and Black

women

people in general, they take

offence at such views from Black

whether

one

looks around,

not

only

want to

fantasize about universal

sisterhood

or not. is the anger and unresolved
inequity between us as Black and White women.
And voice, that critical means of challenging
patriarchy today; that stepping stone into the
light for all women, is often appropriated by
White women who want to speak for Black
women.

We know where this derives from—class and

White

privilege of course — and we must
challenge it. Just as African male intellectuals
have insisted on reclaiming their story as men
from White liberal Africanists,
women

must

women

who

mind them
as

re-claim

our

so we as

Black

voice from White

so easily assume that we do not
representing us. After all, they are
the essence of womanhood, so why

and most of them do not even realise that this

is where

they

are

material

located.

an

one.

White

bankers

—

Black

men

White

have been landed with the double load of having

African nationalist,

seen

a

Black

man

behave towards his Black

partner the way that man treated his wife

define

feminism

differently from the
only to be able to
challenge Black patriarchy, but more importantly
our

to

establish

our own

finds that White

identities

one

Tumbuka ballet was, and of course the liberal

African Feminism has

White audience in this

called Western Feminism and
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case

loved it. Those

men

women

as women.

Often

who live with Black

it
was darling this, sweetheart that — all pleading
and pleasing), while his brother, who was
assuming equal access to his younger brother’s
wife (said things like' so, she is our wife’) openly
struggled with his brother over the ‘prize’. It was
just as angering and as degrading to me as the
—

become the most vociferous defendants of

patriarchal culture. They want to be blacker than
black women -to prove to their Black husband.s/
lovers that they are ‘real’ women, 1 suppose.
Blacker Than Black Women
1 have

met

White

women

to

who insist that

be different from

so-

they of course are

who have arrived, and all

a

White woman

on

his arm.

arena throughout this region,
find that behind almost every
“successful" African male politician, there is a

South Africa, and often we as Black Feminists

feminism of White women, not

do not enter into

political

women

to

Yet if

will

how oppressive

it was of African women (White
speaking for Black women again), and
the two Black men kept on dancing around this
White woman. Her husband was trying to make
his culture accessible to his darling (1 have never

women

that remains is to have

one

She made statements about African culture,

women.

privilege for White women is
ideological issue, it is also a very

relationships with poor Black men. 1 have never
seen a White woman living in a rural area with a
poor Black peasant. In fact in Chifunyi.se's play,
she was terrified at the thought that her brotherin-law was contemplating coming to live with
them, and that possible visit to the village where
she would be expected to do all those ‘African
things’ (re.served only for Black women). White
women want Black men who can keep them in
comfort (and do not all women who see marriage/
relationships with men as part of an important
economic strategy). ;uid they usually date middleclass Black men—the lawyers, scientists, doctors,

In the

They

us as

Black Leaders and White Women

each other across the racial divide which is there
we

for

But because they are privileged, vis-a-vis Black

occupy the intellectual spaces on the
feminist discourse in this region, particularly in

woman was

men mean

Black Feminists.

is the issue of voice. In this

have constructed, and

women

fashions, etc, but do not dare have your own
as an African Woman/Feminist. This has

aspects of the relations between Black women
and White

women cannot

being intelligent and
articulate, let alone if they dare to define their
own identities as women. It is fine if we
straighten
our hair to copy theirs; if we starve ourselves so
that we try to look like them; wear western

most

Appropriating our Voice
One of the most difficult and yet most stressful

not,

woman

not

White

posited

two Black men and one White

—

voice

in the

—

not want

challenges the normativeness of
heterosexuality; not the feminism which refuses
to be silenced by claims coming from a position
of White privilege that all people are the same;
not the feminism which demands a recognition
that while women might be essentialised as a
biological category. 1 for one am certainly not a

centreed around a White woman. Three characters

play

did

women

who

culture, and that I

speak for all women, and in that
process, denigraded feminism as something even

men

woman

very upset by my column 'mSAPEM because
she claimed that I was mis-representing African
was

Julius

woman.

and committed
the years

to

that he

Nyerere. the ultimate
riling against imperialism

African socialism, had for all

President of Tanzania, a
private secretary. Kwame
Nkrumah, on whose grave is engraved ‘the
Greatest African", had as his personal confidant
until his death in Guinea Conarky. an Australian
was

White female

woman

called June Milne. Nkrumah made her

his

‘literary executrix in his will’, enabling her to
publish, on his behalf, his most intimate political
thoughts. This man was murdered by a racist,
imperialist system which despises Black women
most

of all.

I could go on

and

on

Seretse Khama of
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GENDER ISSUES
'White queen’ - the
obviously not
good enough - or was this another case of getting
back at White-hall? Leopold Senghor. first
president of Senegal, whose poetry extolls the
Botswana

women

brought home

a

of the Bamangwato were

wonders of Black women’s bodies which he

equates to the African continent ( extremely
sexist and

patronising), has lived all his adult life

in France, with a French woman.
The

point is that the Black manAVhite woman
beyond what happens between the
really about White arrogance vis-a-

liason goes
sheets. It is
vis Black

women,

with Black

and White

women

show it

women

who live

openly. It feeds the

tension between Black and White women, a
tension wh ich threatens to explode everytime we
are

‘forced’

White

the most
that is

Black

as

women to

be nice about

accessing the most successful and
eligible men in our communities. And

women

fact. Black middle class

a

women

do not

of any race - poverty is
something everyone tries to escape from.
Given that historically, we as Black women
have been the last to access family and social
resources, having been designated the servants
want to marry

poor men

of our societies ( for White men.

White

women

and Black men), when we are able to move up

socially, educating ourselves, breaking our backs
to prepare for a better life for our children, to
make

a

difference in

our

ourselves confronted

communities,

we

by arrogant White

find

women

who cut their eyes at us as

though laughingly
saying (which they probably do) that despite our
and

intellectual

achievements,

our

economic

and

social

PhDs and high levels of

we are 'just Black women' —
still prefer them as the women.

intelligence,
Black

men

and

My women friends often speak of the anger
they feel (which they seldom show or voice)
when they see the men who should be part of
their lives ( as hetero.sexual Black women, of
course), avoiding eye-contact with them while
they tighten their anns around the White women
who nestles close. It is a very real issue for Black
women,

and

we resent

the

manner

in which

Julius Nyerere had a White female private

claim that he is where he is without

can

who made it

have
1

a

better life).

challenge any Black man to deny this painful

fact, and after that, tell

me

that he does not think

that what I have said above is

important enough
'private'

for him to at least think about what his

decisions
still

mean

for all those

women

who

are

making it possible for him to become a

man.

Even if he thinks that Black

women

who

demand their rights are a

threat to his manhood,
(although he would argue that he is not against
women's rights, but he would rather sleep with
a White Feminist than be 'emasculated' by a
Black Feminist.) the fact of the matter is
what he does

as a

is real for

brought home.

us as

that

Black man with White women
Black

women,

and must be

where

many

force Black men to love and live
with Black women. Just as nobody anywhere on
this planet should be forced to do anything that
violates their rights as human beings. But, rights
are not things which float about in a vacuum, and
human beings are not islands ( especially Black
can

who have for centuries stood

on our

female shoulders and reached whatever

Black

heights

they have achieved because we as Black women
subordinated our rights to the 'greater Black
Sapem December/January, 1994/95

women

-

will have become vulnerable to all

of interpretations

and reactions. But that is
able
to go where it hurts, where one is vulnerable and
maybe even isolated — if that is what it takes to
make my voice, and the voices of other Black

sorts

fine, that is what feminism is about — being

women

heard.

I did not

preface this article with

any

kind of

my friendships with White
do 1 think it is necessary to reassure

anyone — Black men or White women — that
the views 1 have expressed are not about any

particular person or couple. However, I suspect
that there will be that individual and/or couple
who will feel affronted by what 1 have said, and
maybe confront me. or call me a racist (which is
not possible since I am not privileged by
Whiteness in spite of carrying a 'slave' name), or
simply dismiss me as a frustrated Black woman
who is envious of White

Black

women

and who hates

1 cannot do

anything about such
reactions, and would not want to do anything,
anyway, even if 1 were given the opportunity to.
However, 1 do hope that some readers will
remove my supposed subjective interests in this
men.

issues, and theirs
contribution to

as

well, and consider this

a

long over-due discourse on
gender, race and class in our societies. This is a
reply to a colleague who, when I said the other
evening, I am going to write about Black men
and White

on

of my
would not go — I have gone
to that place where my person and some of my
relationships with people, especially with White
1 know that I have gone

women, nor

a

a

women,

loud NO

he said 'leave it alone. Pat".

—

this issue which

am as a

I refuse to be

impacts

.so

quietly angry
loudly on who I

Black Woman.

The mouth has been

feminist colleagues

women.

a

qualification about

This is

Going to Dangerous Places

—

men,

Black

sister, his aunt, his

most

Nobody

a

possible - as his mother, his
grandmother, that Black
woman on the road-side, that poor Black peasant
woman who dies never having even realised a
fraction of her potency so that her children can
woman

of Botswana brought home
queen”

“White

cause’ (read Black male cause). No Black man

educated Black

men in particular — men who
likely have been educated on the backs of
Black mothers and sisters
pretend that what
they are doing is not the business of Black

Seretse Khama

secretary

been found,

now

the

opened, the voice has

ears

of Black

men

should

listen and

respond. At the end of the day, we are
Black people.andourstrength istogether. Maybe
in

some

far fetched future when Whiteness is

simply a colour, and Blackness is no longer a
struggle. Black men will be able to choose to
sleep with and live with White women. Until
then. 1 also want to be able to choose the

man

my choice, and right now, he happens to
Black man of my class, and that is that.U

of

be

a
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MANDELA’S LIFE STORY
Long Walk to Freedom, The Autobiography of Nelson Mandela, Little, Brown &
Company, 1994
Reviewed Napoleon abdulai
OUTH

s

Africa’s President, Nelson

Mandela is

a man of
high integrity and
symbolises the aspirations of the
oppressed African people. The publication of his
autobiography Long Walk to Freedom comes at
the most opportune time. The book explores
what drove Mandela to politics, his bans or
restrictions, imprisonment and finally his secret
negotiations or "talks about talks” with the white
minority regime. 1994. the year Aparr/tc/t/ended
legally is important to African people as was the
1957 decolonisation of the British model colony
the Gold Coast, occasioned by an African political
party, the Convention Peoples Party (CPP) which
booted out the British and set the stage for the
independence of the rest of Africa. But for the
African majority in South Africa, freedom only
came with the April 1994 all race elections. The
long march to freedom which is as old as
colonialism, was heightened in an organi.sed
manner

with the fomiation of the African National

Congress (ANC) by the elite of the oppres.sed
Africans in 1912.
The autobiography is also to a large extent the
history of ANC. This extremely fascinating book
which the author began writing in 1974 at the
suggestion of Walter Sisulu who is described by
Mandela as “the greate.st living historian of the
ANC” and Ahmed Kathrada, is written with

clarity and honesty. From page to page. Mandela,
who got the English name Nelson from one of his
primary school teachers tells interesting stories.
Two such stories relate how his father had to cut
his

own

his

son

pair of trousers below the knees so that
(Mandela) could have a school unifonn.

Mandela notes' “I must have been

a

comical

sight, but I have never owned a suit. I was
prouder to wear my father's cut-off trousers.”
The second story is of the Mandela household in
Orlando (Johannesburg). The Mandelas had a
house assistant by the name Ida Mthimkhulu, a
Sotho-speaking woman of Mr Mandela's age.
Ida ran the Mandela household with military
discipline and the Mandelas took orders from
Ida. The day before the famous April 1958
general strike, which the ANC and the South
African Congress of Trade Unions (SACTU)
organi.sed to protest against the Whites only
election of that year. Mandela notes that:
The day before the strike. I vct/jr driving
Ida and her twelve-year old son home.
and I mentioned that I needed her to wash
48

Mandela used to break up

meetings of the Communist Party during the days he classified
Marxism as un-African

and press shirtsfor me

the following day.
long and uncharacteristic silence
followed. Ida then turned to me and said
with barely concealed disdain. "You very
A

well know that I can't do that”.

"Why not?" I replied, surprised by the
of her reaction.
"Have you forgotten that I. too. am a
worker? " she .said with some satisfaction.
vehemence

"I will be

on

strike

tomorrow

with my

Apartheid was not only inhumane. It was designed
to reduce the African population into robots and
cheap labour. Africans could not be anything
else. When Mandela became a lawyer, thecustom
was to say: T am Nelson Mandela and 1
appear
for the accused', but

people andfellow workers!"
work the next day and
unpressed. Genuine
political struggles must begin from home.
Mandela the fomier detainee (whose prison

had

card read: “N Mandela 466/64” i.e. the 466

pri.soners!).

Ida did not turn up for
Mandela's shirts went

prisoner

Robben Island in the year 1964),
whose continent can no longer boast of leaders of
integrity beyond one's ten fingers, writes of how
on a few occasions he was even
breaking up
meetings of the Communist Party and his earlier
views that Marxism was European and un-African
as opposed to his close associates, the celebrated
on

on

one

occasion, the

magistrate .said: ‘I don't know you. Where is
yourcertificate?’ Apurt/(e(</even regulated what
prisoners were to eat. Food was to be given
according to one's colour. ‘Bread is very bad for
your teeth, you know, Mandela,’ Mr Senn (a
Swedish national, who lived in the then Rhixiesia)

working for the International Red Cross (p.397)
told Mandela on Robben Island, (the IRC official
come to hear the
complaints of the political
"I

am

fundamentally

Mandela. From

a

an optimist.” writes
humble background, privileged

by African standards. Mandela, after an extremely
Johannesburg, where he had only
one hot meal a week, qualified as a
lawyer
despite the stumbling blocks that were put in
place by Apartheid. Education, according to Dr
difficult life in

communists such as Joe Slovo, Yusuf Dadoo and

Hendrick Verwoerd, the then Minister for

Moses Kotane.

Education,

The

autobiography demonstrates that

must

train and teach

accordance with their

people in
opportunities. Therefore.
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why educate Africans? “There is no place for the
Bantu in the European community above the
level of certain forms of labour” (page 156). It
was in reaction to the bankruptcy of Apartheid
that 15 (X)0 schoolchildren in the South Western

Townships, better known as Soweto, rose in
1976 effectively ending the years of silence,
followed up by the Sharpeville massacre, in
which 69 defenceless Africans were shot dead

by the police. This demonstration was organised
by the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) against
the pass laws, whilst the Soweto uprising was
organised by the Black Consciousness Movement
(BCM), whose leader was Steve Biko.
The young militants who were arrested after
the Soweto uprising and sent to Robben Island

“regarded the Rivonia Trialists, (1964) as
moderates. After so many years of being branded
a radical revolutionary, to be perceived as a
moderate was a novel and not altogether pleasant

feeling” (page 471) the book notes. In prison,
Robben island became “The University". Debates
took place between the older generation and the
Consciousness Movement (BCM)

Black

militants; between the ANC the PAC andNeville

organisation the Yu Chi Chan
Club;between those who believed that tigers
were native to Africa and those who thought

Mandela did not like the house that Winnie built in Soweto

Alexander’s

Mandela writes;

otherwise. When Mandela stated that his national

It was a grandplace by Soweto standards,

language had a word for the tiger, Mr Maharaj (a
Party leader/intellectual) remarked
that his own native language had a word for
aeroplane two hundred years before the invention
of the plane.

hut It was a house that held no meaning or

Communist

Robben island, which takes its name from the

Dutch word for seal, was once a

leper colony, a
a.sylum and naval base. When Mandela
and the Treason Trialists arrived in 1964, they
were told by White warders that; “Dis die Eiland!
Hier jitlle gaan vrekV' (This is the island. Here
you will die!”) And yet finally, the Treason
Trialists were released and went on to win political
power and set about bringing national
lunatic

reconciliation to South Africa. There
traces

are no

of bitterness in the

Mandela talks about
Mase who

was a nurse

Sisulu. When their

autobiography.
his first wife Evelyn

and

a

friend of Walter

marriage broke down, partly

becau.se .she wanted Mandela to devote his time
to

the Lord first, Mandela

married Nomzamo

Winnifred Madikizela. At Sisulu's

wedding,
Anton Laembede, a strong pan Africanist,
remarked that, “Albertina, you have married a
man: Walter married politics long before he met
you.” This was somehow repeated to Winnie,
when she got married to Mandela later.
Mandela pays tribute to Winnie’s role in the
struggle and classified her as a fighter in her own
right. He. however, criticised Winnie after his
release about the house she had built in Soweto.
Sapem December/January.
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memories

for me. Moreover, it was a
house that, because ofits .size ande.xpen.se,
.seemed somehow

inappropriate for a
of the people. I wanted to live not
only among my people hut like them (page
leader

5611.

announcing their separation in April
by his old comrades, Walter Sisulu
Oliver Tambo (who Mandela had formed

After

1992 flanked
and

the first African Law fimi in the 1950s with),

Mandela went

on

to

build

a

house in his

village

Qunu. The design of this house is based on one
of the prison houses he lived in.
review of this book

by Mary Benson,
biographer writes that:
In glossing over the violence inflicted on
members of the community by her
bodyguard, this habitually honest and

In

a

Mandela’s

generous man fails to mention thefamilies
bereaved through that violence

(The

Daily Telegraph. Saturday.

Decembers, 1994).

forgets one lesson of Mandela’s
politics, that is: reconciliation, without which
bloodshed and hardships would be the password
Benson,

in South Africa. If the state did not harass Winnie

township people, the root cause of “the
body guard” politics would not have created the
murder of ordinary people in the townships. The
and the

blame lies with the undemocratic state, which

sadly many centuries such as. Britain, USA,
Germany and many more supported in various
ways. For how long would Winnie be hounded ?
African leaders, political parties, schools and
the numerousmilitary institutions in Africacould
make this book a standard reading book. Why? It
demonstrates that with the right leadership,
determination of the organised people, oppression
can be defeated just as what happened to/4/w;7//c;V/.
So can the poverty and underdevelopment of the
continent be conquered. But Mandela and the
ANC must learn to avoid the mistakes of Kwame
Nkrumah and the Convention

Peoples and other
rightly notes:
/ have walked that long road to freedom.
/ have tried not to falter; I have made
missteps along the way. But I have
di.scovcred the .secret that after climbing a
great bill, one only finds that there are
many more hills to climb. I have taken a

African leaders. As he

moment

here

to rest to

distance I have

come.

look back

But I

on

can rest

the

only

for a moment, for with freedom come
responsibilities and I dare not linger, for
my long walk is not yet ended.
We can only wish Mandela well because as he
is discovering, it was far easier to dismantle
political Apartheid than the challenge of
destroying economic and military Apartheid,
which is the real dream of all Africans. Economic
nationalism and

pan-Africanism must be part

parcel of the politics of the ANC led
government.^
and
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INTELLECTUALS ON CULTURE — THE UZ MINISKIRT SAGA REVISITED*
Owen Seda

o

N FRIDAY 13th November 1992, an

incident which

the mini-skirt saga

University of Zimbabwe

It is as if the intellectuals periodically awaken

occurred at the

from a deep slumber and passionately reject

be known

campus.

This incident, which
lots of

subsequently attracted
publicity thereby generating its own

controversy sharply brought into focus the fact
that the

position of African intellectuals vis-avis culture and its operations needs to be put into
a proper analytical perspective.
Although it is now almost two years since the
ill-fated woman was stripped, this article shall
not go into the details of the incident, but rather,
the purpose of this write-up is to take advantage
of the time lapse, now that all the emotions have
subsided, to look back and reflect analytically,
on the question of African intellectuals, in
particular Zimbabweans in this case, and their
relationship with culture.
In societies like Zimbabwe where there has
been

values have been

as

came to

disjunction in cultural continuity as a
there tends to be
whereby society
sheds some aspects of its own cultural praxis to
adopt those from a counter-culture, which, often
times, is deemed to be at a superior level of
development. Almost invariably always, the onset
a

result of the western presence,
acculturation. This is a process

—

assimilation, calling for fhe re-awakening of
norms and practices that may not necessarily
always be commensurate with the prevailing
social conditions. All this is carried out in the
name

of

a

teachings of Kwame Nkrumah and his concept
of Consciencism. Mobutu Sese Seko and his
drive for the

adoption of indigenous names etc.,
it has always been the case that intellectuals have
initially imbibed western cultural values and
later on steered the vanguard of cultural
regeneration.
The case for cultural regeneration may be
predicated on the argument that much as any
society may change, it still yearns to retain
elements of its

own

material culture (tools and

artefacts). Cognitive culture metaphysics and
theories of

knowledge)and nonnative culture
(behaviour) intact. This is, perhaps, why many
an

African home,

no matter

basketry, bows and

conditions. All this is carried out in the
a

name

of

quest for relevance.

Furthermore,

as

in the

case

of Negritiide, this

quest for an identity maybe the result of an
awareness created as a direct
consequence of

culturally imperialistic education.
In Africa therefore,
50

how westernised,

objects ofwicker-work

arrows as

well

as

miniature

cow-hide drums, masks and calabashes.

seemingly advantageous position
of being the first recipients and assimilators of
new cultures that an
enduring contradiction in
cultural development in so far as the intellectual
class goes in fact lies. This contradiction is in fact
basic and is best understood and analysed from
a historical perspective.
Historically, in Africa the process of
acculturation has been followed at certain points,
by the development of cultural regeneration. It is
as if the intellectuals periodically awaken from a
deep slumber and passionately reject assimilation,
calling for the re-awakening of norms and
practices that may not necessarily always be
commensurate with the prevailing social

as

evidenced

by the

woman may

have been

such by the young intellectuals.
young woman who was stripped, on the

The

skirt)

particularly

It is in this

the UZ mini-skirt
as

other hand, could have acted (i.e. worn a mini-

of such cultural contact leads to acculturation

urban communities and the

j

perceived

quest for relevance.

may still be adorned with

among
educated elite.

significantly eroded all in a
of cultural evolution.
Indeed cultural evolution may sometimes lead
to certain practices and modes of behaviour
perceived by some sections of society as not only
bizarre, but downright unacceptable. In this case
process

It is perceived in this case
traditional culture bind the

that these aspects of
indigenous society
and continue to give it a unique identity inspite of
an all-pervasive cultural imperialism. Tradition
in this instance is taken to refer specifically to
those

norms

and values immanent to

a

society

before the onset of a counter-culture.
Let it be reiterated here that in

so

far as cultural

regeneration is concerned, the observance of
traditional culture does not necessarily have to
be commensurate with the prevailing material
conditions since culture is always predicated on
the people's material life.
Even in the industrialised west (the UK and

Japan are good examples), there are certain values
that continue to be upheld, if anything, in order
to give those societies a distinct and enduring
identity. The observance of the monarchy in both
countries is a case in point.
Having examined the cultural question from a
historical perspective it may be observed that in
Zimbabwe too, traditional cultural nonns and

the basis that cultural evolution and

on

self-assertion may be justifiable on the premise
that westernisation has nudged all human beings
towards modern
attendant

industrialisation with its

individualism and

an
incipient
solipsism.
By stripping the young woman, the men would
have then thought that the danger in such an

attitude lies in that it tends to promote cultural
extinction.
Whereas

does

dispute the fact that
right to
and adopt change especially at the
counter-culture, can society honesty
one

not

holds the sole the individual

man

assimilate
onset

of

a

allow cultural extinction? Often times, aspects
of cultural extinction have been rationalised on
the

pretext of individual.

We have

already surmised that the intellectual
major propagator of
cultural innovation while they simultaneously
champion the cause for cultural regeneration.
Looked at from that perspective, it can be
argued that the mini-skirt woman is representative
of cultural innovation perceived as dissent by her
male colleagues. The young men who stripped
her (together with their female sympathisers!)
come to represent society’s traditional cultural
conscience whose duty it is to detennine what
elements of normative behaviour ought to be
class in Africa has been the

transmitted and which

ones

constitute dissent.

The UZ mini-skirt incident is
ever there was one,

in

terms

a

perfect case if

of the dual role of intellectuals

of cultural innovation (the mini-skirt)

and cultural
This
that

regeneration (the UZ men).
paradox may be resolved only if .societies

come

realise

under threat of cultural extinction

the

need to keep constant and
unchangeable, certain fomis of identity and

behaviour immanent to themselves.
Then
their

our

societies

can

hold up,

with dignity,

image in

any forum.Q
*See SAPEM Vol 6 No 3
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ABANDONING EMPIRES OR REFURBISHING
THEM?
Desiree Lewis

s

OME very questionable claims are being
made under the banner of the world “post-

colonial” these

days. “Post-coloniality”,

particularly abstract nouns often
pronounced with smug knowledgeability, is now
being defined as an advanced state of mind, an
outlook associated with the thorough
deconstruction and interrogation of colonial
one

of those

In itself, this is all

obviously very healthy

—

though the idea of mental and cultural
decolonisation is by not means new; Africa’s
struggles for independence in the sixties were
fuelled mainly by cultural nationalism and
ideological and cultural critiques of the West.
But what bothers me about recent trends and the
even

currently proliferating theory on “postcoloniality” is the “we” who often do the defining
and whoclaim centre stage in processes of cultural

1

ideological revision.
was

definitely smiles.
expression

a strengthening of the lips and a
baring of teeth. Santa Claus, of course, is always
comfortably paternal, but the range of models for
Black Peter capture all the negative stereotypes
of the westemcentric Black every' man: Black

consists of

Peter is comic, grotesque,

frightening or bestial.

He usually leers, grimaces, or smirks; he definitely

authority.

and

Unlike Santa Claus, who

Black Peter’s characteristic facial

made very aware

of the dubiousness of

does not smile.

figure who dominates media images,
thrilling children and
tourists, whose clones tour public places on
It is this

who walks the streets

stilts, in groups, on roller skates, driving terms,
distributing biscuits to shoppers. It is impossible
in Holland not to miss Black Peter in November.
While Santa Claus' tunic is timeless. Black
Peter’s dress bears traces of his renaissance

origin. He reminded me particularly of
Shakespeare's version of the Black stereotype;
the

hyper-emotional Othello, whose European
easily gives way to
passion. Black Peter’s

of last year,
1 listened to a Dutch lecturer, casually reminding

dress and urban manner

herclass of their reborn status: “As post-colonial

dress

intellectuals,” — and here she swept her arm
around the room—“we talk about...” and went

European and especially Dutch mercantilism,
slave trading, empire building and national

deconstructivist

supremacist myth-making, so that he becomes a
very conspicuous reminder of a suppressed legacy
of Dutch social and cultural life, bringing to the
surface the silenced past of the country’s muchcelebrated twentieth century democracy,
intellectual enlightenment and social and political
tolerance. Black Peter reminds us of and also
codifies the ideology of the hidden underside of

all this when, in Holland at the end

on to

describe, in impressive

interrogation and reconstituting that
.she and all other like-minded post-colonials now
detail, the

pursue.

immediately struck me was something
days
this class: the Dutch have a tradition of

What

else 1 had witnessed in the country two

before

celebrating a period before Christmas which is
supposed to be the birthday of Santa Claus, the
“ho-ho-ho” giver of gifts who.se image, along
with those of snow, mistletoe, reindeer and
various other northern wonders,

dominates

our

cultural lives at the end ofeach of our emphatically
snow-free years

in Southern Africa. Ostensibly,

festivity revolves around the bearded White
patriarch who — in shops, greeting cards and
various media images — gazes benevolently at
the

all mortals, red cheeks

gleaming and blue eyes

twinkling with the promise of the presents he
will be delivering in a few days time.
But an important and actually more visible
character in the festivity is a far from endearing
character called Black Peter. Santa Claus’
according to legend. Black Peter does
dirty work by climbing down chimneys to

sidekick
the

distribute presents.
Sapem October, 1994

homicidal and insane

explicitly situates him in the high point of

Dutch liberalism in the twentieth century.
The contradiction between the

prominent

of Black Peter each year and the
Dutch lecturer’s claims about post-coloniality
bothered me not because I imagined that Dutch
radicals simply accepted Black Peter and other
racial stereotypes in Dutch popularculture. What
did strike me was how problematic it is for those
who have grown up with the mythology of
Western supremacy, whose dissident intellectual
privileges and prestige depend on the survival of
this centre, to make grand claims about their
successful ideological rebirth.
How is it possible to extricate oneself from the
myths reinforcing Western supremacy and/or
the We,st's political and economic dominance
and go on to affirm a new identity, a new

grotesqueness

powerlessness, “post-coloniality”?

questions have obvious parallels in
where architects of apartheid
solemnly conceding that their grand plans of the
These

South Africa today,

past were a

dreadful mistake, are industriously

redefining themselves as initiators of the
country's transformation and as saviours of the
oppressed. In crucial ways, there are some
disturbing similarities between the claiming of

post-colonial identity by Western intellectuals
and the assertions of South Africa’s

Nationalist

Party. Both positions require a willful

amnesia

origins and structural
situation, and the pattern that emerges is a global
realignment of power where dominating centres
claim and absorb the struggles of the margin, as
though tho.se in power simply suddenly decide
that power is tedious; things have to change.
But the insistent claims to post-coloniality are
also very much a continuation of an old self-

and blindness about pasts,

aggrandising compulsion, a perpetuation of the
colonialist need to act for incapable and dependent
inferiors. This arrogance also means that the
actual initiators of oppositional knowledges or
politics get sidelined, so that the margin, far from
leading revolutions to destroy the power of
centres, becomes the beneficiary of the centres’
guardianship. Marginal and Third World
knowledges and struggles are simply attached to
the more visible, and more powerful, radical
which results in
anomaly of its being elements within the

theories of the centre, a situation
the

oppressive cultural and socio-political centres
which wage the revolutions of the oppressed.
The travesty of this in South Africa’s recent
past was President de Klerk’s American-style
campaigning in Black townships. Voted the
country’s number one newsmaker by the South
African Broadcasting Corporation, de Klerk,
smiling, affable and waving to enthusiastic Black
supporters, was a prominent image on television.
De Klerk’s benevolent lord administering to this
grateful serfs (ja Baas, we need this break) was
the Nationalist Party’s official myth. This myth
disavowed the Nationalist Party’s past: its
introduction of the system which created the
townships which de Klerk now graces with his
presence. Post-colonial Western intellectualism
also defines itself by disavowing its context and

(inevitable) present affiliations. Elaborately

displaying its credentials in the marginalised
academic townships of the Third World, perhaps
its most remarkable feature is that its grand
parade is a particularly seductive one.Q
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POLICY, POWER AND THE CONTROL
OF THE PREMISE OF DIAGNOSIS IN
AFRICA
Catherine Alum Odora

K

Power is

NOWLEDGE, wrote Francis Bacon,

of such power becomes an

is power.

For, quite often, the critical terrain in target

And power, in its common
usage, is that ability to do something.
vigour, energy, strength. But power is

also about control, about influence, and about

authority. In mechanical terms, power is defined
that ‘capacity for exerting mechanical force’.
In psycho-social terms, the construction of
meaning, its ascription and institutionalization is
also power. In other words, the development of
the capacity to define, re-define, or
recontextualize meaning is a vital, if not crucial
factor in the common process we call
empowerment be it of the self, or of a community

ethical and moral one.
for
control is not just territorial, or economic per se.
but the human mind; especially that innocent
‘esoteric space’ in the mind of the children living
under such domination.
Colonialism and the Nihiliation of

as

or

nation.
Here in Africa however,

we

have grown up to

perpetually experience what actually appears to
be the rear end of power. At that rear end of
things, power is seen and felt as that unique
ability that some persons or groups of people
have, particularly in a context of unequal relations,
institutionalize

twisted

perverted
interpretations to a situation. In the context in
which socialization of the majority of the
people takes place at the mercy of the
dominant groups, the really dangerous power
is that which aims at and achieves the objective
of positing partial or parochial truths as
universal and putting in place mechanisms
that ensures that this warped interpretation
to

maintains

or

of

hegemony.
perspective of power relations,
methodology, (i.e. that clever means by which a
people can be ascertained as sufficiently pacified),
and nihiliation, (i.e. that process by which
alternative conceptions of reality are grappled
with in detail until ‘certified or pronounced dead ’)
are strategic components in the establishment of
the quality of control necessary to sustain this
hegemony.
a status

From the

This is

so

because the construction and

ascription of meaning

is not the problem.
It is a normal creative or speculative process.
But when, in a context of unequal relations,
entire groups are made to partake of those partial
or twisted ‘truths’ while the basis upon which
their own truths could be con.structed is subjected
to constant subversion, the imperative to
interrogate and reject the form and manifestations
52

per se

Alternative

Whether

Conc^tions of Reality

takes the

perspective from the
policy makers, policy analysts or scholars in
Africa, it is impressive to experience, particularly
in the domain of policy development, the degree
to which contemporary policy formulation in the
African context rests upon sediments of malconceptions and mis-perceptions as to what
constitutes the ‘African problem". What is also
striking about these mal-conceptions and
misperceptions is that they appear in ‘layers’, in
‘generations’ in a kind of cumulative process in
which each stage in the constitution and
consolidation of European or Western control
over the continent actually brings along with it
not only more sophisticated, but also freshly
energized forms ot'these mal-conceptions and
mis-perceptions writ ever larger.
Even if we put aside the cruel memories of the
previous centuries -the slavery, the indiscriminate
partitioning, the establishment of the deculturative mechanism entitled schooling -, the
list of mal-conceptions and mis-perceptions that
continue to guide even the highest level of
expertise is scandalous and embarrassing to say
one

of circumscribing and
preempting the entry into discourse, of
traditional or indigenous systems and modes
had already, in the context of colonialism, began
with the work of early ‘missionaries' who had
taken it upon themselves to take care of the
problem of delegitimizing those modes in the
name

baptism and confirmation are further affirmations
of this effort.
The

premise for problem identification and

definition

having been made without the issue of

accuracy and validity being allowed to ari.se, one
would look forward to the time when African

people would be encouraged, in the name of
democratic and egalitarian ideals, or even in the
name of human rights, to rediscover and define
their meanings as a basis for genuine
‘cooperation’, or ‘.solidarity’. But alas! what one
.sees day after day is the cumulatively determined
mission of gently, and inobtrusively displacing
all ‘other’ views of reality, and replacing it with
the one construction, the one perception, the
western one.

The face of Africa itself

entity is,

process

of God. the father who ‘art in heaven’.

This fundamental process

that led to the most
pernicious form of denial and subjugation of a
peoples’ knowledges and beliefs has never
been challenged or put to task across the entire
range of activities comprising the development
industry.
All ‘development’ activities start off by
assuming the presence of Christianity as a neutral

as

a

non-Westem

far as development thinking is
already posited as the paradigmatic

as

concerned,

the least.
The

religion and purely salvation enterprise. But this,
we know is, or was not the case at all. Christianity
as a Western religion accomplished, in thecontext
of colonialism, the project of pacifying Africans;
and under the pretext of rescuing their souls from
the devil, posited all the indigenous clinical,
psychiatric, educational, social welfare and other
systems as the work of the devil. African people
who showed interest in joining the new faith
were admitted into the ‘religion of God’ on
condition that they denied their further
identity with the traditional modes. The
association of taking European names as
‘Christian’names at the points of initiation through

antithesis to the Western. And in

a

situation of

conquest and continued domination by the West,
Africa’s problems are ‘naturally’ defined by
those who know best

-

ie. the West, and Africa is

also

‘naturally’, the object-cum-target for the
Western propelled conceptions and models of
‘development’ in that higher process of
‘harmonizing’ the world ‘in its own image’.
As all this takes place under the auspices of
‘development’, it is the first order of business to
conceptualize all aspects of life activities in
Africa in the deficit, with the true yardstick for
appropriate and full life as underlies the thinking
about development, presumably being found
somewhere in the region bordering the North
Atlantic.
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The

Hegemony of the Western Paradigm in
the ‘Deveiopment’ industry

In the

development business, the Western
one, is always the
norm, a reified norm that is not subjected to any
objective or empirical scrutiny. History provides
us with ample evidence of a kind of paranoia that
grips Western countries every time the signal for
like the masculine

norm,

The

Gender studies represent a prolific source of
data to be analysed, processed, dissected
and manipulated to advance career interests

object, be it the Third World,

addicts,

or

women,

drug

Blacks can be measured, managed or

manipulated. Data

on

these ‘objects’

are

then

to attend to the alternatives to

collected, collated, fragmented and arranged to
fit into categories, language and concepts so
confusing that at best, it has nothing any more to

conditions,

do with

of the investigators while little is actually done
or

present
improve the plight of those

reality. At worst, it is inconsumable by

investigated

anyone except a select group of scientific
researchers (i.e. the club members) who submit
these to

even

One is then left with the monolithic fonn: the

using other modes than those deemed by

control

as

Western one, complete with its rapacious
exploitation and consumption of natures'
reserves, not to mention its historically
quintes.sential cruelty and inhuman attitudes to
Africa, as the epitome of the society that has,
indeed already ‘reached’. No matter. The notion
of a paradigm society located somewhere in the
West, or preferably in the United States towards
which all else are assumed to be developing or
aspiring to be developing continues to provide

colonialism, and

professional certification.

the consensual force for the network of

Paul Ekins called ‘the untramelled

self determination in the Third World, and

especially Africa begins to Hash across the screen.
now

neo-colonialism to be

‘appropriate’.
According to d’Souza, the

very concept
universalism that has its creed and philosophy

higher authorities for
well

as

their

own

This attitude has created uproars

of
in

European liberal thought, has as its cornerstones
the importance of private endeavour, private
profits, private interests, competition and
utilitarianism (d’Souza 1992). For practitioners
and analysts alike, what has to be borne in mind

purposes of
individual

particularly

among .scholars and activists concerned with
women’s issues. In an angry retort to the process
of social science research as a whole, but its
attitude to

women

and women’s issues

in

this, but calls for greater di.stributive justice
between nations, and for the ‘development’ of

Every
other system of
knowledge came to be defined and compared
vis-a-vis this paradigm. Its insights and values,

particular, Weskott decried what feminists see as
social science’s ‘unrestrained pursuit of
information’ in which context, gender studies
represent a prolific source of data to be analysed,
processed, dissected and manipulated to advance
career interests of the investigators while little is
actually done to attend to the alternatives to
present conditions, or improve the plight of
those investigated (Weskott 1979).
Similar ire has been expressed by awe stricken
.scholars entering Western centres of higher
learning in such spheres as sociology,
anthropology or any of the di.sciplines for that
matter. The painful shock one receives in coming

the low income countries (Ekins

its tastes and eccentricities alike became

face to face with the kind of materials referred to

argues

‘universal’ values

as

endeavours that underlie 'development'
and

discourse

practice.
already been

This has

a principal factor in the
neo-liberal world order that calls for a global

‘free market'. But

even

the social democratic

approach assumed by the proponents of the New
International Economic Order does not contest

1992). Hoogvelt
that even though the sociology in the.se
two approaches were different, and even though
they differed in their identification and
interpretation of the forces that impinged on the
‘poor’ countries, both were united in accepting
the categorization of the world according the
norms of capitalism. In no time at all. states
Hoogvelt, the concept of ‘Third World' had
entered the deepest levels of psyche and become
part of a ‘common’ vocabulary (Hoogvelt 1986).
From a paradigmatic point of view, both of
these

are

Western oriented and

homogenizing,

they view the world through the eyes of Western
science and Western culture while .simultaneously
devaluing knowledge and accumulated wisdom
of a great majority of humankind. Both are also
economistic in that human progress and
development to them mean economic
development measured in GNP per capita. No
cultural aspiration is allowed to .stand in the way
of this ‘development’. Both are interested in a
top-down administration (in a system whereby
the actual ‘top’ is found North-West of the
Atlantic), and control exercised by transnational
capital (neoliberals), and bureaucrats (social
democrats). Neither of these attribute any

importance or consideration to decision making
by ordinary people in their rural communities
Sapem December/January. 1994/.S

is the fact that it

was

via colonialism and what

operations of
global free market’ (Ekins ibid), that this
distinctly EuropeanAVestem experience began
to transpo.se itself as ‘universal’.
the

In this reductionist vision of the world, what
was

relevant for the West had to be the model for

the rest of the world, and thus universal.

other civilization, every

(Taylor 1986). The ‘other’,
according to this cosmology, was Asia, Africa,
and Latin America; and as lllich points out,
scarcely twenty years were enough to make two
billion people define themselves as ‘underdeveloped’ (lllich 1981).
It minisculed all social totalities into one single
model, all systems of science into one
‘megascience’, all indigenous medicine to one
imperial medicine, and all development to
growth, to GNP and to Western self-image of
homo economics. It detemiines the patterns of
the world, gives development symbols, generates
the military p.syche. defines knowledge, and
eventmth. In itsdeepcommitmenttothe ‘scientific’,
cosmologies that do not fit into the linear
construction

are

ridiculed and dismissed. These

join the category of submerged realities, along with
knowledges of ‘other’ peoples and of women.
This, in short, is the perfection of the Darwinian
theory of natural selection in which the
elimination of the weak and the powerless could
be rationalized by appealing, (obviously), to the
‘universal laws of nature’ (see also d’Souza/6/d).
Social Science Research, Control and the

Denigration of Things Non-Western
explains the world by drawing a clear
line between who is subject and who is object.
Science

‘authoritative texts’, or works

by the ‘old
as a point of
departure is writ large and bold at every level of
masters’ is hard to describe. Racism

the so-called authoritative research which

constitutes the

‘knowledge’ base upon which the

West insists it knows about the

rest

of the world.

Needless to say, it is also on such knowledge
that the young of the West whose eyes are set to
around and

develop Africa, are also
They would, in the main, have no
reason to be shocked or disturbed by the
perversions in those texts, because it is the
rationales
constructed
through those
authoritative works ’ that created the whole myth
about superior races and subordinate tribes. It is,
moreover, upon such a categorization of the
entire worlds ’ people according to Western nomis
that even young, naive and relatively ignorant
children from the West are groomed for
recruitment based on their country’s quotas with
the UN and its agencies as junior experts, early
apprentices for future posts in the noble task of
redeeming Africa.
But it is not only the content of the texts that
are central to the process of
instituting the
sequence of mal-conceptions and misperceptions in the diagnosis of what is the ‘African
problem’. The manner in which data is selectively
come

nouri.shed.

‘
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gathered, interpreted and applied; and the kind of
theories and concepts used all attest to the point
of view and the politics of the times; invariably
to justify the conquest and subjection of the
things non-Westem.
.‘Primitive' now became a label applied
indiscriminately to the coloured peoples
of the world. Social sciences grew up
reflecting the division of the world:
anthropologists largely studied nonEurope... (while) sociologists studied
whites (Baxter & Samson eds. 1972; 100
.

Theories, concepts and methodology is one
thing, personal attitudes of the researchers was a
separate additive. The father of British
anthropology Malinowski writing on ‘natives’
who were objects of his ‘objective scientific’
research noted that:
the

life of the natives as utterly
devoid of interest or importance,
something as remote from me as the life of
a dog (Kuper 1973:28, in Amadiume
.../

see

ibid.).
This racist division of the world, over and
above indifference to those

being studied is still
basically all the processes of
international relations of even ‘cooperation’,
particularly research cooperation. It is in the area
of research that exploitation of the
epistemological wealth of the so-called ‘poor’ is
most dramatically witnessed.
fundamental in

Tbe researchers from the North arrive in drones

pluck at will, knowledge and data from the
‘field’ (‘field’ being the contemporary misnomer
for the primitive societies) and, without any
and

for the consequences of
methodology, or the needs of those being
repeatedly researched, they fly away back to
their ‘laboratories’ in the North, and analyse,
dissect or manipulate the data to suit particular
hypotheses as preset before the research.
Afterwards, they get promotions and become
‘experts’ in interpreting African reality; a reality
they have never really known, a reality they
have never really wanted to know, a reality that
is way beneath the civilized of the earth to

consideration

know.

Over and above the indifference and even

exploitation, it is actually evidence of the
subsequently insulting texts still standing high in
even esteemed centres of learning that sends
chilly shocks down one’s spine. African scholars
like the late professor Okot p’bitek found in the
libraries at Oxford University, that pinnacle of
learning, what was considered ‘standard text
books for comparative studies in social
anthropology’, books entitled;
—
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and

pluck at will, knowledge and data from

the ‘field’

.

in Amadiume 1987;1).

—

scarcely past girlhood, who
started university and had never
fought a war in her life. She was planning
to go to Africa to teach female veterans of
a liberation struggle how to organize!
This is the kind of arrogant, if not absurd
was someone

had just

The researchers from the North arrive in drones

Primitive Culture:
Primitive

Religion:

The

—

attitude

Savage Mind:

makes

Primitive Government:

—

The Position

—

Institutions

of Primitive Societies:
Song, Sex and Repression
in Savage Society:
Primitive Mentality.
These texts, written by the patriarchs of British
social anthropology, are not contested, and remain
on the reading lists of the social sciences, feeding
minds to the 21st century with a racist basis for

—

even

what should

be noble activities of

development cooperation. The only difference
today is that the word ‘primitive’ is now replaced
by ‘underdeveloped’ or ‘developing’, or ’least
developed countries’.
Turning to feminism in the West and its own
ambiguous relationship with the ’primitive’ or to
put is sweetly, the ‘underdeveloped’, it has
been argued that even female academics and
feminists in the West were not really concerned
about the points of view of those they were
writing about. They preoccupied themselves, to
borrow Amadiume’s words, ‘with their

rebellion’

which

was

then

overshadow the fact of their

own

assumed to

own

identity and

particular collusion with the tenets of the
conquest and subjugation of African cultures
and modes. Accordingly,
...Their call for changes (focused) on n^o
issues: one, that men should he made to

participate in the domestic spheres of
child care: two, that women should

participate equally with men in the public
world of work... But as we (saw). Third
World women did not identify the same
priorities at the UN Decade conference
held in Nairobi. Ai
widely reported.
Western feminists used Third World data
upon which to base propositions for the
West, as ifthe whole world was represented
by the West: e.xactly as the male
anthropologists had done earlier
(Amadiume ibid:4-5).
Amadiume Recalls of an encounter that speaks
for itself;
...Once in

a

White woman

seminar, I asked

repeatedly...It

(Amadiume ibid:!)
Reconstituting Knowledge: Reconstituting
Power

Primitive

—

encounter

think... better the armchair

anthropologist than these ‘sisters’

of Women in Savage

Societies:
—

vce

one

a young

If knowledge

is, indeed power; and if power is
that vigour, energy, strength; in short that ability
to do something, the first order of business for us
in Africa is to improve the knowledge base
upon which we act, upon which we struggle,
upon which we wish to fight. But power, as
was argued in the opening paragraph is also
about control, about influence, and
In the context of the

continuity of colonial

relations, the psycho-social dimensions

of

introduces into analysis the issues of on
reality, whose truth, whose premise,
whose terms, the construction of meaning, its
ascription and institutionalization is made.
Asking questions of this kind gives us as
policy activists in Africa and the South, the
opportunity to develop fresh capacities to
define, re-define, or recontextualize meaning
as a central aspect in the empowerment of both
policy makers and the civil society at large. It
is also in beginning to experience the pain that
comes with answering such questions that a
new type of power is bom. And this is the
power to reject, the power to debunk, and the
power to say NO.
power
whose
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DEMOCRACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS

VOTER EDUCATION — A MUST FOR
ZIMBABWE?
Marina d’ENGELBRONNER-KOLFF

w

ITH the Presidential and General

Evejy citizen shall have the right and the
opportunity, without discrimination and

to vote

in parliamentary elections are citizenship,

without unreasonable restrictions to vote

residence and age.
While not being

views

and to he elected at

and to

well

elections which shall he universal and

Elections in Zimbabwe
comer,

on

1 would like to share

the

some

concerning the right and duty to vote, as
as concerning voter awareness.

In accordance with the Electoral Act no. 7 of

equal suffrage and shall he held hy secret
ballot, guaranteeing the free expression
of the will of the electors.

1990, the Zimbabwean

eligible voters were
invited to register on the voters’ roll from late
March until early May 1994. Despite the massive
advertising campaign in urban areas by the
Registrar-General’s office, the turn-out seemed
to be very low during these 45 days: only 40
percent of the five and a half million people
eligible according to the Registrar-General. The
deadline of the registration was first extended to
early June, later to June 21, by which date three
and a half million voters were registered. In the
1990 elections, approximately two million votes
were cast for the general, and two and a half
million for the presidential elections. Roughly
speaking, only 55 percent of the electorate
participated in the elections.
In a democratic society, components of the
right to vote are freedom, choice and consent.
Does this imply that the right to vote is
accompanied by a duty? Does this mean that
people are obliged to register and cast their vote?
Dufy to Vote
Article 25 of the International Covenant

Civil and Political
state

on

Rights which is binding on the

of Zimbabwe, stresses that;
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genuine periodic

In the
Charter

same

vein, article 13 of the African

Human

on

and

People’s Rights

(ACHPR), to which Zimbabwe is

a party,

states

‘every citizen has the right to freely
participate in the government of his country,
either directly or through freely chosen
representatives in accordance with the provisions
of the law'. The ACHPR also lays duties on the
that:

individual ‘to

his/her national community
by placing his/her physical and intellectual
abilities at its service’ and to ‘preserve and
strengthen national .solidarity...’ (article 29 (2)
and

(4).

It is

commonplace that virtually

freedom
set

the

serve

can

no right or
be absolute; its boundaries must be

by the rights and freedoms ofothers. Similarly,
right to vote is regarded neither as absolute,

nor

as

without limitations. This fundamental

right is subject to restrictions imposed by each
state as long as they are not arbitrary and do not
interfere with the free expression of the people’s
opinion. Among the conditions commonly
imposed on the possession or exercise of a right

absolute, is the right to vote
indirectly or directly participate in
government accompanied by a duty to vote? In
international human rights law, the duties laid
down in the ACHPR are regarded as restrictions
and limitations to the general right or freedom.
To what extent these re.strictions

can

limit the

basic right or freedom, is left to the state concerned

(see the expression ‘within the law’ in ACHPR
article

13), as well as to the watchdog of the
ACHPR, the African Commission on Human
and

People’s Rights in Banjul, the Gambia, The

ultimate limit of the restrictions is their arbitrary,
unreasonable

or

discriminatory character

or

citizen

or

effect.
To command

a

or

resident to vote

take part in government
be done in practice)

(whatever way this can
is an arbitrary and
unreasonable restriction to these basic political
rights. People are not under a legal obligation to
vote in elections. Above all, is not the right to
vote the free expression of the opinion of the
people? As adult citizens and residents, however,
we should be fully aware of our responsibilities
towards the nation in general, and of the
consequences of not taking part in the elections
in specific. A duty to vote indicates that a

responsibility and moral duty to take part in
elections and to accept the results of elections
exists.
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Voter Awareness

Vote

•

With this in mind,

why is the Zimbabwean
electorate not eager to exercise their right to
vote? While in some older democracies we might
expect a

low interest in politics, particularly

since the electorate is not familiar
with crisis situations in which the

(any more)
preservation

fight for democracy through the exercise of
rights is of fundamental importance, this is not
the case in Zimbabwe. It is only 14 years ago that
the struggle for freedom and democracy,
including the right to take pan in government,
was translated in Independence. Do people still
and

buying

kncvjyoursifuafionisdifficult. I canhelpyou. If you promise tovoie for.
I will give you a 11 file pocl-ef money. If if Is big money you are offer,
you can earn if by felling all your friends fo vofe for me. If will be easy fo

me

hm

remember this?

Discussions

on

Zimbabwean electorate have been extensive.
the

registration

or

It

from

*

lack of identification documents

people on how to vote, but also to
address the reasons listed for voter apathy, and to

*

lack of transport

motivate and stimulate the electorate, particularly

*

lack of

those who show

educate

experience with genuinely free and

fair elections
*

fear of violence and intimidation

*

suspicion about motives of political leaders
weak and corrupt leadership

*

bureaucracy

*

dependency on leaders and cult behaviour
inter-linkages between government and ruling party
lack of strong opposition

*

*
*

di.ssatisfaction with the social and economic
situation (SAP, land reform programme,
school and hospital fees)

*

educated and less-educated voters are amongst
those electors, who do not register or vote.

registered voters who did not vote
were more likely than those who did, to have
been ‘inactive’ during the campaign period, and
to have been female, younger, and urban residents.
Moreover,

was

also noted that, as the voters’ level of

apathy also increased. This
indicates that rather than just being ignorant, the

education increased,

electorate is not satisfied with the current social,

legal, political and economic situation in
Zimbabwe.

Registering and voting implies consent to
government, politics, parties and its candidates:
on the contrary, failing to register or to cast a
ballot constitutes a dis-con.sent. However, even

opposition is weak and splinters like
staying at home will contribute
nothing to the current situation. It is rather a
confirmation of the siaius quo. Change can only
be expected where people indirectly or directly
participate in governing the country. And people
have a responsibility towards that end.
This all shows acompelling need for a massive
education and information campaign, not only to
where the

dead wood,
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of all parties to the media and nonrespected and guaranteed. Another
way is a voter education campaign carried out by
organisations or institutions which are able to
reach the community at large.
Early 1994, the Catholic Commission for
the free

access

violence,

are

Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe initiated
members

survey

of the candidates, the

freedom of all parties to hold rallies and meetings,

ties
a

apathy (women, youth,

the freedom of expression

Education Committee,

of the 1990 elections, carried out
by Jonathan Moyo, it was found that both highly-

It

a voter

urban), to register and cast their vote. Campaigns
carried out by political parties is one way to do
this, as long as human rights principles such as

public apathy towards national responsibiliIn

m

m

polling centres are the

following;

*

o

OH

the behaviour of the

Some of the reasons listed for staying away

J

[persuade fhem because I can give fhem a liffle
pockef money foo.
/

a

Voter

bringing together staffof the Legal Resources Foundation,

drafting

process

and will be used during the

campaign from November on: special
trained staff-members of the organisations
involved will apply strategies as group reading,
discussions, pictures, plays, story-telling and
music. This shows a dynamic approach, which is
not simply a set of abstract principles, rules and
ideas imposed on people, but rather the
community’s response to their actual problems
and needs. It is more than just informing people:
it raises awareness of people's rights and duties
awareness

as

voters.

The Voter Education Committee is a wonderful

example of cooperation and coordination of
activities in the field of the promotion of human
rights awareness. As has been mentioned so
often; networking makes stronger. It is

indispensable for the efficient and effective

Popular Education Collective, Zimbabwe’s
Council of Churches, Zim Rights, Community
Publishing Process and concerned individuals to

utilisation of available

promote voter education. The idea is to jointly
produce pamphlets and posters which can be
used during workshops and meetings within the
existing structures of the various participating
organisations. The workshops and materials,

materials.

which

are

translated in Shona and Ndebele, will

people of Zimbabwe to understand the
importance of elections and to know their rights
and responsibilities as voters.
In addition, a draft manual has been compiled
by the Community Publishing Process called
‘Choosing the Future - Elections and Leadership’.
Hundreds of diverse people from all Zimbabwe
districts (i.e. community leaders, development

assist the

workers, school teachers, church workers,
workers from NGOs and government

departments) participated in the planning,
research, writing and coordination of the materials
through workshops, meetings and interviews.
People were encouraged and invited to give
information in the form of poems, songs, stories,
drawings and case-studies which are reproduced
in the draft manuscript. A genuine participatory
and 'roots-up-approach' has been applied in the

resources as

well

as

for

avoidance of

duplication of activities such as
research, production and dissemination of
To conclude, voter education .seems to be a
must in order to create awareness

amongst the

Zimbabwean electorate concerning voters

rights
participation,
however, are just some of the ingredients of
democracy in general and a free and fair election
process in specific, other ingredients being a
transparent, just and equitable legal and
institutional framework, respect for human rights
principles before, during and after the elections
as well as good governance and popular
participation.
and duties. Voter

awareness

and
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LETTER FROM THE DIASPORA

THE CULTURAL STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT
PROGRAMME
Hakhi Alakhun

A

S THE IMF and the

World Bank,

Economic

Structural

through

Adjustment Programmes, extend and

expand the capitalist global economy throughout
the world, inseparable is the connection between
this and the expansion of a capitalist global

in which people live, how they
surroundings, and
the sum total of this collective expression, makes

culture. The ways

relate to thcm.selves and their

up

what is known as culture. Culture can

also

in accordance
with the conditions in which people live. If the
conditions within which people live and their
relationship to the means of production in a
society determines their social class, then the
manife.st itself in various ways

stratification of class also translates into the

stratification ofculture.Thiscultural stratification

especially in the Third World has created a
dilemma where the youth find themselves
alienated from their own indigenous culture.
The Un ited States has been said to be a "melting

pot" of cultures, one that is the sum total of the
different expressions of ethnic groups in its
population. This idea of the "melting pot”
manifested itself only as an ideal and not as a
reality. Why? Becau.se the popular culture of the
US. until recently, has not always been reflective
of the different ingredients that were supposed to
be melting. US popular culture is comprised of
“baseball and apple pie”. As a sport, baseball is
supposed to be authentically “American” as well
as the recipe for apple pie. According to the
values ofthe mainstream American society, there
is room to have cultural differences as far as
ethnic
one

background is concerned, but as long as

is bom in America, there is no room to

deviate from the dictates of American

“culture".

one ethnic group considers “cultural” is
accepted by the mainstream, then it is not
“American”. For instance, in music, from the

If what
not

early 192()s, in the era of Jazz and what was
known as “be pop”, to the present day Rhythm
and Blues (R & B) and what is now called “hip

still
remain peripheral to mainstream culture. It is not
until a popular White music artist “remakes” and
e.ssentially steals the music of under-marketed,
under-compensated Black musicians, that such
styles of music become acceptable and likeable.
hop”, where genres of music that were and
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Black musicians

are

This is the basis for the tenn

“crossing over" in order to create a wider consumer base

“crossover” where

Black musicians no longer wait

for their music to

be stolen because some of thetn now

take the

initiative of “mainstreaming" their styles to appeal
to

White audiences.

with the intent of

"Crossing over” is done
ensuring the musicians'

longevity in the business as a wider audience
translates into a wide consumer base. But the
ramifications are that after they have crossed
over,

the Black audience will no longer support

such artists

of music does not reflect
community. Such are
Michael Jackson. Lionel Ritchie and
as

the style

by access to the basic necessities of
clothing and shelter and the relationships
of people to the means of production. The owners

determined

food,

and controllers of these

necessities and means of

are essentially the owners and
controllers of popular culture. These are the

production
record

companies, television/film studio and

executives who have the
what will be released to the public. In
films for example, director Spike Lee has
attempted to promote a pro-Black public persona,

distribution company
final say in

reflective of

the culture of the Black

where he makes the films that are

artists like

Black life in America. But no matter how much

Whitney Houston. These artists become faced
with a dilemma of maintaining the buying power
of their White audience while remaining

self-determination he tries to exercise, he still is
not

exempt from

the pre-screenings of the

Columbia Pictures executives who tell him what
he must edit to receive

budgeting,

aesthetically appealing to their Black audience.

scenes

The result of this Juncture is the creation ofartists

marketing, advertising and distribution. This

like Michael Bolton, who is as

White and

pie. but who.se
by how many R
& B soul classics he can copy, and not by the
hardcore rock-n-roll .songs he began his career with.
The stratified culture in capitalist society is

American

as

baseball and apple

talent and success is detennined

scenario is analogous to every art fomi

in popular

culture. The artist known as Prince has
this

captured

reality in a video entitled “Live Sign”, where

a

White record company executive commissions

a

female agent to

infiltrate the musician’s .social

circle and kill him so that there will no

longer be
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the influence of love

on

the

youth through his

This

media itself.

How else

music.

speaks to the issue of self-determination

explain why artists like
Shabba Ranks and Buju Banton are regarded
the “real reggae artists” when weighed
against the timeless poetry of the Pan-African
musical giant, Bob Marley?

in culture because what the

as

themselves

and

hip-hop generation
calls “culture” has degenerated to a level of
promoting sexist values, misogyny and
commodification of glorified violence. If Blacks
are not

distributors of the

the controllers, owners and
forms

they produce, then it
must be questioned whether or not the effects of
negative messages and images on the Black
community is desired or designed.
art

RappierChuck D. leaderof the Black nationalist
group. Public Enemy, has said that rap music is
the “CNN of the Black community of the world”.
Much of what

comes

from the US in the forms of

can one

political, critical thinking amongst Black
youth with songs like Fight the Powers That Be
and Welcome to the Tenodome.
sound bites from old

Using sampled
speeches, Malcolm X was

The result of which is the

propagandist
self-destructing, self-negating
images associated with “having fun” which
creates a high level of acceptability without
critical thought. It is this current trend in the
culture of the US that have the youth in Zimbabwe
referring to their own traditional culture as that
combination of

“backward traditional stuff’. The

exposed
youth are to these images that come from the
“modernised” US, the more they are left feeling

clothing, books and contemporary
magazines and documentaries. But. as Fanon

behind the times in

Che Wilkins

Harare

resurrected in

wrote

in his article

Assassination of Malcolm

on

the “Second

X” (SAPEM.

more

the

Third World country.

The
day generation of Zimbabwean youth in

modem

measure

a

their distance from the US, not

by the width of the Atlantic, but by the closeness

December/January 1993/94), the question of the
resurging interest in Malcolm X shed(s) “light
on the dynamism of capital and how it extracts
political content from “revolutionaries”,

of trends, attitudes, music, clothes,

created as a socio-economic response to the
polarisation of social class in the Black

“radicals” and the like for the purposes

and control the culture of the

community. As the working class. Black youth

depoliticisation”. Capitalism commodified Pan-

did not have the

There is not much difference between the way

train themselves in

Africanism into red. black and green leather

the Western powers,

they could not afford.
They found another way to make music with

medallions of the continent of Africa, buttons,

Bank's ESAP. restructures the Third World.

turntables,

Strong”. But as fashions changed, so did the era.
lasting no longer than four years from 1986 to

popular culture is the measuring stick for culture
amongst the youth from London (UK) to Hong
Kong to Harare (Zimbabwe). Hip hop culture
was

means to

music with instruments

12-inch

vinyl records and
microphones to amplify their structured and
skilful “jive talk” now known as “rapping”.
Beginning in the late 1970s. Black youth no
longer experienced the demoralising effects of
being amongst the “have-nots” in society, as the
formation of hip hop culture was the arena where
life could still be celebrated in the poorest sections
of inner cities across America. As Black youth
happily found acceptance amongst themselves,
the mainstream establi.shment in

popular culture
was
initially threatened as the buying power of
the Black community started to shift away from
records and tapes and towards the clubs where
popu lar rappers performed. This led to the signing
of rappers to record labels creating the foundation
of a legitimate rap industry, with production
companies, marketing firms, writers, producers
and. of course, the artists. But. for a genre of
music that for long since its inception had not
been respected as a legitimate art form, it
continued to grow in popularity outside of the
Black

community and outside America.

After

the

mid

1980s,

interesting
music. With an

an

development took place in rap
understanding of the mobilising power of music,
groups

like Public Enemy, with its Black

wholesale

commodification

of

and

watches and T-shirts that read "Too Black, Too

1990, reduced to

a

“trend” that

came

and went.

Relieved by the deconstruction of the potential
for the

political mobilisation of the masses
music, the capitalist musical
establishment operating as a vehicle of the state,
appropriated more capital to the artists with the
most self-destructive messages. The link between
through

the musical establishment and state

was brought
Eazy-E of the group
NWA (Niggers with Attitudes) was invited to
the White House for a meeting with President
Bush in 1991. It was after this juncture that
political rap disappeared, and the rise of “Gangsta
Rap” occurred. This style of rap glorifies
homicide, domestic violence, rape, promiscuity
and commodifies it all into a fashionable image
of baggy jeans, combat boots, oversized T-shirts

into

question after

rapper

and the consumption of malt liquor.

So as long as
this is the commercial product coming from the
States, then there is no surprise to see the same
image appear on the streets of Harare. Whereas
the maintenance of the indigenous mbira music
and drumming, while found in a few clubs, it
remains distant and rural
dish that

picks

up

as

the nearest satellite

Yo! MTV Raps. If rap music

lifestyles and
essentially the culture between the two countries.
This leads to the allowance of the
controllers of

like Shabba
Buju Banton are regarded as the “real
reggae artists” when weighed against the timeless
poetry of the Pan-African musical giant. Bob
Marley? Because with the expansion of global
capitalism comes a global culture that reflects it,
and does not allow
As witnessed

status quo

destabilising and demobilising to a society just
like low intensity warfare. The last quarter of this
century has given way to the liberation and
independence of “Third World” Africa.
The challenge for today's Pan-African
generation worldwide is to detach themselves
from the

capitalist competitive nature of being
wanting to be seen as behind, and

ahead and not

reconstitute the value of life.

Valueing life itself is
objectified, commodified
and destroyed by capital. Let us find the courage
to pull off the blindfold that disables us to .see how
antithetical to how it is

we

allow

our own

economic

exploitation for the

sake of having a good time,
with

and re-associate "fun”
maintaining progressive values through

cultural resistance to cultural dominance. Hence,

continue, as Bob Marley sang, “forwarding

of imperialist values as the mainstream

freedom”.Q
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by the legacy of artists like Bob

organising. Like a double-edged sword, it can be

wecan

American

for resistance.

as much a challenge to the
in music and culture as political

this generation,

era.

room

Marley, resistance is

world, then the reporting is as biased and reflective

created a movement towards B lack consciousness

through the IMF and World

Ranks and

the

of the Reagan/Bush

youth in Zimbabwe

How else can one explain why artists

is indeed the CNN of the Black community to the

economy

and

who want to consider themselves "modem”.

nationalist themes and musical commentaries on

political

owners

popular culture in the US. to own

triumphantly” with our “ songs of
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SAFES RESEARCH

REGIONALISM, ETHNICITY AND THE
NATIONAL QUESTION IN MALAWI
CHI.IERE CHIRWA

T

HIS paper

sets an agenda for further

research into

questions of regionalism,
ethnicity and national identity in
Malawi. It attempts to analyse these from the
perspective of two theoretical concepts: the
concept of space — the physical, political and
cultural arena in which regionalism, ethnicity
and national identity are communicated and
practised — and that of boundaries as
demarcations and definitions of space. The paper
adopts the argument by Robert Thornton that
“while boundaries

often

are

seen as

the locus of

political conflict, it is also clear that (they) are
essential for there to be any politics at all. What
is less clear is how the idea of personal, political,

cultural,

regional and other boundaries either

contribute towards ormilitate against a particular

political order”.'
The

problem to be discussed in the present
be summarised in the following
contradicting statements:
We must no longer think in terms of our
paper can

individual tribes

...

We

must not

think in

of our regions or provinces: "Oh,
the North, you are from the
South, you are from the Centre". No!.
terms

you are from

.

.

people, one country.Excellency
has directed that
with immediate effect teachers from the
country's three regions must teach in their
respective regions.. ..(He)alsodisclosed
that there were .some people in the North
who wanted to break away andform their
we are one

His

own state

.

.

.

.'

It does not

.seem to

be certain

as to

whether {Malawian)

people really
understand and appreciate the concept of
democracy or not
Many are content to
rush to c.xpress resentment against what
.someone says just because the other party
belongs to a tribe or region other than
theirs. This attitude is not only illogical
but also very dangerous to the future of
the

country.^

The above statements suggest that

regionalism
ethnicity are serious political problems in
Malawi. Despite rhetorical appeals to “national
unity”, most ordinary Malawians often think in
temis of their ethnic and regional backgrounds.
This paper will argue that over the last three
decades, regionalist tendencies in Malawian
politics have increased. The reason for this is that
regional affiliation-and-identity is at the centre
and

Sapem Decf.mber/January. 1994/95

of political discourse in the country. The “region”,
both

as an

administrative unit and a geographical

plane, is the arena in which the struggle for
political, material and cultural resources take
place. As a result, it has become both an arena of
conflict and negotiations and the space for the
struggle for political power.' The regionalistic
tendencies in Malawian politics are therefore a
reflection of the struggle for space; and the
political and cultural construction of regional
boundaries is a way of marking difference
between spaces within which the struggle for the
accumulation of political, material and cultural
resources take place.
Ethnic Particularism
It is

important to address this problem at this
stage because the potential for ethnic and interregional conflict in a future “democratic” Malawi
is something to be taken very seriously indeed.*'
As one newspaper has rightly noted, as the new
era of political liberalisation unfolds, “it is
becoming crystal clear that Malawians are
running on regionalistic principles”.’ The present
paper contends that this is not a new phenomenon
in Malawian politics. Regionalism and ethnicity
have always been the driving motor of the
country’s politics. In his pioneering article on
this subject, Leroy Vail argued that:
to understand contemporary Malawi, one
must take ethnic particularism seriously
and not assume that Banda (the country’s
former president) is an aberration on an
otherwise healthy body politic. Ethnic
tensions do not e.xist in Malawian politics,
they have been growing since
independence, and should he assessed.'^
To do this, Vail further argues,

beyond the nationalisthistoriography which, by
stre.xsing the perceptions and ideas of a
now largely displaced well-educated elite,
maintain an e.xaggerated picture of the
content oftruly nationalfeeling present in
the colonial period. One must seek out the
roots ofethnic particularism, for, as with
nationalism, this has had its roots firmly
in the twentieth century!*
In two publications, Vail has outlined the
“roots of ethnic particularism" in the country. He
puts emphasis on the historical role played by
culture brokers: European missionaries, colonial
administrators,
anthropologists, local
intellectuals and historians. These, according to
one

must

dominated

go

Vail, “carefully crafted ethnic ideologies in order
to define the cultural characteristics of members
of various ethnic

groups”.The cultural and,
especially, language policies of the postindependence state reinforced these ideologies.
The language in which the politics of the postindependence period was discussed, increasingly
drew upon a store of ethnic symbols and
stereotypes."
The present paper agrees with Vai 1, but regards
his analysis weak in four areas. First, he does not
adequately address multiple choices of identity.
It is not always that Malawians identified (or
identify) themselves in terms of their tribal of
ethno-linguistie backgrounds. There is need to
find the meeting or diverging points between
these and other forms of identities based

on

class, religion, gender, age, residence and many
others. In addition, it is important to bear in mind
that identities are not static, they change from to
time to time. Old

ones

die and

new ones

Second, Vail fails to realise that “the

belonging to

emerge.
sense

of

arises from an
identification with its landscape”, the physical
plane or geographical space. This is because
a country

“countries, but not nations

or

states, are

understood to be parts of the earth’s surface, or
the land and landscape”.'^ “This”, argues

Thornton, “raises the

possibility of a struggle
autochthony and autochthonous origins”.'’
The regionalistic tendencies in Malawian politics
could be a reflection of the struggle for
over

autochthonous identities which “create a country
of political actors who are much more aware of
the nature and the limits of the polity, or multiple

polities in the larger arena of the country”.''' As
result, they choose the region as the safest arena
for the practice of politics. When this is combined

a

with the

competition, for material resources,
regionalism is bom.
Third, Vail’s analysis does not adequately
explain why intra-regional ethnic tensions, so
common in the country during the period he
deals with, have been suppressed and replaced
by inter-regional tensions and rivalries in the
post-independence period. It is important to note
that each region in Malawi has more than three
ethnic groups in it. Vail observes that throughout
history, there has been a lot of intra-regional
ethnic tensions in the country. The evidence we
have now suggests that when it comes to national

politics and the competition for political and
material

resources at

the national level, intra59
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regional tensions are suppressed while interregional ones are heightened. We, therefore,
need to know what and where exactly are the
points of transition from, on the one hand, intraregional tensions to. on the other hand, interregional rivalries.
Finally. Vail does not show how the country’s
political structures reinforce regionalistic
attitudes in the minds of ordinary people and. if
at all there is an alternative to this political
culture. The division of the country into North,
Centre and South, with each region so different

the fact that "the

edge is a point of transition and
intersection that is shared by two planes”. It is

“part of both planes, but it is seen as part of
neither”.'*’ So Malawians will regard themselves
as “one people, one country” but
belonging to
the North, Centre and South. Yet the north,
and south

are physical planes that share
edges or points of transition within the
same larger plane: Malawi, as a country.
The emphasis on regional identities is
essentially a product of the attempt to mark the

centre

the

.same

difference and inclusion or exclusion from

some

month. Dr Banda directed that teachers from the

country's three regions "must teach in their
respective regions”. He claimed that northern
teachers in schools in the Centre and South

taught deliberately badly so that their students
did less well than those from the schools in the
North.-' “The teachers,” claimed Dr Banda, “do
this with the intention of hampering children
from the Central and Southern

Region from
jobs in the
eventually held by those from the

further education

country are
North”.-^ This

so

was

that all the top

another unfounded claim.

from the other two in tenns of human and

category. As Thornton argues, “simple difference

Neither Dr Banda nor his officials in the

economic

itself—difference of language,

of Education could prove

surely heighten interregional competition and rivalries. What is
particular about Malawi is that ethnic, party and

religion, beliefs,
practices (historical origins) and so on — is

administrative structures, to

political) difference. There must be a
that some difference —
any difference—can be made to mark”.Not all
socially relevant differences are marked by
cultural, social or political differences. Political
or social difference is “ultimately a matter of
categories” which signs of difference such as
language, cultural traditions and practices, may
symbolise; but "the signs of difference are never
either a necessary or a sufficient condition for the
existence of socially (or politically) relevant
difference”."* Language and cultural traditions
and practices are politically used as symbols and
markets of difference, while categorisations and
conceptualisations of difference are used for
political communication.
Isolation, Stereotyping and Categorisations
Over the last three decades, the categorisations
and conceptualisations of ethnic and regional
differences were communicated by the state in
three ways. The first was the isolation,
stereotyping and scapegoating of people from
some regions and especially the Northern Region.
As Kamwambe has observed, pointing fingers at
northerners was "the only way to make Malawians
in the two other regions continue to rally behind
(Dr Kamuzu Banda) as their good man”.''*
Without any concrete evidence. Dr Banda and
his regime from time to time accused northerners
of plotting to overthrow the government, or
conspiring to underdevelop the Centre and the
South by concentrating projects in their region,
or working hard only when they were in their
own region. Two good examples of this happened
in 1989. On February 2 that year. Dr Banda
summoned all top civil servants. He denounced
them for regionalism, and singled out northerners
whom he accused of "trying to underdevelop the
South and Centre and to concentrate projects in
the North”.-" This was a big mockery to the
northerners, considering that their region is the
least developed. If anything, it was Dr Banda and
his regime who denied the Northern Region of
projects in order to underdevelop it. In the same

confomi

resources,

to

district and

a

greater extent,

regional boundaries.

Ethnic and district boundaries, with a few

exceptional cases, are the same. Party structures,
with the exception for those of the Alliance for
Democracy (AFORD) party, start with local
branch, area and district committees, regional
committees, and the national executive committee
the top.

at

The national

or state

structures, such as those

administrative

of ministries and

government departments, more or less, follow
the same lines. In very few cases do the boundaries
of these structures cut across those of ethnic
groups, districts and regions. The implication
here is that people are constantly reminded of the
localities to which

they belong and the resources
undertheircontrol. Thus, for purposes ofpolitical
strength, they resort to parochial identities when
competing for national resources.
Boundaries
What

we

need to do at this stage

is to adopt

Thornton's argument about the potentials of
boundaries. "Boundaries,” he argues, "constitute
kind of social

(political) and cultural 'edge', or
edges”. In turn, ‘edges’ act as “points of
transition between identities, categories, regions
and historical periods". Boundaries are therefore
more than physical demarcations of landscapes
or
geographical planes. They are also
demarcations or definitions of political, social
and cultural planes. It is therefore essential to
examine how perceptions of boundaries of ethnic
groups, districts and regions; in groups and outgroups: friends and enemies; of the familiar and
the stranger, are understood, negotiated and
redefined in the Malawian political context.
The contention of the present paper is that the
regionalistic tendencies in Malawian politics are
an attempt to create, define and redefine political
‘edges’ or points of transition between identities,
categories and regions. They reinforce the
imagined differences between in-groups and outgroups, friends and enemies, us and them. What
causes inter-regional tensions and confiicts is
a

set

60

of

never too

sufficient

to

(not even

concept of a category

make

a

social

or

cultural

Ministry
it. The logistics of
conspiracy are extremely

organising such a
questionable.
Isolation, stereotyping and scapegoating
served four political purposes. First, they were
meant to “estrange” and alienate northerners so
that they do not feel as belonging to the rest of the
country — to instill in them a feeling of the outgroup. Second, to give those from the two other
regions the perception that they were more
Malawian than those from the North. Third, to
create a

feeling of animosity and competition

between northerners and those from the

two

other regions.

And. fourth, and from a theoretical
point of view, it was a way of marking difference
and communicating it
so that the ordinary
Malawians begin to think in tenns of us and
them, the familiar and the stranger.
The second way

in which this was done was
through systematic and sometimes violent
repression of suspected and real dissenters. The
main victims were intellectuals, clergymen,
businessmen, politicians and civil service
employees from the Northern and Southern
regions; their family members, sympathisers and
supporters. For example, of the .“iS university
graduates detained in MikuyucanipeastofZomba
in 1976, 45 were from the Northern Region.
“Between 1973 and 1975. many senior
administrators and lecturers at the University of
Malawi

were

detained. Over 90 percent were

from the Northern

Region.” In early 1976, 16
employees of the National Statistical Office were
detained, all were from the Northern Region.-’ In
1988. 10 northerners

were

removed from the

Malawi National Examinations Board after

allegations that its Executive Secretary or
Director, himself a northerner, had packed it
with people from his region so as to influence
results of national examinations. On February 6.
1989, four students from the Northern Region
were
expelled from Chancellor College — the
main college of the country’s university—in the
aftermath of student protests against the
imposition of district and regional quotas in
university selection, the encroachment of political
organisations on the university campus, and the
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introduction of

a

varying extents to the ‘Chewaisation’ process.”-''

people out of the country’s population of
or 50 percent, are from tlie Southern
Region; 3 728 686, or 39 percent, form the
Centre; and 1 092 823, or about 11 percent, from
the North. “This state of affairs,” argued the
Daily Times, “enabled Mr Muluzi to win the

The main victims of this have been the ethno-

elections since most of those who voted for him

linguistic groups from the Southern Region whose
languages are similar to the Chichewa of the
Central Region. These include the Nyanja or
Mang’anja, the Yao and the Lomwe. Their
historical and cultural traditions were subtly, but
systematically, subordinated to those ofthe Chewa.
Regionalism
The above account suggests that in pursuing
its regionalistic tendencies, the regime in Malawi
did not employ the same .strategies all the times
and for all the people. The Northern Region was
largely a victim of political isolation, stereotyping
and scapegoating, while the Southern Region
had been a victim of the manipulation of cultural

come

from the South", the most

in the

country.”

As John Lwanda has

student loan .scheme with

The introduction of

a

argued, “in the quest for

Chewa domination, those tribes that had

exorbitant rates of interest.''*

quota system was

developed strong cultural traditions, or saw

intended to manipulate the country's educational

themselves as different, suffered from the

“Previously, the North, with about 12
percent of the population, had accounted for
about half of university entrants”. Now each
district was guaranteed a specific number of
places. Given that the North has only five districts,
against nine in the Centre and 10 in the South, it
meant a major reduction of northerners making
it through to uni versity. Though the quota system
was unpopular with and pretested against by a
cross section of the student body — from all the
three regions of the country—only four students
from the North were singled out and expelled.
Here, again, is another good example of how
regionalism and ethnic particularism were made

because their identities had to be subordinated to

system.

to

mark.
The third way

was

of communicating difference
through the manipulation of the country’s

historical and cultural traditions; and

and historical traditions. At the

the attempt to create a strong

Central

especially
Chewa identity in
the Central Region. Dr Banda “promoted the
idea that Chewa culture was synonymous with
Malawi”." He was “eager to demonstrate that
the Chewa (of the Central Region) constituted a
majority of the Malawian population — a claim
which is regarded in serious academic circles as
exaggerated and inaccurate”." Dr Banda publicly
declared that he

was

“Chewa” and “very very

keen in Chichewa, 1 want to correct Chichewa
..

.IwantpureChichewa....”"Throughpolitical
on what has been

manoeuvring, he embarked
dubbed

as

the “Chewaisation” of the

country’s

cultural and historical traditions. A key factor in
this was the introduction, if not the imposition, of
Chichewa as the official national
it is claimed,

was

language. This,
linguistic

done “to minimi.se

diversity which (was) viewed as an aspect which
reinforce(d) ethnic loyalties”. In 1968. the then
ruling Malawi Congress Party (MCP) strongly
recommended at its annual convention in

Lilongwe that “in the interest of national unity”,
Malawi adoptsChinyanjaasanational language;
that the name Chinyanja be changed to Chichewa;
and Chichewa and English be the country’s
official languages, and all other languages
continue to be used in every day private life in
their
respective areas only.'" These

same

policy

time, the

Region politically and culturally

benefitted from the process of “Chewaisation”
of the country’s traditions. This has contributed
to

the

polarisation of the country along regional

lines. This “divide-and-rule” tactic

was one

of

populous region

The election results therefore demonstrate the
extent to

which

regional differences have been

marked and communicated; and how boundaries
or

political “edges” have been constructed and

reinforced. The boundaries, or lines of difference,
between difference parts of the
are now drawn even clearer. The

Malawi polity
May elections
acted as the markers of the “edges” of the political
planes that in turn followed the “edges” of
physical planes. At this level, the “edges” of the
physical, political and cultural planes find their
meeting points. The presidential and
parliamentary general elections, contrary to the
view that they have polarised the country along
regional lines, have simply highlighted and
heightened a problem that was already there.
What is required at this level is to find political
ways of crossing these “edges” as points of

key factors that accounted for the political
survival of Dr Banda’s repressive regime. This,
in itself, was a way of marking and
communicating political and cultural difference.
Leroy Vail predicted that “when the
charismatic Banda disappears from the scene, it
is likely that ethnic tension will come to the
surface, breaking the long silence prevailing in

transition.

decade and halt".® The
results of the country's presidential and
parliamentary elections held on May 17 1994
have verified Vail’s prediction. According to an
editorial in the Malawi Daily Times, the election
results “seem(s) to reflect that people voted for
candidates not because of the policies their parties
stand for. but rather the region a party leader
comes from”.” People from each of the three
regions preferred to have a president from their
own region. This was evidenced by the way
votes overwhelmingly favoured presidential
candidates from their on regions.'- Tom
ChakufwaChihana, a northerner and presidential

or in concert, have moulded this political
culture. We cannot assume that the state did all

the

Malawi

over

the past

candidate for AFORD.

scooped

over

of the votes from his region, against eight percent

language policy up to the change of government
in May 1994. Erom the 1969/70 school year,
Chichewa was to be taught in primary and
secondary educational institutions, and from
1972, in the university as part of linguistic .studies.
A Chichewa Board was formed in 1972, charged
with the responsibility of providing a new
Chichewa dictionary. Between that time and
June 1994, Chichewa and Engli.sh were the only
languages heard on the national radio.

from the Centre and

from the
Region and
the MCP candidate, got nearly 70 percent of the
votes in his region, 16 percent in the South and
nine percent in the North. Elson Bakili Muluzi,
seven

We need to find out if parochial identities are
really dangerous to the political future of the
country. If we get rid of them, how do we
strengthen local institutions .so as to establish
strong foundations of civil stK'iety in order for a

democratic culture to nourish. We also need to
know how the advocates of parochialism,

this without tacit support from individuals, groups
of individuals and .some non-state institutions.
As well, we need to know the choices and
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Windhoek on

July 30,1994. He argued that these meetings marked

the conversion of the Frontline States from a rear base of the
The Electoral Process and Low

Intensity Warfare in

Mozambique
Campbell and Fernando Gonsalves were the main
speakers during a SAFES Seminar which analysed the Electoral
Process and Low Intensity Warfare in Mozambique on November

Professor

1.3, 1994.
Both

speakers reviewed the international climate and
impacted on the people of

demonstrated how the Cold War

Mozambique and made the whole affair international in character
especially the involvement of right wing groups in sponsoring the
rebel movement Renamo todestabilise the Frelimo led government.
Professor

Campbell reviewed the impact of the war and how it

decimated the civilian

government in

the

population and the Marxist oriented
of rolling back the frontiers of

name

“communism”.

Gonsalves argued that the recently concluded elections were
legitimise a democracy that would be endorsed by

meant to
western

Governments. In that

sense

be held whether the conditions

therefore, the elections had to
conducive or not for the

were

holding of free and fair elections. Whilst the elections were
classified as generally free and fair, he noted that one of the major
irregularities was Afonso Dhlakama’s gesture of pulling out of the
elections seven hours before the polling began, when the law
required him to give a 15 days notice and then withdraw 72 hours
before opening of the polls.
The meeting was classified as very important, because not many
people are consciously engaging themselves in organising forums
that will lead to new policy initiatives in resolving the conflicts
Africa is experiencing. From the debate that ensued, it was clear
that Mozambique has to embark on a nation-building exercise
inclusive of all ethnic groups and participatory politics in terms of
resource allocation because certain regions felt alienated hence the
marked regional voting in favour of parties which most analysts are
at pains to prove represent certain dominant or dominated ethnic
groups.□
Peace and

Security in Southern Africa

Dr Ibbo Mandaza, the Executive Director of SAFES Trust delivered
paper which focus.sed on Peace and Security in Southern Africa
raising the question of whether a Common Foreign and Security
Policy (CFSP) is possible, during a SAFES Seminar Series held on
a

Struggle for National Liberation in Southern Africa to a forum —
the Association of Southern African States

for

a CFSP.
He was however concerned by the temptation of regional powers

military methods in resolving conflicts. He illustrated
by showing how the evolution of CFSP is constrained as much
by the regional hierarchy of powers that is inherent among the
member states of the sub-region as by the global hierarchy of
to resort to

this

powers

that is implicit in the unipolar world.Q

Angola: Beyond the Lusaka Peace Accord
Angola has experienced serious dislocations in almost all aspects
of life in the past seventeen years emanating from the cold war
tensions and compounded by the internal disagreements between
the various forces that had fought for independence. During the
evening seminar held on Thursday, December 1, 1994, the main
speaker Alberto Ribeiro-Kabulu Angola’s Ambassador to
Zimbabwe reviewed the recently concluded Lusaka Peace Accord
and the prospects for sustainable peace in the strife-tom country.
He was generally optimistic and this attitude stemmed from the
international political climate and the winds of change triggered off
by South Africa’s independence.
The Ambassador reviewed the initial weaknesses of the MPLA
and the recent military successes

the government scored against the

Unita forces culminating in the capture of rebel stronghold Huambo.

presentation which some observers characterised as antiimperialist in thrust, the Ambassador reminded those present that
the recent developments must send signals to Washington viz the
legitimacy of the MPLA government and the status Savimbi was
accorded by the people of Angola after the elections in which his
party lost.
In the

SAFES SEMINAR SERIES CLUB

inviting you to Join the SAFES Seminar Series club
whose Membership fee stands at Z$250 per year. Benefits will
include free access to a series of high-level, wide-ranging
debates in the vein of the highly successful Policy Dialogue
seminars which are held at SAFES every month. Other benefits
of membership w-ill include a free copy of all publications
emanating from these seminars, plus a copy of Southern Africa
Political and Economic Monthly (SAPEM) magazine.
We are developing a hospitality centre where you wil I be able
We

to

iU'e

socialise and brainstorm with

resource

backgrounds after every seminar.

developments in the sub-region namely the
impact of the Frontline States Summit of June 3, 1994 and the
meeting of Foreign Ministers of the Frontline States held in

SAPES/SARIPS for further details
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—

developing

November 24.

He reviewed the

(ASAS)

persons

of various

Please contact Dr. Ibbo Mandaza, the Executive Director of
call at No 4

on

Tel. 7278757790815

or

Deary Avenue, Belgravia.
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The question most people are still debating is Savimbi ’s physical
condition, because there were statements made to the effect that
“the

is dead”

“was

injured and is not likely to recover
totally”. Such uncertainties and the role SAFES attached to this
meeting amplifies the crisis of Africa and the importance of
finding solutions that will move the continent forward.□
man

or

Chapter Public Symposium

on

the

State, Civil Society and Democracy in Zimbabwe
More than 200 Zimbabweans and interested observers
at

the Harare International Conference Centre

deliberate

on

Zimbabwe”
10th

the theme “State, Civil
on

on

converged

November, 26 to

Society and Democracy in
Chapter

the occasion of the AAPS. Zimbabwe

Anniversary.

keynote address which focussed
on the State. Civil Society and Democratisation in Africa. This was
followed by presentations from representatives of political parties
and activists who reviewed the Role of Political Parties and the
State in the Democratisation Process in Zimbabwe. Most politicians
from the opposition felt that the playing field is not level and some
of them called for the boycott of the impending 1995 General
Elections.
Discussants who were mainly intellectuals from the university
castigated the opposition for its lagk^f a coherent programme
beyond its preoccupation with ousting ^ANU (PF), the ruling
party. The final presentations focussed on Civil Rights. Economic
Reform and the Democratic Process in Zimbabwe.
The AAPS members present elected Joyce Kazembe as the new
President and Sam Matsangaise as the Secretary General to
replace the veterans Drs Lloyd Sachikonye and Donald Chimanikire
who have been running the local executive for the past five years.
It is hoped that the Zimbabwe chapter will grow from strength to
strength and be able to organise its meetings in other parts of the
country since they have restricted their activities to Harare, the
capital city.
Papers presented at this symposium are available at the SAFES
Trust, regional head office Library and Documentation on Centre.2J

NEWS FROM THE LDC

Acquisitions

02.01.01 Markets and Good Governance: the way forward for
economic and social development? by Robert Archer. Geneva,
UN NGLS, 1994

Originally written for Christian Aid, this report analyses and
criticises the conditionality imposed by Western governments
on countries receiving aid
02.04.03 Methods of combating torture. Human Rights Fact Sheet
No 4. Geneva, UN Centre for Human Rights. 1988
Introduction to the UN Convention against torture and other cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Resolution
39/46, 10 December 1984
02.04.03

Summary or arbitrary executions. Human Rights Fact
Sheet No 11. Geneva, UN Centre for Human Rights, 1989

Report of the Special Rapporteur on arbitrary executions
Labour market policy and structural adjustment in
Zimbabwe: implications for integrating economic and social
policy. Cape Town, University of Cape Town Labour Law

03.02.01

Unit, 1994

Paper aimed at investigating the degree to which social considerations have been, or could be, incorporated in current eco64

market-oriented economic reforms
04.01.02 Inheritance in Lesotho,

by P Letuka... [et al]. Harare,
Project, 1994
Study, conducted 1992/3, investigating the concept, practice,
attitudes and knowledge of inheritance in Lesotho. This is
part bf a regional project
04.01.02 inheritance in Zimbabwe: laws, customs and practices. Harare, SAFES Trust for WLSA, 1994
Inheritance in Zimbabwe: a study conducted by WLSA’s Zimbabwe team

14.02.02

Dr Ibbo Mandazadelivered the

New

policies in Zimbabwe. An assessment of the social
implications of labour market reform measures, which
draws on the german notion of “social market economy”
that could be relevant to Zimbabwe in its attempt to safeguard the social welfare of its populace in the face of

Women and Law in Southern Africa Research

AAPS 10th ANNIVERSARY
Zimbabwe National

nomic

Chelewa, Chelewa: the dilemma of teenage girls,

edited

by Zubeida Tumbo-Masabo and Rita Liljeström.
Uppsala, Nordiska Afrikainstitutet, 1994
Studies conducted by the Teenage Girls and Reproductive
Health Study Group in 1990-91 on the situation of teenage
girls and their prospects
Angola Arms Trade and Violations of the Laws of War since
the 1992 elections. London, Human Rights Watch, 1994
Written and compiled by Alex Vines, this report documents the
violations of the rules of war by both sides in the Angolan
conflict, and the fuelling of the war by new flows of arms
into the country

Nigeria “The Dawn ofa new Dark Age”... Human Rights Watch
Africa report on human rights abuses in Nigeria as the
military declares absolute power. October 1994
Sudan
The Politics of two Sudans: the South and the North
1821-1969, by Deng D Akol Ruay.Uppsala, Nordiska
Afrikainstitutet. 1994

History and background to the current conflict in the Sudan
New periodicals received
Labour relations information sen ice. Published by Concord
Services

(Pvt) Ltd., Harare

Links: international journal

of socialist renewal. Published
by New Course Publications, Australia
VISITORS TO SAFES

During the month of October and the first half of November,
regional office was visited by a number of
scholars, academics and members of the diplomatic community
coming to familiarise themselves with our work. Notable among
SAFES Trust

these

were:

Capt. P O Ebhaleme, Gp. Capt. Udo Imeh, Ibrahim
Mahommed, Sir Kevin Obiodu, P Egure, Prof. S O Ale, Bilkisu
Yusuf, Obong Enobong C Essien, Col. Robert Ire Elebor from
the National Institute for Policy Strategic Studies, KURU,
Nigeria. Mapopa Chipeta, B S Chaani and U T Ngwira from
Malawi. Rudo Chitiga, IRED, Zimbabwe; Vero Mbahuuruwa,
Namibia; Sami H Elzochbi, ITT. Sheraton; A J Nanna, Nigeria
High Commission; Prof. M Ayo Ajomo, Nigeria; Hans van der
Veen, MFA, Hague, the Netherlands; Michael Laidler, European
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